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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980 (P.L. 96-272), Congress outlined a two-tiered case review
system which includes a review by a court or administrative body
at least every six months and a dispositional hearing by a court
or court appointed/approved body within 18 months of a child's
placement and periodically thereafter. This study focuses on
the dispositional hearing requirement of the case review system
and adclresses three major questions:

(1) What is the response of States to P.L. 96-272
with regard to dispositional hearings?

(2) How are dispositional hearings operating in the
States?

(3) What are the advantages, problems and issues
surrounding the implementation of the hearings?

Study Activities

To address these questions, a two-part study was con-
ducted consisting of a national exploratory survey of the hear-
ings in 50 States and Washington, D.C., and an in-depth study of

the 18th-month dispositional hearings in Arizona, Louisiana,
Montana, North Dakota, San Francisco County (California), South
Carolina, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. A special feature of
the study was collection of parallel information and opinions
from both court and agency staff.

The primary sources of information for the national
study were telephone interviews with the State foster care admin-
istrator and one judge from each State. In addition, a statute
search was conducted to determine the statutory basis for case
review in each State.

The in-depth study sites were purposively chosen accord-
ing to the differentiation in their case review systems. Site
visits were made to the State office and three counties in each
State (except in the case of San Francisco County). Interviews
were held with an average of 30 court and agency respondents per
State. In addition, 60 case records of children having had
hearings were abstracted per State, in order to gain an under-
standing of the effect of dispositional hearings on case outcomes.

xi



This report presents tabulated results of the national
telephone survey and statute search as well as qualitative infor-
mation from the site visits. A second report will present results
of the questionnaire and case record abstract analyses for the
selected States.

Major Findings

While the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing require-
ment includes several specific components of court review, it is
first of all a form of court review and must be considered within
this overall context. In 1976, Claburn, Magura and Resnick
conducted a national survey to determine the extent and types of
foster care reviews operating. They obtained results from 47
states and the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. They found
that only 16 states had either full or limited court review
mandated by law and that 75 percent of these had been estab-
lished since 1970. By 1978, when the Children's Defense Fund
conducted a similar study, it was found that 21 states had legally
mandated court review.

Between 1978 and 1980 there was a further increase in
periodic court review. The Phase I study of case review systems
found that when State representatives were asked in 1980
"whether judicial review of the cases of children in foster care
is mandated in State statute and/or required by agency policy,"
only 15 States responded negatively.** It is important to note
that, unlike the Claburn, Magura and Resnick study, the JWK
study included manadates by law or policy and the court review
referred to was not necessarily a periodic review. It is also
important to note that judicial review alone cannot be equated
with the P.L. 96-272 hearing components. Often, the judicial
review procedure operating in some states required only that the
agency file a report to the court at a certain date, without
specification that actual hearings be held. Hearings were then
held only on request of the judge or other interested parties.
In some jurisdictions the judges would hold very frequent (some-
times 90-day) reviews for selected or all cases; in other juris-
dictions actual review hearings rarely occurred. As P.L. 96-272
specifies that an actual hearing be held, in our study we distin-
guished court review, in which only a report to the court was
actually completed, from actual court hearings.

*Claburn, Eugene and Magura, Stephen and Resnick, William,
"Periodic Review of Foster Care: A Brief National Assessment,"
Child Welfare, Vol. LV Number 6, 1976:397.

**JWK International Corporation, Comparative Study of State
Case Review Systems, Task IV Report, 1982 Classification; 9-21.



Since the passage of P.L. 96-272, many States have
made a significant effort to implement dispositional hearings.
All but five States indicated they had a formal policy of holding
a court hearing by at least the 18th month in care, and these
five were in the process of evaluating policy in this area at
the time of our survey.

However, only 66 percent (33 of the States in the
survey) were able to report having such a policy and also esti-
mate that 80 percent or more of the children in care 18 months
or longer had actually had hearings by the time of our study.
Of those having a policy to hold hearings by 18 months, 6 States
reported they could not estimate the extent of implementation,
and 6 reported that implementation was less than 80 percent.
This reflects the fact that a number of States had only recently
initiated the hearings for all children and were in a period of

transition.

In fact, in order to implement the dispositional hear-
ing, 75 percent of the States reported some modification of law

or policy specifically designed to meet the dispositional hearing
requirements was necessary.

States are in the process of transition in which sig-
nificant changes in their review systems are being made. These
changes reflect the impetus to establish multiple levels of
foster care review and to incorporate dispositional hearings
into their case review systems. This process has given rise to
some major questions on how to make review effective and how to
select the best review process for a particular State or local

system.

Following is a summary of the status of States' imple-
mentation of dispositional hearing components and major issues
that still need to be addressed.

State Statutes. Thirty States now have legal statutes
mandating some form of court review within 18 months. Twelve of
these States have actual statutory provisions requiring the
court to choose one of several specific alternatives for the
child's future status.

Presently there is a legal debate as to whether the
dispositional hearing requirement of Federal law is binding on
local courts without passage of State law provisions. Our study
revealed that judges, referees and attorneys who were not familiar
with P.L. 96-272 were usually familiar with the requirements of
State law they worked with on a daily basis. This suggests that
even if Federal law were binding, the relevant actors will not

5
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know about it unless it is also in State iaw. State laws arealso needed to define the details of State procedures with regard
to implementing the components of dispositional hearings (i.e.,time frames, procedural safeguards).

Role of the dispositional Hearing. P.L. 96-272 statesthat the dispositional hearing "shall determine the future statusof the child." The law specifies that this me.7 include, but notbe limited to, whether the child should be returned home, placedfor adoption, or remain in foster care for a specified period oftime.

The language of the law has resulted in a wide variety
of interpretations of the purpose of the hearings. One perspec-tive, suggested by a review of the legislative history, views
the dispositional hearing as a "fish or cut bait" situation, inwhich a decision is made concerning whether the child should bereturned home or another permanent arrangement be made. In onlycertain special circumstances would the child be continued in
nonpermanent foster care for a specified time.

An alternative interpretation is that the dispositional
hearing is a point at which a critical look is taken at thechild's current status and a special assessment made of permanentplans for the child. This interpretation stops short, however,of forcing a definite decision as to the direction permanentcustody will take at that time. Still another view is that thedispositional hearing is simply a time when the court reviewsthe progress of the agencies' plan for the child.

It was clear from our study that in almost all Statesthe hearing was viewed as being focused on the development of apermanent plan for each child in care. This was manifest in thefact that when respondents were asked "whether the hearing resultedin a decision on what should be the permanent plan for the child,"82 percent responded with an unqualified "yes." However, inmost States this approach stopped short of being a definite
decision point at which a specific alternative was chosen. Rather,it more closely resembled ensuring that there was some articulableand appropriate case plan goal at that time.

Generally, where there was a judicial or other foster
care review system already established prior to passage ofP.L. 96-272, it resembled a periodic review or often simplyprovided for extension of the foster care order for an additional
year if "the original purposes for foster care had not yet beenfulfilled." In general, these existing laws do not require adecision at a specific point in time about the child's permanenthome from among specified "permanent placement" alternatives nordo they specifically require or authorize the court to take

16
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steps to see that the decision is implemented by the agency.
Many States are continuing to use these reviews as their disposi-
tional hearings.

A consensus needs to be reached between Federal, State
and local officials as to the purpose and objective of the dis-
positional hearing as compared to such other existing review
processes.

Who Conducts the Hearings. P.L. 96-272 specifies that
the dispositional hearings may be conducted by a court or court
appointed or approved body. In our survey, nine States reported
ever utilizing court appointed or approved bodies for disposi-
tional hearings and seven (14%) reported using such bodies "most
frequently." Over two-thirds (72%) reported that a judge "most
frequently" conducted the hearing. Only 8 percent reported a
referee or master conducted the hearings more frequently or as
frequently as the judge. Care needs to be taken to ensure that
these bodies provide adequate due process protections. Systems
that use court appointed or approved bodies to conduct disposi-
tional hearings need to assign adequate authority to a decision
maker in order to guarantee that the findings are carried out.

Definition of "Periodically Thereafter." P.L. 96-272
requires that hearings be held on a "periodic" basis after the
first dispositional hearing held within 18 months, but does not
specify the time frame. One concern has been that the States
will not hold timely hearings ("periodically thereafter"). When
asked how their State was defining "periodically thereafter",
almost half (23) of the States reported they were requiring the
subsequent hearing to occur by at least one year. Ten States
required it by 6 months, 13 required it by 18 months, and 5 by
24 months. Eight States had not yet specified a time frame or
the time frame varied by case.

Inclusiveness of the Hearings. Controversy over whether
all children in care should be included exists within some States.
Most respondents expressed the belief that all children, no
matter what their status, should have a court review. However,
certain respondents had questions as to whether, for example,
children freed for adoption, or who were over a certain age,
should be included. In addition, there were questions concerning
cases in which all parties, including an outside review body,
were in agreement on the permanent plan.

Due Process Procedures. In order to ascertain due
process procedures used in conducting the hearings, judges were
asked questions concerning legally mandated and commonly prac-
ticed due process procedures. Judges responded for their court-
rooms and the results may indicate concepts of "best practice"

xv 17



rather than usual practice in the typical case. Their responsesindicated that written notification to participants is given in
almost all cases, with only two judges reporting this was not
usually done. However, in some cases written notification wasgiven only at the time of the previous hearing (i.e., possiblysix months earlier). Case reports and statements of the possible
results of the hearings were less frequently given to parties
prior to the hearing. Only 22 percent of the judges reported anunqualified "yes" to providing a case report, and only 38 percentindicated that a statement of possible results was included innotification. When asked if those notified were required to
attend, only seven States reported an unqualified "yes" to thisquestion. Typically, only the agency representative is requiredto attend.

Appointment of counsel was reported to be legally
mandated by 22 judges (44%) and another 20 judges (40%) reporteda qualified "yes" to this question. The quality and quantity of
legal representation of parties at the hearings varies greatly.There is a need to ensure that all parties have appropriate
representation. Almost all (90%) reported that those presentwere given the opportunity to present and question witnesses andthat there was the right to appeal. Eighty percent reported
that a record was made of the proceedings, and 92 percent saidthat a written order resulted from the hearings. Often, however,this simply involved signing the report prepared by the agency.

When hearings are held, care needs to be taken to
ensure that the rights of all concerned parties are protected(i.e., effective notification, right to be heard, record 'of theproceedings). Specific procedural safeguards applicable to
dispositional hearings need to be more clearly defined by States.
Parental participation in case review is unfamiliar and uncom-fortable to many State agency staff as well as parents. Majorefforts are still needed to ensure that parents are notified ina timely fashion and are aided in full participation in hearingproceedings.

Authority of the Hearings. Judges and agency resoon-dents were also asked whether they believed the court had author-ity to order certain specific actions at the dispositional hearing.Over 90 percent of both judges and agency representatives believedthat the court, in the context of the dispositional hearing, hadthe authority to order the agency to return a child to their
parents to order certain services for thl families, or to continuethe child in foster care for a specified time or on a long-term
basis. Fewer respondents believed that the court could orderthe agency to file for termination (46 percent of the judges and80 percent of the agencies). Similarly only 54 percent of judgesand 74 percent of agency respondents stated they believed the

xvi
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court had the authority to order the agency to take steps to
place the child for adoption.

In general, as can be seen from the comparisons above,
the judges viewed themselves as having less authority in the
context of the hearings than did the agencies. There was only
one exception to this. Seventy-four percent of the judges,
compared to 64 percent of agency respondents, stated that they
believed the hearing judge had the authority to order the agency
to place the child with specific foster parents, relatives or in
a specific residential placement. Several States have had court
cases on this issue.

Major Implementation Problems. Respondents indicated
that the major problems involved in implementing the hearings
included an increase in workload and the absence of or conflict
with existing State law. Specifically, respondents saw z. need
for more agency and court staff to prepare cases, hear cases,
and to coordinate efforts between agency and court.

As court and agency interaction is becoming more inter-
dependent, formal mechanisms to promote communication and coor-
dination are necessary. Our study indicated that there were few
mechanisms developed to promote the level of cooperation necessary
between agencies and courts in order to fully implement the
hearings. This impacted on such things as case scheduling,
preparation for the hearings and holding timely in-depth review.
Demonstration projects are recommended in this area.

Support for the Hearings. Despite some problerds in
achieving implementation of the hearings in a timely fashion, 96
percent of the agency representatives and 92 percent of the
judges expressed the view that there was strong or moderate
support for holding the hearings in their State. Similarly when
respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the
components of the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing requirement,
over two-thirds agreed with each component of the requirement as
contained in the law.

Policy Implications. When asked for recommendations,
court anti agency respondents stressed the need for training,
funding and resources to be targeted toward preventing placement.

P.L. 96-272 creates new roles for many judges, lawyers,

and social workers. Many respondents asked that technical assis-
tance and training be made available from the Federal Government.

An effective dispositional hearing cannot be implemented
in a vacuum. If beneficial permanent placement decisions are to
be made, then adequate alternatives and an entire spectrum of

services to prevent placement and work towards reunification

xvii



must be available. Of special concern is the lack of permanent
placement options for teenagers and physically or emotionally
handicapped children. Many respondents also expressed concern
over inadequate funds for commencing preventive and reunificationservice programs.

Many of the above mentioned concerns, such as training,
legal representation, the development of coordination and imple-mentation mechanisms, and adequate services, will require addi-tional financial resources. Thus far, courts have had no fundingmade available to them for implementation of the hearings. Thisfactor was repeatedly mentioned by respondents. It was notedthat there was little motivation for courts to comply with the
dispositional hearing requirements and processes unless additionalresources were made available to help alleviate their increasedworkload.

Public Law 96-272 has provided the mandate to ensuremovement for children in foster care into permanent situationsrather than allowing children to remain in care indefinitely.
The dispositional hearing is one aspect of a larger system of
case management practices designed to achieve this goal. Prelim-inary findings of our survey indicate that States are developing
policies and procedures to implement these hearings into theirsystem.

During our study we found great support among alltypes of staff interviewed for both the concept and the practiceof court based hearings to review foster care placements, Itwas also found, however, that there is still considerable con-fusion among both court and agency personnel regarding the speci-fic objectives of the dispositional hearing requirement. Pro-cedulal variations among States do not in themselves appear topresent a barrier to the implementation of the P.L. 96-272requirements. Rather, it is the lack of clearly defined rolesand responsibilitieF for the parties involved in conducting thehearings which could prevent the hearings from achieving thedesired outcome.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of

1980 (P.L. 96-272), Congress outlined a case review system

intended to help assure that child welfare agencies do not lose

track of children under their care, that parental and child

rights are protected, that agencies periodically report upon the

progress made in implementing case plans, and that agencies

direct their actions toward a permanent plan for every child in

placement. This case review system includes three components:

. A case plan designed to achieve placement in the
least restrictive (most family-liAe) setting.

. A semi-annual review by a court or administrative
body which focuses on the continuing need and
appropriateness of the placement, the extent of
compliance with the case plan, the progress made
toward alleviating the need for placement and a
date by which the child may be returned to the
home or placid for adoption or legal guardianship.

. A dispositional hearing conducted by a court, or
an administrative body appointed or approved by
the court, within 18 months of the child's place-
ment and periodically thereafter which shall
determine the future placement status of the
child.

This report presents the preliminary findings of the Phase II

Comparative Study of Case Review Systems, focused on the last of

these components, the dispositional hearing requirement.

tions:

The study was conducted to address three major ques-

(1) What is the response of states to P.L. 96-272
with regard to dispositional hearings?



(2) How are dispositional hearins operating in the
states?

(3) What are the advantages, problems and issues
surrounding implementation of the hearings?

1.2 Study Methodology

To address these questions, a two-part study was con-
ducted consisting of a national overview of the hearings in

fifty states and Washington, D.C., and an in-depth study of the
hearings in eight selected sites. A special feature of the

study was collection of parallel information and opinions from
both the court and agency perspective.

The primary sources of information for the national

study were telephone interviews with the state foster care admin-
istrator and one judge from each state. Judges were selected
from a list prepared by the National Association of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges. The survey was conducted in March and
April of 1983.* In addition, a statute review was conduCted of
applicable legislation for each state.

The in-depth study sites were chosen according to the
differentiation in their case review systems. Six of the eight
sites had been selected by JWK during the Phase I study and the
two additional sites (Washington, D.C. and Arizona) were chosen
when states from P'iase I were unable to participate.** The
sites chosen, classified according to the type of case review
systems operating in 1981, are as follows:

*Responses were obtained from all state administrators with
the exception of Georgia.

**Three states, New Jersey, Illinois and Vermont, were unable toparticipate.
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Exhibit 1-1. Participating states classified as to case review
system

Agency Staff Beyond Professional Review Citisens' heard:

Caseworker/Supervisor Teen/Caseworker/Supervisor Casey:akin/Supervisor Six months

Judicial Review Judicial Review Judicial Review Judicial Review

virginis X017tItall South Carolina Lealsiana

San Prancisco Co. North Dakota Arizona 4ashington. O.C.

Week-long site visits to the state office and three

counties in each state were made by Westat and ABA study staff

in February through April of 1983. The method of county selec-

tion was to stratify all counties based on size of foster care

population into three groups (small, medium, large). One county

from each size group was then randomly selected.** Interviews

were held with an average of 30 court and agency respondents per

state. In 'iition, 60 case records, per state, of children

having had hearings were abstracted.

The data collection instruments for both parts of the

study were designed to elicit information concerning the type of

judicial review operating within the state and to specifically

explore the state status with regard to the P.L. 96-272 disposi-

tional hearing components. The instruments also address how

hearings are currently operating and respondents opinions con-

cerning the implementation and operation of the hearings.

(Appendix C contains copies of the questionnaires used for

the national telphone survey.)

*In one state, hearings were being held only in certain counties,
and, at agency request, these counties were selected to be
visited. San Francisco was not randomly selected from among all
the counties in California. It was pre-selected due to its
participation in Phase I.
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1.3 Limitation of the Telephone Surve

Before presentation of study results, certain limitations
to the national study should be noted.

1.3.1 Respondent Selection

Both agency and court representative were selected
either because of their perceived knowledge about hearing imple-
mentation or their official position as agency administrators.
This was in order to serve the primary aims of the study to
obtain descriptive information about hearing policy and implemen-
tation. In addition, however, the study asks certain opinion
questions. These cannot be considered as in any way as a repre-

sentative sample from each of the states. They do provide,
however, an indication of the opinions of leaders whithin the
states about the federal law and the hearings within their own
states and jurisdictions.

1.3.2 Terminology Differences

Another limitation to the telephone survey stemmed
from the difficulty involved in achieving a common language for
referring to the hearings and hearing components. As the survey
results will indicate, the term dispositional hearing as typically
used in the states referred not to a subsequent review hearing

or permanency planning hearing but to a hearing held much earlier,
immediately following adjudication. Excerpts from the law were
read to respondents and they were asked to respond about that
hearing within their state or county that was closest to the one
described in the law, but this did not totally solve the problem
in all cases.

24
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1.3.3 States in Transition

One factor that became very apparent was that most

states were in a period of transition in which certain policies

were being rapidly modified to meet P.L. 96-272. Our survey

attempted to capture this, but state agency representatives

often found it difficult to answer certain questions because

legislative and policy changes were often pending or had only

been recently modified.

1.3.4 PosFdble Overestimation of Compliance

Although it was stressed to state respondents that the

purpose of this survey was not to evaluate the state's compli-

ance with section 427 requirements, nevertheless states were

aware of the required components and this may have biased answers

toward more positive responses. This is especially so because

many states are in the process of implementing the policy to

meet the law.

1.4 Overview of the Reports

Volume I of this report presents results of the National

Telephone Survey and the State Statute Review. Volume II presents

case studies of eight selected states. Additional volumes to be

completed as the final report, will present results of the ques-

tionnaire and record abstract analyses for the selected states,

a more in-depth analysis of state statutes, and final conclusions

of the study.
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2. CURRENT STATUS OF THE STATES: STATE POLICY AND

IMPLEMENTATION WITH REGARD TO HOLDING JUDICIAL

REVIEW HEARINGS WITHIN 18 MONTHS

While the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing require-

ment specifies several specific components of court review, it

is first of all a form of court review and must be considered

within this overall context. Before consideration in Chapter 3

of the specific P.L. 96-272 components, this chapter presents an

overview of the growth of judicial review nationwide and the

current status of states as reported in the national telephone

survey.

Exhibit 2-1 at the end of this chapter presents a

state-by-state matrix which summarizes state policy with regard

to judicial review and selected P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing

requirements based upon survey responses and 427 reviews.

2.1 The Spread of Judicial Review in the 1970's and 1980's

In 1976 Claburn, Magura and Resnick conducted a national

survey to determine the extent and types of foster care review

in operation. They obtained results fr:m 47 states ana the

District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, They found that only 16

states had either full or limited court review mandated by law

and that 75 percent of these had bean established since 1970.

By 1978, when the Childrens Defense Fund conducted a similar

study they found that 21 states had legally mandated court review.

Between 1978 and 1980 there was a further increase in

periodic court review. The Phase I study of case review systems

found that when state representatives were asked in 1980 "whether
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judicial review of the cases of children in foster care is man-

dated in state statute and/or required by agency policy," only

15 states responded negatively. By 1982 the same study reported

that no states responded negatively to this question (JWK Inter-

national Corporation, Comparative Study of State Case Review

Systems, Task IV Report, 1982 Classification; 9-21). It is

important to note that unlike the Claburn, Magura, and Resnick

study, the JWK study included mandates by law or policy. It is,

also important to note that judicial review cannot be equated

with meeting P.L. 96-272 hearing components. Often the proce-

dure required only that the agency file a report to the court at

a certain date without specification that actual hearings be

held. These were then held only on request of the judge or

other interested parties. In some jurisdictions the judges

would hold very frequent (sometimes 90-day reviews) for certain

or all cases, in others actual review hearings rarely occurred.

2.2 The Current Status of Court Review and Court Hearings

Similar to the JWK study we found almost no states

reported in the survey that they had no form of court review

mandated either by agency policy or legal mandate. (See Exhibit

2-1 at the end of this chapter for itemization of this on a

state by state basis.)

In our categorization we distinguished court review,

in which only a report to the court was actually completed from

actual court hearings. Table 2-1 presents the usual time frame

for court review reported and the usual earliest date that actual

hearings were held by policy or legal mandate. From this table

it can be seen that 62 percent (31 states) reported six months

as the usual time frame for court review, but only 26 percent

(13 states) reported holding actual hearings by six months. The
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largest percent (46) reported that a hearing was not held by

policy until 18 months. Four states did not yet have a clear

policy of holding hearings by a certain date, although in these

states review hearings were often held within 18 months.

Table 2-1. Usual time frames for first court review and for first court

hearing*

Usual time frame

Court review
(N = 50)**

Court hearing
(N = 50)**

Number Percent Number Percent

By 6 months
By 12 months
By 18 months
By 20/24 months
Undecided/as needed/

upon request

31

8

7
1

3

(62)

(16)

(14)

(2)

(6)

13

9

23

1

4

(26)

(18)

(46)

(2)

(8)

* Review or hearing conducted by court or court appointed or approved body.
**N includes District of Columbia and all states but Georgia.

2.2.1 Implementation of Review Hearings

Table 2-1 indicates that almost all states indicated a

policy of holding a court hearing by at least 18 months in care,

however, for many states this was a policy only very recently

established and not fully implemented. Table 2-2 presents

estimates by the state agency administrator and by the judges

interviewed of the percent of children currently in foster care

18 months who had had a court review hearing. Of those able to

give an estimate, foster care administrators in nine states (20

percent of states) estimated that less than 80 percent of the

children in care 18 months or longer had had hearings. Only

four judges of the 50 estimated that less than 80 percent had

had hearings. It should be noted that eight agency representa-

tives and 12 judges were unable to provide this estimate.
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Table 2-2. Estimate of percent of children in care 18 months or longer who
have had a dispositional hearing: comparison of court and agency
responses

Estimate of percent

Agency response
(N = 42*)

Court response
(N = 38*)

Number Percent Number Percent

50 percent or less
51 - 79 percent
80 - 99 percent
100 percent

5

4

9

24

(12)

(8)

(21)

(57)

4

0

3

31

(11)

(0)

(8)

(82)

*Eight agency respondents and 12 court respondents were unable to give an
estimate.

2.2.2 Summary of State Status on Policy and Implementation

of Court Review Hearings Within 18 Months

Table 2-3 presents the number of states reporting a

policy of attempting to hold judicial hearings by 18 months

combined with the state agency representatives' estimates of

implementation. Sixty-six percent of the states reported having

a policy of holding a hearing by 18 months and that 80 percent
of the children in foster care had had hearings. An additional

26 percent reported a policy of holding hearings but that imple-

mentation was either less than 80 percent or unknown. Five

states (eight percent of the total) reported not yet having such

a policy, and that implementation was below 80 percent or

unknown. However, all but one of these states was in the process
of drafting such a policy.

29
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Table 2-3. Summary of state status on policy and implementation of court
review hearings

Hearing policy and implementation

States reporting
(N = 50*)

Number Percent

In policy to hold by 18 months; report 80 percent
implementation** 33 (66)

In policy to hold by 18 months; report less that
80 percent implementation 6 (12)

In policy to hold by 18 months; implementation unknown 6 (12)

Not clearly required ii. policy; implementation unknown
or below 80 percent 5 (10)

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.
**Of these, six states excluded children who already had TPR status and six

states had some other categories excluded (see Section 3.2 for further
discussion of exclusions).

2.3 Who Conducts the Hearings?

P.L. 96-272 specifies that the dispositional hearing

must be conducted by a court or court appointed or approved

body. Table 2-4 presents the persons or groups within the state

ever conducting the hearings, and Table 2-5 the person or group

most frequently conducting the hearings. Nine states reported

ever utilizing a court appointed or approved body and seven

states reported using this most frequently. Over two-thirds of

the state (36) reported that the judge most frequently conducted

the hearings.

Table 2-4. Person or group within the state conducting hearings

Person or group conducting the hearings
(N = 50)

Number

Percent of
total states

Judge 48 (96)

Master 5 (10)

Court referee/magistrate 18 (36)

Court appointed/approved body 9 (18)

Family court administrator 2 (4)
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Table 2-5. Person or group within the state most frequently conducting the
hearings

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearings
(N= 50)

Number Percent

Judge
36 (72)Master
0 (0)Court referee/magistrate
4 (8)Court appointed/approved body
7 (14)Court referee and judge
3 (6)

2.3.1 Comparison of Time Frames for Hearings by Who Conducts
the Hearings

Tables 2-6 and 2-7 compare the time frames reported
for the court reviews and hearings by whether a judge/referee or
a court appointed or approved body conducts the hearing. As can
be seen, there was little difference in the distribution of time
frames reported by type of body conducting the hearings.

Table 2-6. Usual time frame for first court review by person/group conducting
the hearing

Usual time for
first court review

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/
master
(N = 43)

Court appointed

or approved boay
(N = 7)

Total
(N = 50)

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

By 6 months

By 12 months
By 18 months
By 20 months
As needed

27

7

6

1

2

(62)

(16)

(14)

(2)

(5)

4

1

1

0

1

(57)

(14)

(14)

(0)

(14)

31

8

7

1

3

(62)

(16)

(14)

(2)

(6)
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Table 2-7. Usual time frames for first court hearing by person/group
conducting hearing

Usual time for

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/ Court appointed
master or approved body Total

(N = 43) (N = 7) (N = 50)

first court hearing 1 Number 1 Percent 1 Number 1 Percent 1 Number 1 Percent

By 6 months
By 12 months
By 18 months
By 24 months
Undecided/
upon request

11 (26) 2 (29) 13 (26)

8 (19) 1 (14) 9 (18)

20 (47) 4 (57) 24 (48)

1 (2) 0 (0) 1 (2)

3 1 (7) 1 0 1 (0) 1 3 1 (6)

2.3.2 The Composition of Review Boards

Table 2-8 presents the composition of the court bodies

conducting reviews for those nine states reporting ever using

court appointed or approved bodies. The most frequent combina-

tion was a body made up of citizens, outside professionals, and

agency staff. Six of the nine bodies were actually appointed by

the welfare agency and the agency was involved in the appoint-

ment of eight of the nine bodies.
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Table 2-8. Review body membership and group or person eppointing review body

Composition of review bodies
(N 9)

Number Percent of total0
Citizen only 1 (11)
Welfare agency staff 2 (22)
Citizen and agency 1 (11)
Citizens, outside professionals

and agency steff 4 (44)
Outside professionals and agency staff 1 (11)

Group or person appointing review body
(N 9)

Number Percent of total

Local judges 1 (11)
Welfare agency 6 (67)
Agency and judges 2 (22)



2.4 The Legal Mandate for Review Hearings

A recognized key element in statewide implementation

of judicial review hearings is a legal mandate to hold the hear-

ings. On the survey, 57 percent of states reported that judicial

review hearings by at least 18 months were mandated by law

(Table 2-9). In other states, hearings were held because the

agency had a policy of petitioning the court for a hearing or

because individual judges required hearings. Appendix B is a

state-by-state summary of state statutes with regard to foster

care reviews and selected P.L. 96-272 components.

Table 2-9. Number and percent of states reporting legal mandate for the

hearings by 18 months by type of body conducting the hearings

Legal mandate

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/
master
(N = 42)

Court appointed
or approved body

(N = 7)

Total
(N = 49)*

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Yes
No
Varies by status
Right to petition

only

25
13

2

2

(60)

(31)

(5)

(5)

3

4

0

0

(43)

(57)

(0)

(0)

28

17

2

2

(57)

(35)

(4)

(4)

*One state was unable to answer this question.

Table 2-10 is a preliminary summary of these findings.

This search found that about 30 states reportea a legal mandate

to hold hearings by 18 months either as a review or as nece .3ary

to extend foster care. The final report of this study will

provide a more detailed analysis of state statutes in this area.

e TE,;.:
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Table 2-10. Summary of statutory provisions on case review requirements

Case review requirement
Number of states

Administrative review* within child welfare agency 9

Administrative review* by group outside the agency 12

Written report to cot.rt by agency or review body 26
1

Hearing available on motion of party
37

2

Periodic judicial review or foster care extension hearing:

not more than 6 months between hearings
13

not more than 12 months between heari-ga 11
3not more than 18 months between hearings 7

not more than 24 months betwer- hearings 3
not more than 36 months between hearings

1

Permanerny planning hearing (by court or court-appointed or approved body) 12

States with both periodic judicial review or foster care extension
hearing and permanency planning haarings

11

For the purposes of this table, administrative review is not limited to the six month periodic
review outlined in P.L. 96-272.

1lncludes those states where report is not required but is discretionary at election of the
court. For 6 states the written report coupled with a hearing available at the motion of a
party is the only form of indicated judicial review. In two states only a report is required; there is
no mention of any other form of judicial review. In the remaining 18 states the written report
is coupled with periodic required judicial review.

2
Five states whose only statutory provision for judicial review is hearing on motion of
parties. For three of those states there is no other form of review required by statute. I:

two states there is an agency administrative review required.

3

Includes one state where hearings are mandated at 20 month intervals.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state simmer), of judicial review and dispositional hearing characteristics as of April 1983*

Usual time

frame for

Icourt reviewa**I

Alabama

Mon:h by which M3nth in which

first court Is hearing by Who hearings are held

hearing must 18 months man- conducts "periodically

be held I dated by law? I hearings? I thereafter"

Who conducts

"6-month Comments/Relevant

periodic changes and

review"? I exclusions

18 by agency 18 by agency

petition; petition

earlier in

some counties

No, done by

agency polio)

Usually 24

judge;

sometimes

referee

Agency staff In process of

and one out- implementing

side person, hearings

or court

Alaska 12 24 hearing to

extend custody

Mandated

at 24

months

Usually 24

judge,

sometimes

referee

Agency

committee

with third

party

In process of

deciding how to

Implement the

hearings

Arizona 6

Arkansas 6

12 Yes Judge or 12

master

Citizen

review

board

No policy changes

necessary to

Implement hearings

6 by agency

patition

No, review

mandated,

not hearing

Referee or 6

county

adminis-

trator

Court;

closer

monitoring

after 18

months

TIR children coma

under authority of

probate court which

does not have the

authority to conduct

dispositional hearings

California 6 6 special

permanency

planning hearing

at 12 or 18

months

Yee Judge or 18

magistrate

Court or State law amended

agency to incorporate

adminis- components of

trative panel P.l. 96-272

Colorado 3 and 6 3 and every

thereafter o months

thereafter

Yes Judge 6 Court, use Developmentally

4th hearing disabled in voluntary

for dispo- placement may have

I sitional I court report review only

* Includes District of Columbia and all statea ex,:ept Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies

were being amended st,the time of the survey.

*Review: Earliest date at which agency uvually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of judicial review and dispositionsl hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

1Lourt reviews**I

Month by Which

first court

hearing must

be held

Is hearing by hho

18 months man- conducts

1 dated by law? 1

Month in which

hearings are held

"periodically

hearings? I thereafter"

kilo conducts

"6-month

periodic

1 review"?

Comments/Relevant

changes and

I exclusions

Connerticut 6 18 to extend

commitment

Yes Judge 18 Agency

administra-

tive and

case

consultant

Law amended to change

hearing from 24 to

18 months

Delaware 18 18 Yes Family 18

court

adminis-

trator

Agency ad-

ministrative

and foster

care review

System mandated

9/82; in process of

implementing hearings

District of 6

Columbia

6 Yes Judge 12; special

hearing at 24

months

Administra-

tive with

outside

consultant

After two years

some children have

ex parte reviews at

judge's discretion

(1( of children)

Florida 6 let year 6 let year

12 thereafter 12 thereafter

Hawaii 6-12 by 18 by agency

agency petition

policy

Yes, doing Judge

since 1976

Varies by case

under 13 at 6

months, over 1e

at 24th month

3rd party

agency ad-

ministrative

Policy manual and

nna section of law

excluded TPR children

crior to 1983

No, legal Judge

custody given

for up to 3

ye a re

18 months Not yet

determined

In process of

deciding how to

implement hearings

Idaho 6 (neglect/ 12 Yes

abuse) 18

12 (youth

rehab.)

Judge or 12 (neglect/abuse)

court- 18 (youth rehab.)

approved

body

Agency staff Custody is given

not involved fo: one year; all

with case children included by

policy; TPR may have

been excluded in

I some areas

* Includes District of Columbia end all states except Georgia.
Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies
were being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adooted.



Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of Judicial review and dispoeitianal hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

(court reviews**I

Month by which

first court Is hearing by Who

hearing must

be held

18 months man- conducts

I dated by law? I hearings? I

Month in which

hearings are held

"periodically

thereafter"

Tho conducts

"6-month

periodic

I review"?

Comments/Relevant

changes and

I exclusions

Illinois 6 18 Yes Judge 18 Impartial

administra-

tor

Law amended to

change hearing to

date from 24 to

18 month&

Indiana 12 12 from initial Yes

dispositional

hearing; '.8 from

placement, agen-

cy will petition

if not yet had

hearing

Judge 18 Court or

panel

reviews

In process of

transition;

legislation pending

Iowa 6 6 outside home Yes Judge, 6

sometimes

magis-

trate

Agency

interdisci-

plinary

panel or

court

In process of

implementing hearings;

all children included

by policy; TPR may

have been excluded in

some areas

Kansas 6 6 Yee Court 6

approved

interdis-

ciplinary

panel;

judge

only when

contro-

1 veray

Court Recent legislation

to establish

interdisciplinary

penal decision

as binding

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies

were being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan As adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of judicial review and dispositional hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Month by which Month in which Who conducts
Usual time first court Is hearing by Who hearings ere held "6-month Comments/Relevant
frame for hearing must 18 months man- conducts "periodically periodic changes and

Icourt reviewa**1 be held I dated by law? I hearings? I thereafter" I review"? I exclusions

Kentucky 18 (must have 18

by law, some-

times much

earlier)

No Usually 12 court or Judge moat ratify
court court deciaion by
appointed appointed appointed body if
body; body agency disagreanent
sometimea

Judge

Louisiana 6 Not yet decided, No (only Judge Not yet decided Not yet Hearing occurs at
some urban par- report decided; court discretion;
ishes hold by mandated) now holding geographic variation
6 months or

teem confer -
earlier

ences, ell

parties
6J

notified
1

I-,

.4, Maine 18 Within 18 months Yes Judge 18 Agency Legislation pending
of final protec-

edministra- to shorten time of
tion order by tive body hearing process
state law;

agency petition-

ing by 18 montha

of placement

Maryland 18 18 (sooner in No Judge or 18 Citizen In process of baple -
some counties) master review menting hearings; long

board term foster care casea

with special legal
I I I I I

I I statue are excluded

Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies
were being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adoptod.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of Judicial review and dispositional hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Month by which

Usual time first court Is hearing by Who

frane for hearing must 18 months man- conducts

Icourt reviewa**I be held I dated by law? I hearings? I

Month in which

hearings are held

"periodically

thereafter"

Who conducts

"6-month Comments/Relevant

periodic changes and

review"? I exclusions

Massachusetts 6 Upon request Right to

petition

mandated;

Judge Varies by case Agency Policy in transition;

adminiatra- Parties can request

tive hearing at time of

judicial review

Michigan 6 6 Yes Judge/ 6

magistrate

(neglect/

abuse)

parole

board

(delin-

quent)

Court;

citizen

review

boards in

pilot

counties

Abuse/neglect cases

can be state wards

or court wards;

reviews of state

wards conducted by

administrative

body

Minnesota 12 to con- 12 by agency

tinue custody petition court

order; 18

voluntary

New court

rule will re-

quire review

every 6 months

Judge 12 (court ordered) Agency Court orders limited

24 (voluntary) administra- to 12 months;

tive panel hearings at judge's

discretion unless

agency petitions

Mississippi 6 18 by agency No, only

request, earlier review

at judge's mandated

discretion

Court 12

appointed

body

usually

judge/

magistrate

I sometimes I 1

Citizen

board

1

In process of

implementing

hearings

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which poli:ies

were being amended at the time of the survey.

* *Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of ,judicial review and dispositional-bearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

Icourt reviews**I

Month by Which

first court

hearing must

be held

Is heorii) by 4h3

18 months man- conducts

I dated by law? I hearings? I

Missouri 6 (informal) 18

Month in which

hearing.: arc hold

"periodically

thereafter"

Who conducts

"6-month Cinumblitelactievent

periodic changes and

I review"? I exclusions

Required by
Supreme Court

ruling

Montana 6 6 Yes

Nebraska Within 12 12

months; 6

months

thereafter

Judge 12 Permanency Hearings implemented

planning August 1982

review teem

No, on1Y

reviews

mandated to

continue

custody

Nevada 6 18 Yes

New Hampshire 12 12

Court 6

appointed

adminis-

trative

body;

,judge

involved

only in

disputes

Judge 6

Court

appointed

administra-

tive body

Court

Legislation passed

in October '81 to

establish Foster

Care Review Boards

(court appointed) to

conduct hearings

6 month periodicity

by court became law

7/82; TPR not

excluded by policy

sometimes may have

bean excluded in

practice

Judge 12 Court or Six month court

agency with review held at court

citizen par- discretion

ticipation

Yes for abuse/

neglect;

agency peti-

tions for

other ogees

Judge 12 Agency Permanent long-term

adminiatra- foster care cases

tive with in which TPR

third proceedings are

party underway are

I excluded

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.
Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents.
were being amended at the time of the survey.

46
Many states were in a proceas of transition in which policies



Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state sunmary of judicial review erv4
dispobitional hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

'court reviews**I

Month by Which

first court

hearing must

be held

Is hearing by Who

18 months man- conducts

I dated by law? I hearings?

Month in which

hearings are held

"periodically

thereafter"

litlo conducts

"6 -month

periodic

review"?

Comments /Relevant

changaa and

I exclusions

New Jersey 12 12 Yea Court

appointed

citizen

review

boards;

judges
must

ratify

decisions

12 Internal

review

system

New Mexico 6 6 Yes Usually

judge,
sometimes

court

master nr

referee

6 Court

New York 12 18 Yes Judge 12

24 (voluntary

cases)

Caseworker,

supervisor,

and third

party

North Carolina 6 and 12

months

thereafter

6 Yes Judge 12 Court,

certain

hearings

take more

assertive

action

Judges must ratify

board decisions

Permanent long-term

foster care cases

and Indian children

not covered by state

court system are

excluded

Legislation pending

to ensure hearing

petition is filed

2 months before due

date

Legislation pending

to mandate court

hearings for

voluntary cases;

those aged 18 to 21

are excluded

North Dakota As needed 18 Yea Judge or 18

magistrate

Permanency

planning

I committee

Laws amended to

change hearing date

I from 24 to 18 months

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies

were being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of judicial review and dispositional hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Month by relich

Usual time first court Is hearing by hho
frame for hearing must 18 months man- conducts

Icourt reviews**I be held I dated by law? I hearings?

Month in which Who conducts

hearings are held "6-month Comments/Relevant
"periodically perio;ic changes and

I thereafter"
I review"? I exclusions

Ohio 6, 12 months

thereafter

"i8 No, mandated

by Adminis-

trative Coot,

Rules of

Juvenile

Procedure

Judge or

court

referee

18

Oklahoma 6 12 Yes Judge 12

Oregon 6, 12 months

thereafter

18 by agency

petition
No, only right

to petition

Court

appointed

body or

judge,

varies by

county

24

Pennsylvania 6-12-18

and annually

thereafter

18 by agency

petition

No, agency

regulation

Judge

usually;

sometimes

master

12

Rhode Island 6 12 Yes Judge 12

South Carolina At judge's

discretion

18 by agency

petition

No, legiala-

tion pending

Judge 24

Third party 18 month hearing

administrs- mandated Jarmiery'83
tive review

Foster care Legislation passed
citizen

review

board

10/82 to mandate

annual hearing

Administra- Agency petitions
tive panel court at 18 months
or court if earlier hearing

has not taken

place

Varies, can Not yet self

be conducted certified, but

by court or holding hearings
agency ad-

ministrative

3rd party

agency

adminis-

trative

No policy changes

necessary to

implement hearings

citizen

review

I board

In process of

implementing

I :learings

* Includes District of Columbia and all st3tes except Georgia.
Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transiti-n in which policieswere being amended at the time of the survey.

t)
*Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of judicial review and dispositional hearing characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

Icourt reviews**1

Manth by which

first court

hearing must

be held

Hanth in which

Is hearing by hho hearings are held

18 months man- conducts "periodically

I dated by law? I hearings? I thereafter"

hho conducts

"6-month

periodic

I review"?

Comments/Relevant

changes and

I exclusions

South Dakota 6 18 or earlier

by judges

discretion

Yes, emend-

ments pending

Judge

Tennessee 6 18 by agency

petition

No, legisla-

tion pending

Judge,

sometimes

review

board

Texas 6 6 Yes Judge

Utah 6 18 by agency

petition

Yes, as of

July '83

Judge

Vermont 18 18 Yes Judge

Virginia Service plan

within 60

18 Yes, used to

be annual

Judge

days; 18

months

I thereafter 1

report; law

changed to

I comply 1

Not yet decided Agency ad-

ministrative

review team

or court

Permanent long-term

foster care caaea;

hearings held per-

iodically thereafter

by practice, not yet

mandated by law

18 for most; 36

for long term

foster care

cases

Citizen Have a two level

review board periodicity hearing

system

6 Court Annual report to

court may trigger

another hearing

18 Court;

notification

for hearing,

not for

review

Changed hearings

from 24 to 18 months

18 Administra-

tive panel

includes

everyone

judge

Periodicity changed

from 24 to 18 months

in 1981; cases in

which TPR occurred

and no longer under

court jurisdiction

are excluded

1

12 Acivinistra -

tive with

all parties

and outside

Currently working

on old caaea;

petition for hearing

must be filed at

I 16 months

Includes District of Columbia and all atates except Georgia.

Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states were in a process of transition in which policies

were being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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Exhibit 2-1. State-by-state summary of judicial review and dispositional hearing Characteristics as of April 1983* (Continued)

Usual time

frame for

'court reviewa *I

Month by which

first court

hearing must

be held

Meath in which Who conducts
Is hearing by Who hearings are held "6-month
18 months man- conducts "periodically periodic

I dated by law? I hearings? I thereafter" I review"?

Comments/Relevant

changes and

I exclusions

Washington 6 6 Yes

West Virginia 20 At agency

request

Kb, right to

petition

mandated

Wisconsin 12 12 Yes

Wyoming 6 by agency

policy

18 by agency

petition

Mo

Judge 6 Court In some counties if

all notified end all

agree, hearing is

waived

Judge 18 Agency ad- Permanent long-term

ministrative foster care cases

excluded

Judge 12 Judges,

review

panels, some

citizen

review

boards

Dispositional order

as result of

hearings good for

one year

Court 6

appointed

body, re-

sults go

I to judge I

Court

appoints;

body

Recently implemented

requirement for

court review of ad-

ministrative review

* Includes District of Columbia and all states except Georgia.
Information based on telephone interviews with agency respondents. Many states ware in a process of transition in which policieswere being amended at the time of the survey.

**Review: Earliest date at which agency usually provides report to court for review after initial plan is adopted.
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3. STATE STATUS, CHANGE AND SUPPORT FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

OF THE P.L. 96-272 DISPOSITIONAL HEARING REQUIREMENT

Chapter 2 has presented an overview of state status

with regard to policy and implementation of judicial review

hearings within 18 months in care. However, it has not examined

state status with regard to specific individual P.L. 96-272

components.

In order to gain a more complete look at the status of

the states and to ascertain what states have been required to do

to meet the dispositional hearing requirement, the language of

the law was broken down into several components. Judicial review

in the past and currently in the states may meet one aspect of

the law without meeting all aspects. The components examined

were:

. That a hearing be held by a court or court appointed

body;

. That it take place within 18 months;

. That the hearing be held for all children in
foster care;

. That the hearings be held "periodically there-
after" for those remaining in care;

That the hearing result in a decision on the

future status of the child as to whether the
child should return home, be freed for adoption,
have permanent foster care or remain in foster
care for a specified time; and

. That the hearing procedings include procedural
safeguards.
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3.1 Implementation and Change in Response to P.L. 96-272
Specific Components

Each state foster care administrative representative
was asked to report his or her best estimate of the extent to
which the state's policy and implementation currently met each
of the components and then to report on whether this was so
prior to 1980. They were then asked whether each of the com-
ponents was implemented in response to the law. Table 3-1 presents
the results of the question and Table 3-2 graphically represents
the changes states reported since 1980. As reported by the
state administrators, P.L. 96-272 has had a large impact on the
50 states. Seventy-five percent of the states reported imple-
menting change in at least one component in response to P.L. 96-272
and almost 40 percent reported implementation of five or six
components. Only 14 states reported all components listed in
place prior to 1980, and only 12 states reported none of the
components listed implemented in response to the law.

Similarly, when asked what their state had done to
meet the P.L. 96-272 components, 72 percent stated they had
modified either law or policy (Table 3-3). Thirty-one percent
(15 states) had amended legislation, and two states had legisla-
tion pending.

3.2 Exclusions to the Hearings

As seen in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, the component reported
least, implemented prior to 1980, was that requiring hearings
for all children in care 18 months. This was also the component
least unqualifiably reported currently in place, with only 66
percent of states giving an unqualified "yes." This reflected
both policy exclusions and implementation problems.

57
3-2



Table 3-1. State response to six P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing components: comparison

1980 to present

P.L. 96-272

dispositionel

hearing components

Current status

(N = 50)

Status prior

to 1980

(N = 50)

Was the component

implemented

reaponse to the law

(N = 50)

Percent

Yes

responding

Qualified Yes

Percent responding

Yes

Percent responding

Yes

1. Is there e hearing under

a court or a court

approved or appointed

body? 98 2 58 42

2. Does the hearing take

place within 18 months

of original placement? 86 12 37 58

3. Are the hearings held

for all children in

care 18 months or

longer under agency

supervision? 66 26 24 63

4. Are the hearings held

periodically thereafter

as long as the child

remains in care? 74 26 44 54

5. Does the hearing result

in a decision on what

should be the future

stetus/permanent plan? 82 8 46 47

6. Do the hearing pro-

ceedings include

procedurel safeguards? 98 2 68 35

*Indicates not yet implemented, or that there are some exciusions/exceptions.

NumJer of components reported implemented in response to the law and number in place prior to 1980

Components implemented in response to the law Components implemented prior to 1980

Number of (N = 49) (N = 49)

components Number Percent Number Percent

0 12 (.5) 14 (29)

1-2 9 (18) 10 (20)

3-4 9 (181 11 (22)

5-6 19 (39) 14 (29)



Table 3-2. Reported state response to P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing components:
comparison present to 1980 status

Comparison: Percent reporting "unqualified"

yes for current status and 1980 status (N s 50)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
I I I I I I I I I I I

Is the hearing held by a court or

a body appointed or approved by

a court?

98%

Does the hearing take place within 18
I 86%

months of the child's original placement? ,,e,N47:41.1

Are hearings held for all children who

have been in foster care 18 months or

longer under the supervision of the
state agency?

Are hearings held "periodically there-
after" as long as the child remains
in foster care?

Does the hearing result in a decision

on what should be the permanent plan

for the child?

Do hearing proceedings include pro-

cedural safeguards to protect the

rights of interested parties?

66%

74%

82%

98%

Llilg222.1aLLILL221LL1)

I I Current status

I ) 1980 status



Table 3-3. Change in law and policy by states to meet P.L. 96-272
dispositional hearing requirements by person or group

conducting the hearing

How state met
P.L. 96-272 dispo-
sitional hearing

requirements

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/
master
(N = 42)

Court appointed
or approved body

(N = 7)

Total
(N = 49)*

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Existing procedure
used: no change

in legislation 9 (21) 1 (14) 10 (20)

Existing procedure
modified: no change
in legislation 15 (36) 3 (43) 18 (37)

New legislation
passed to create
new heari,-1

procedure 12 (29) 3 (43) 15 (31)

New hearing pro-
cedure created
without new
legislation 2 (5) 0 (0) 2 (4)

Changes are pending
in legislation 2 (5) 0 (0) 2 (4)

Not yet determined 2 (5) 0 I (0) 2 (4)

*One state was Jnable to answer this question.
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The language of P.L. 96-272 states that all children
must have had a dispositional hearing by their 18th mon4.4- in
care. Subsequent policy decisions have, however, allowed the
exception of certain permanent foster care cases in which formal
agreements with foster parents have been enacted. Cases in
which unfinalized adoptive placement has occurred have also been
excluded, and it has been ruled that termination hearings
occurring within 18 months can be considered to meet the 18-month
hearing requirement. However, a policy decision was made that
cases in which parental rights have been terminated but no
adoption has occurred must be included in the hearings. Agency
respondents were asked whether certain types of these cases were
currently included in review hearings, and whether this was so
prior to 1980. Table 3-4 presents these results.

Table 3-4. Children reported included in dispositional hearing proceedings:
comparison current and 1980

Types of cases included
in hearing proceedings

Number and percent included in hearings

Present

(N = 50)
Prior to 1980

(N = 50)

Number Percent Number Percent

Cases in which proceedings to

terminate parental rights are
underway

Cases in which parental rights
have already been terminated

Permanent/long term foster
care cases

Voluntary care placement cases*

46

38

43

42

(92)

(76)

(86)

(84)

32

18

25

27

(64)

(36)

(50)

(54)

*Includes states including children in hearings or states in which it is not
possible for a child to be in voluntary care 18 months.



That category least frequently reported as included in

the hearings were cases in which parental rights had already

been terminated with only 76 percent reporting current inclusion

of these cases and 36 percent reporting inclusion in the hear-

ings prior to 1980. Almost all states (92%) reported including

cases in which proceedings to terminate parental rights were

still underway, and 86 percent reported inclusion of permanent/

long-term foster care cases.

Another possible form of exclusion from hearings is

the holding of paper reviews in which tte agency sends only a

report to the court for review. Respondents were asked if there

were any cases in which only this form of review had been held.

Table 3-5 gives the estimated percent of children reported by

ea-.7h state for whom only a "paper review" had been conducted.

It should be noted that included in the over 50 percent category

are certain states in which hearings have not yet been imple-

mented but court review is occurring for most children.

Table 3-5. Percent of children reported by each state for whom only a

review of the agency report or other documentation is conducted

by court instead of a hearing

(N =

Number

48*)

Percent

None 34 (71)

1-10 percent 9 (19)

10-50 2 (4)

Over 50 3 (6)

*Two states were unable to answer this question.
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Respondents reported that categories of children for
which paper reviews might occur included cases in which the

parents agreed with and had signed the case plan, permanent

foster care cases, cases before certain judges who requested

this form of review, young children awaiting adoption. develop-

mentally disabled children, and cases in which parental rights
had been terminated.

3.3 The Definition of "Periodically Thereafter"

As indicated in Table 3-1, 74 percent of states responded
yes to the question of holding hearings "periodically thereafter"
and almost all states reported at least a qualified yes to this
question. Since P.L. 96-272 requires that hearings be held on a
"periodic" basis after the hearing within 18 months but does not
specify the time frame, one concern has been that the states will

not hold timely 'periodically thereafter" hearings. Table 3-6
summarizes the results of the question asking state agency repre-
sentatives how their state was defining "periodically thereafter"

for the purpose of meeting P.L. 96-272. The responses indicate

that almost half were requiring it to occur by At least one

year, 13 states by 18 months, and five states by 24 months after
the dispositional hearing. Eight states reported variation by

case or were as yet undecided.



Table 3-6. State agencies' P.L. 96-272 definition of hearings held "peri-
odically thereafter," by person or group conducting the hearing

Time frame after
dispositional
hearing

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/
master
(N = 42)

Court appointed
or approved body

(N = 7)

Total

(N = 49)*

Number Percent Number
-
Percent Number Percent

6 months
12 months
18 months
24 months
Varies by case/

undecided

7

10

13

4

8

(16)

(23)

(30)

(9)

(19)

3

3

0

1

0

(43)

(43)

(0)

(14)

(0)

10

13

13

5

8

(20)

(27)

(27)

(10)

(16)

*One state was unable to answer this question.

3.4 Definition of "Original Placement"

P.L. 96-272 states that the dispositional hearing

must be held within 18 months of "original placement," and

subsequent policy directives have defined this to mean the date

the child is initially taken into foster care or re-enters care.

However, most state laws that mandate court review specify that

court review must take place within a certain period after cer-

tain court proceedings rather than initial placement in care.

Table 3-7 summarizes the results of asking agency administrators

how the state agency was currently defining "original placement."
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Table 3-7. State agencies' P.L. 96-272 definition of "original placement" by
person or group conducting the hearing

Date used to define
"original placement"

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge/referee/
master
(N = 42)

CoJLt appointed
or approved body

(N = 7)
Total

(N = 49)*

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Date child placed
in foster care

Date of initial
hearing

Date child is
adjudicated

Varies by case

28

4

5

5

(65)

(9)

(12)

(12)

6

0

0

1

(86)

(0)

(0)

(14)

34

4

5

6

(69)

(8)

(10)

(12)

*One state was unable to answer this question.

3.5 Name of the Hearings

One source of some confusion has been the law's use of
the term "dispositional hearing." In many states this is the

term used to refer to a hearing held immediately following or

shortly after adjudication, to decide initial placement. In

order to ascertain what states were themselves calling the hear-
ing, judges and agency administrators were asked what they called
the hearing closest to that required by P.L. 96-272. Table 3-8
compares judge and agency responses. Judges most frequently

(66%) used the term "judicial review hearing," while state agency
foster care administrators most frequently (44%) were using the
term "dispositional hearings." However, 56 percent of the agency

administrators and 92 percent of the judges did not use the term
"dispositional hearings."



Table 3-8. Name of hearing identified as meeting P.L. 96-272 requirement:

comparison of court and agency responses

Name of hearing

Agency response

(N = 50)

Court response
(N = 50)

Number Percent Number Percent
.,..11

Oispositional hearing 22 (44) 6 (12)

Judicial review hearing 15 (30) 33 (66)

Permanency planning hearing 3 (6) 1 (2)

18 month hearing 1 (2) 3 (6)

Review board hearing 1 (2) 2 (4)

Other 8 (16) 5 (10)

3.6 Support for the Hearings

Despite the fact that the dispositional hearing re-

quirement has been one which has required considerable change in

states, and is one which had involved some controversy with

regard to certain eligibility questions, both judges and agency

representative respondents expressed very high levels of support

for holding the hearings. Ninety-six percent of the agency

administrators and 92 percent of the judges reported that there

was either strong or moderate support for holding the hearings

apart from the federal requirement. Moreover, 70 percent of

agency administrators and 72 percent of judges expressed strong

support. Table 3-9 presents these responses.

3-11
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Table 3-9. Support for holding the hearings: comparison of agency and court responses

Question: Apart from the Federal law, would you say that there is support in your agency/

court for conducting the hearings'

Percent

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Support

Yes, strong Yes, moderate Neutral

70% 72%

26% 20%

No, not much Not at all

2% 4% 2%

C=1

NA

I I Agency

I I Court

Support

Agency response

(N = 50)

Court response

(N = 50)

Number Percent Number Percent

Yes, strong

Yes, moderate

Neutral

Not much

Not at all

35

13

0

2

0

(70)

(26)

(0)

(4)

(0)

36

10

1

1

2

(72)

(20)

(2)

(2)

(4)
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3.7 Agreement/Disagreement with Specific P.L. 96-272

Hearing Components

In order to obtain further input into reaction to the

dispositional hearing requirements, court and agency respondents

were asked whether they agreed with seven specific components of

the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing requirements. Table 3-10

compares court and agency responses. Over 60 percent of all

respondents agreed with each of the components listed. Highest

agreement was expressed for the application of procedural safe-

guards, with 98 percent of agency administrators and 94 percent

of judges agreeing with this very generally expressed component.

Judges least frequently expressed agreement with the component

"that the hearing be held within 18 months of placement" (64%

agreed). This was not, however, because they objected to requir-

ing a hearing within 18 months, but more often they stated that

this was too long a time frame to wait for review of establishing

a permanent plan. Agency administrators least frequently agreed

(72%) with the component requiring hearings be held for all

children in care. An almost similar ri--Jer of agency administra-

tors (74%) expressed agreement that the hearing should determine

the plans for the child's future status. This component was

supported by a somewhat larger percentage of judges (80%). This

should not be interpreted to mean that they meant to agree with

the concept that an actual decision on the child's future and

ordering it carried out must be made. (See Chapter 7 for

further discussion of this issue.)



Table 1-10. Percent of respondents agreeing with each component of the P.L. 96-272 dispositional

hearing components: comparison agency and court responses

Percent agreeing with component: comparison

agency and court response

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Component I I I I I I I I I I I

That procedural safeguards be applied

That an actual hearing be held (rather

than a paper review)

That the hearing be conducted by a

court or court appointed or

approved body

That hearings be held "periodically

thereafter"

That C.e hearing be held within 18

months of initial placement

That the hearing determine the plans

for the child's future status

That the hearing requirements apply

to all children

I 84%

ht
';',Oilt04o07-,uve

-1-f6<sm.W.PA 4

84%

,1'i*IRRINIMERAMIORMS ;I:

82%

cii),:kawmAim

740

74%

I 72%

Z;blitt"._,''1;;7":"; ,V5,'

I_-- I Agency (N = 50)

I Court (N = 50)
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Respondents who disagreed with at least one component

were then asked for the reason why. A summary of reasons men-

tioned by judges and state agency administrators is presented in

Table 3-11. Reasons mentioned most frequently were that hearings

were not always necessary for all children and the time frame of

18 months was too long to wait. Several agency administrators

disagreed that the court should actually determine the plan for

the child. A few respondents did not think that the law should

allow the hearings to be held by a court appointed or approved

body, rather they stated that only the court should be mandated

to hold the hearings.

Table 3-11. Reason for disagreement with one or more components: comparison

agency and court

Reasons mentioned
for disagreement

Number and percent of respondents
mentioning as 1st or 2nd reason
for disagreement with a component

Agency response
(N = 28)

Court response

(N ; 26)

Number

Percent

of those
responding Number

Percent
of those

responding

Hearings are not always necessary/
there should be exceptions

Time frame too long/needs to be
case specific

Court should not determine the plan
Hearings should be held by the

court only
Agency should be mandated directly

by law
Some due process safeguards are

not necessary

18

9

8

2

2

2

(64)

(32)

(29)

(7)

(7)

(7)

11

15

3

4

1

1

(42)

(58)

(12)

(15)

(4)

(4)
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4. PERIODIC REVIEWS AND OTHER REVIEW PROCEDURES

This chapter will provide an overview of the extent to

which periodic reviews and other nonjudicial review procedures

are occurring throughout the country in relation to the two-tiered

case review system outlined by P.L. 96-272. This system called

for:

A semi - annual review by a court or administrative
body which focuses on the continuing need and
appropriateAess of the placement, the extent of
compliance with the case plan, the progress made
toward alleviating the need for placement, and a
date by which the child may be returned to the
home or placed for adoption or legal guardianship.

A dispositional hearing conducted by a court or
an administrative body appointed or approved by
the court within 18 months of the child's
placement and periodically thereafter which
focuses on determining the future status of the
child.

4.1 The Difference Between Periodic Reviews and Dispositional

Hearings

Chapters 2 and 3 provided an overview of how states

are defining and implementing the dispositional hearing requirement

of the law. In order to complete the understanding of how states

are approaching the implementation of a two-tiered case review

system, respondents were asked to explain the type of semi-annual

(periodic) review that was held in their state. The responses

have been divided into four categories, based on the primary

organizational body conducting the review:

Court or court appointed/approved body: The
states included in this category are those states
in which the court or court appointed/approved

4-1
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body who conducts the dispositional hearing, also
conducts the periodic review. (This category
does not include states in which the court or
court appointed/approved body is one of several
ways in which the periodic review may be conducted.

Agency administrative body: The states included
in this category are those states in which the
periodic review is conducted by a person or group
of people selected by the agency. There is a
great deal of variation in the composition of
these organizational bodies ranging from internal
agency staff with one person not involved in the
particular case, to agency staff plus outside
consultants, to interdisciplinary panels.

Citizen review boards: This category includes
states who have designated their citizen review
boards responsible for conducting periodic
reviews. If the citizen review board in a state
also conducts the dispositional hearing, they
would not be included in this category but in the
first category.

Combinaticn: This category includes states that
have a combination of the three types of bodies
listed above conducting the periodic review.
This combination may have been implemented because
of variation between counties in a state, .over-
loaded court dockets, or variation in case types.

Table 4-1 denotes the percentage of states by primary
organizational body with responsibility for conducting periodic
reviews.

Table 4-1. Frequency of states by primary organizational body
with responsibility for conducting periodic review

Who conducts

(N = 50)

Number Percent

Agency administrative 20 (40)
Court or court approved/appointed body 13 (26)
Combination 11 (22)
Citizen review board 5 (10)
Not yet determined 1 (2)

'72
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Exhibit 4-1 provides a listing of the states by the

organizational body responsible for conducting the periodic

review. Forty-nine states have indicated they have a periodic

review, with the greatest number of periodic reviews conducted

by agency administrative bodies.

The federal law allows for the same organizational

body to conduct periodic reviews that conducts the dispositional

hearing as long as the review is conducted within six months and

addresses the criteria outlined in the law. Thirty-one states

(Table 2-7) reported having their first court contact by six

months and 18 of these states indicated that court or court

appointed/approved bodies conduct periodic reviews on a part or

full time basis. Fifty-eight percent of the states who have

court involvement in case decisions by six months have chosen to

utilize the courts in conducting periodic reviews.

Agency respondents were then asked whether or not they

perceived a difference between the purpose of the periodic

review and the purpose of the dispositional hearing. Table 4-2

denotes this breakdown.

Table 4-2. Frequency of agency responses regarding whether
or not the purpose of the periodic review is
different from the dispositional hearing

(N : 50)
Similarity of the purpose of the
dispositional hearing to periodic review Number Percent

Purpose of the dispositional hearing is
different than the periodic review 24 (48)

Purpose of the dispositional hearing is
the same as the periodic review 25 (50)

Purpose varies by case 1 (2)

The 25 respondents stating that the purpose of the

dispositional hearing and the periodic review is the same includes

seven respondents who indicated in Question 3E of the State

Child Welfare Agency Questionnaire (Appendix C) that there was

4-3
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Exhibit 4-1. Listing of states by primary organizational bodies responsible
for conducting periodic reviews*

A

Court or court appointed/approved body

Arkansas
Colorado
Kansas

Kentucky **
Mississippi
Montana **
Nebraska

New Mexico

North Carolina
Texas
Utah

Washington
Wyoming

B

Agency administrative body
C

Citizen review board
D

Combination

Alaska
Connecticut

District of Columbia
Florida
Idaho

Illinois

Arizona
Maryland
Oklahoma

South Carolina
Tennessee

Alabama (A, B)
California (A, B)

Delaware (B, C)
Indiana (A, B)
Iowa (A, B)

Michigan (A, C)
Louisiana Nevada (A, C)
Maine Oregon (A. C)
Massachusetts Pennsylvania (A, 8)
Minnesota
Missouri

South Dakota
Wisconsin (B,

(A,

C)

B)

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota

Ohio
Rhode Island
Vermont
Virginia

West Virginia

* Hawaii has not yet determined how they will conduct periodic reviews.

**Court appointed body conducts periodic review.



absolutely no difference at all between (not just limited to

purpose) the two procedures.

Although the federal law provides for periodic reviews

and dispositional hearings to be conducted by the same body, it

does stipulate distinct functions between the two proceedings.

Fifty percent of the respondents did not think there was a

distinct difference in their state. Those respondents who noted

a difference in purpose were asked to describe the difference.

Table 4-3 denotes these differbnces.

Table 4-3. Frequency of agency responses regarding how the
purpose of the periodic review is different from
the dispositional hearing

How the purpose of the dispositional
hearing and periodic review differ

(N : 24)

Number Percent

Hearing focuses o" original disposition, review
monitors progress of plan 17 (71)

Greater emphasis on permanency aspect
of plan at hearing 6 (25)

Burden of proof is on parents in periodic review,
and on agency in dispositional hearing 1 (4)

Over 95 percent of the 24 respondents did emphasize

that the basic difference between the two proceedings was that

periodic reviews focused on the review and monitoring of the

case plan, while the dispositional hearing focused on whether or

not the child should remain in care.

However, the approximate 50 percent split between

respondents who see a difference between the purposes of the

periodic review and dispositional hearings and respondents who

don't raises the following questions:

Has the intent of the two-tiered case review
system been clearly defined for the states?
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. Is a two-tiered approach to case review occurring
in 25 states or are dispositional hearings and
semi-annual reviews being conducted to fulfill
the same purpose?

. In the 24 states indicating that there is a
difference in the purpose of the two proceedings,
are more permanent placement decisions being made
for children? and, finally

. If the proceedings are serving the same function,
does this detract from permanent placement
decisions being made for children?

Although this study does not provide a thorough investi-
gation into these questions for all states, Part II (state reports)
does provide examples of how periodic reviews and dispositional

hearings are differentiated in states in which:

. The same organizational body conducts both
proceedings;

The periodic review is conducted by a citizen
review board and the dispositional hearing is
conducted by a court; and

The periodic review is conducted by an agency
administrative body and the dispositional hearing
is conducted by the court.

4.2 Citizen Review Boards

Many states have implemented or are contemplating

implementing citizen review boards to assist in periodic review
of children in care. Respondents were asked if they had citizen
review boards operating in their states. Nineteen agency respon-
dents and 16 court respondents indicated that citizen review
boards were operational, however only 13 of the respondents

represented the same states. Both groups of respondents indi-
cated that the extent to which review boards were operating
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statewide varied; in some states a review board might be found

in only one county as a demonstration project, while other

states had them operating statewide with centralized administra-

tion. Table 4-4 denotes the frequency of agency and court

respondents indicating whether or not they had a citizen review

board.

Table 4-4. Frequency of agency and court responses indicating
whether or not they have a citizen review board

Response

Agency (N = 50) Court (N = 51)

Number Percent Number Percent

State has citizen review board
State does not have citizen

review board
State has review board in lea
but not yet operating

18

31

1

(36)

(62)

(2)

16

35

0

(31)

(69)

(0)

The discrepancy between court and agency responses may

be due to the fact that judges interviewed were not aware of

review boards operating in other parts of their state.

Respondents were then asked to indicate tne relation-

ship between the review board and the court and agency. Table 4-5

outlines the responses.
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Table 4-5, Frequency of agency and court responses regarding
the relationship of review boards to the court

Relationship of review

board to court and agency

Agency (N = 19) Court (N = 16)

Number Percent Number Percent

Review board decisions are recom-
memaZions to the court only and
dot binding on the agency unless
ratified by the court 8 (42) 6 138)

Pevie+ board decisions are recom-
mendations to the agency only 4 (21) 1 (6)

Review board decisions are binding
on the agency without court action 0 (0) I (6)

Review board decisions are binding
on the agency unless the agency
disagrees formally, in which case
parties may seek resolution cf the
disagreements 3 (16) 3 (19)

Review board decisions are recommen-
dations to the soncy; copy of
recommendation emit to the court
and agency must file ncn concur-
rence with review board if disagree
with recommendation

1 (5) 1 (6)Not ascertained 3 (16) 4 (25)

Although the responses seem rather consistent, there was only a
61 percent agreement as to the relationship of the review board
to the agency and the court in the 13 states in which the respon-
dents agreed citizen review boards were operating.

4.3 Other Agency Reviews

Agency respondents were also asked to indicate whether
or not other nonjudicial reviews were conducted for children and
their families. Table 4-6 shows the frequency of other reviews
according to agency respondents.

Table 4-6. Frequency of other nonjudicial review reported
by agency representative

Review type

(N = 50)

Numaer Percent

Caseworker/Supervisor
Agency administrative
Interdleciplinary panel

46
47

28

(92)

(94)

(56)

Reviews may be conducted on an as needed or periodic basis.
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These numbers represent reviews that could happen on a periodic

or "as needed" basis. They do not indicate that all children in

care are reviewed 92 percent of the time by caseworker/supervisor,

94 percent of the time by an administrative review or 56 percent

of the time by an interdisciplinary panel.

The agency administrative category includes, but is

not limited to:

to:

. Reviews by an administrator;

. Reviews by agency administrative panels;

. Reviews by an agency consultant;

. Staffings on problem cases; and

. Placement screenings.

The interdisciplinary panel includes, but is not limited

Reviews by child protective service teams;

Residential and hospitilization placements for
children; and

Staffing.

Overall; there has been a large effort to increase the

extent of review of children brought into foster care from

initial screening, to case plan development, to final placement

decisions. This effort has refocused the process of decision-

making from the individual social worker for a case to a team

effort, and has increased agency awareness of the importance of

accountability.

7'4
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5. DUE PROCESS AND THE DECISIONMAKING AUTHORITY

OF THE CISPOSITIONAL HEARINGS

The telephone surveys also attempted to ascertain, on

a nationwide level, what procedural protections are made available

to parties to the dispositional hearings in practice, and what

procedural safeguards state law required for these hearings.

This section presents the judges' descriptions o' the procedural

safeguards that are actually provided in their courts and thoe

that are mandated throughout the state for dispositional hearings.

We use the term '' dispositional hearing" throughout although the

judges were asked to respond with respect to the hearing in

their state that most closely resembled the federal requirements.

Thus, they may have been referring to a "judicial review hearing,"

an "extension" hearing or a hearing on a motion.

As indicated in the introduction, it is important to

note that the sample of court respondents is biased in several

important ways. First, judges asked to participate in this

study sere known by the National Council of Juvenile! and Family

Court Judges and the National Legal Resource Center for Child

Advocacy and Protecticn of the American Bar Association to be

actively involved with and concerned about the problems in the

foster care system which are addressed by the federal legislation.

Many are juvenile court judges or had served long terms in judicial

assignments dealing relatively exclusively with juvenile and

family court matters, and, by virtue of such service, are more

aware of the need for judicial review of children in foster care

than other judges with more varied case loads might be. Most

judges asked to participate in the study preside in urban courts.



Finally, most of these judges answered the questions
using the procedural safeguards provided in their own courtrooms
in their most formal judicial review hearings as a point of
reference in answering the questions although this might in no
way represent the handling of tl,e typical case. As indicated in
Chapter 2, at times hearings are held by another person such as
a referee or commissioner or by a court appointed or court approved
body which may conduct much less formal hearings. As a result,
the description of procedural safeguards for dispositional hearings
that emerges from the court survey is probably a rather more
optimistic representation of "best practice" in the states than
it is an accurate picture of typical practice.

5.1 Notification

Since the purpose of the dispositional hearing under
the federal legislation is to determine what the future status
of the child will be, the legislation is concerned that people
with an interest in or a right that might be affected by the
hearing be informed that the hearing will be held. Tables 5-1
and 5-2 present the sampled judges' responses on whc is notified
in practice and who is required to be notified by law when a
hearing is to be held before the judge. It should be noted that
this may represent only a portion of the cases as many states
have only recently mandated periodic judicial review.

In general, court respondents stated that more people
are notified in practice about dispositional hearings than are
actually required to be notified by state law. All court respon-
dents stated that as a matter of policy and practice the agency
is notified, and 94 percent of court respondents thought that
state law mandated notification of the agency involved. Ninety-four
percent of the court personnel surveyed responded that natural

5-2
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Table 5-1. Court responses on who are notified in practice*

Q. Who among the following are notified of dispositional hearings?

(4 = 50)

Yes, in

policy and

practice

Yes, but not

implemented

everywhere

Yes,

but some

exclusions

Varies

by status

Not in

policy or

practice

Not ascer-

tamed/

don't know

Party # % #
.
. # % # % # % # %

Naturill parent 47 (94) 1 (2) 2 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Child 35 (70) (0) 8 (16) 0 (0) 6 (12) 1 (2)

Agency 50 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Parents' attorney 40 (80) 0 (0)
2

4 (8) 3 (6) 3 (6) 0 (0)

Child's 0.:torney 44 (88) 0 (0) 4 (8) 0 (0) 2 (4) 0 (0)

Agency attorney 39 (78) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 11 (22) 0 (0)

Any others 31 (62) 0 (0) 1 (2) 0 (0) 18 (36) 0 (0)

*Responses represent frequency of procedural safeguards when formal hearings are held by a judge

and do mc necessarily indicate that procedural safeguards are applied for all cases reviewed.

As discussed in the text, the sample may represent "best practice" rather than typical practice.

1
Yes, age appropriate + policy and practice.

2
Yes, but only if requested by court, agency, or other Interested parties.

Table 5-2. Court responses or. mandates about who are notified*

Q. Who among the following does state Jaw mandate be notified?

(N = 50) Yes No

Varies by

state/status

'. -

1others

Don't know/

not ascertained

Party % #
.. 4 #

W4 # A

Natural parent 46 (92) 3 (6) 1 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Child 35 (70) 10 (20) 3 (6) 0 (0) 2 (4)

Agency 46 (92) 3 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2)

Parents' attorney 38 (76) 10 (20) 0 (C, 1 (2) 1 (2)

Child's attorney 39 (78) 8 (16) 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 (2)

Agency attorney 29 (58) 19 (38) 0 (0) 1 (2) . (2)

Any others 16 (32) 33 (66) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2)

*Responses represent frequency of procedural safeguards when formal hearings are held by a judge

and do not necessarily indicate that procedural safeguards are applied for all cases reviewed.

As discussed in the text, the sample may represent "best practice" rather ti an typical practice.

1
Yes, general court proceedings.
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parents are notified in policy and practice. A slightly smaller
percentage, 92 percent, felt that state law mandated that natural
parents be notified when a formal hearing was to be held. Notifi-
cation is less likely to go to the child. Sixty-seven percent
of the court respondents stated that as a matter of policy and
practice the child is notified of an upcoming dispositional
hearing, while 73 percent of court respondents stated that state
law required that the child be notified of an upcoming disposi-
tional hearing.

Children's attorneys or guardians ad litem, however,
are more frequently notified, according to court respondents,
than either parents' attorneys or agency counsel. Eighty-eight
percent of court respondents stated that as a matter of practice
and policy the child's attorney or guardian ad litem, if any, is
notified while only 80 percent stated that parents' attorneys,
if any, are notified as a matter of practice and policy.

Other parties may also be interested or involved in
the outcomes of a dispositional hearing, and about 60 percent of
the court respondents said that it is the&r policy and practice
to notify other parties of upcoming dispositional hearings. The
kinds of people mentioned in this regard were foster parents or
caretakers; other professionals involved in the case, such as
psychologists; the childs' legal guardian, where that person
might not have custody of the child; grandparents and other
interested parties who are not custodians of the child but main-
tain an interest in the child's welfare and an involvement in
their life, and tribal or ethnic representatives for the child.



5.1.1 Form of Notification

Of almost equal significance with whether or not inter-

ested parties receive notice at all, is the form that the notice

takes. Is the natural parent notified in advance in writing of

an upcoming dispositional hearing or does that parent receive a

phone call from the child's agency worker the day before the

scheduled hearing? Are case records and reports made available

to interested parties before the hearing so that they can have

some idea of the progress made in approaching case goals and

prepare a response for presentation to the court? Does the

notice given include some suggestions of what possible results

of the hearing might be? Are parties who are notified required

to attend the hearing so that possible changes in arrangements

for the care of the child can be discussed with the interested

parties? The form of notice and information provided can deter-

mine whether or not natural parents, custodians, guardians and

attorneys for various parties will be able to arrange to attend

the hearing, whether they are aware of the nature of the hearing

and possible changes in arrangements for the child and whether

they can adequately prepare for a hearing. (Tables 5-3 and 5-4

present the court respondents' responses to the survey's questions

concerning due process procedures in the dispositional hearings.)

When court respondents were asked about written notice,

only 78 percent said that it was their policy and practice to

provide written notice, and slightly more, 84 percent, responded

that state law required them to provide written notice. These

figures, however, hide a wealth of diversity of practice. Some

respondents noted that written notice of dispositional hearings

is included in the report of the results of the last hearing,

which is 'usually held six months in advance of the dispositional

hearings, or is written into the orders that are handed out at

that previous hearing. The date may be long forgotten by the
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Table 5-3. Court responses on due process procedures practices at dispositional hearings

Q. Which of the following procedures are followed with regard to the dispositional hearingin practice?

(N = 50)

Procedure

Yes,

policy and

practice

No, not

policy or

practice

Yes, but

only by

results

of last

hearing

Yes, policy

calls for

but not

implemented

elsewhere

Yes, but

some

categories

excluded

Yes, but

only if

required

by court

agency

# % # .. # % # .4 A0, dA

Written notice

provided 39 (78) 2 (4) 6 (12) 1 (2) 2 (4) 0 (0)Case provided

prior to hearing 14 (28) 14 (28) 3 (0) 2 (4) 9 (18) 11 (22)Notice includes

statement of

possible results 19 (38) 27 (54) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (8) 0 (0)Are those notified

required to

attend in

practice? 7 (14) 22 (44) 0 (0) 0 (0) 16 (32) 5 (10)Those notified are

appointed counsel 18 (36) 3 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 19 (38) 10 (20)Those present given

opportunity to

present and

question witnesses 45 (90) 2 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (6) 0 (0)Right to appeal 45 (90) 3 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (4) 0 (0)Record is made of

the proceedings 40 (80) 4 (8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (10) 1 (2)Written finding or

order as result

of hearing 46 (92) 1 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (6) 0 (0)Other due process

safeguards 9 (18) 37 (74) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (6) 0 (0)

*Responses represent frequency of procedural safeguards when formal hearings are held by a judgeand do not hecesserily thdicate that procedural
safeguards are applied for all cases received.As discussed in the text, the sample may represent "best practice" rather than typical practice.

1

Yes, age appropriate Y policy and practice.



Table 5-4. Court responses on mandated due process procedures at dispositional hearing*

Q. Which of the following procedures are mandated with regard to the dispositional hearing?

(N = 50)

Procedure

Yes No Qualified "yes" Don't know

#
.. #

.. #
.. #

..

Written notice

provided 41 (82) 4 (8) 4 (8) 1 (2)

Case provided

prior to hearing 15 (30) 24 (48) 10 (20) 1 (2)

Notice includes

statement of

possible results 14 (28) 35 (70) 1 (2) 0 (0)

Those notified are

required to attend 8 (16) 29 (58) 13 (26) 0 (0)

Those notified are

appointed counsel 22 (44) 8 (16) 20 (40) 0 (0)

Those present given

opportunity to

present and question

witnesses 40 (80) 7 (14) 3 (6) 0 (0)

Right to appeal 44 (88) 4 (8) 2 (4) 0 (0)

A record made of

the proceedings 36 (72) 12 (24) 2 (4) 0 (0)

Written finding or

order as a result

of hearing 45 (90) 4 (8) 1 (2) O (0)

Other due process

safeguards 9 (18) 39 (78) 1 (2) 0 (0)

*Responses represent frequency of procedural safeguards when formal hearings are held by a judge

and do not necessarily indicate that procedural safeguards are applied for all cases reviewed.

As discussed in the text, the sample may represent "best practice" rather than typical practice.



time the next hearing date arrives. Other judges, even though
they believed that the practice was to give written notice,
commented that sometimes notice was given verbally, or thought
there were other exceptions to the general practice of written
notice.

5.1.2 Case Report Availability Prior to the Hearing

Only 28 percent of court respondents thought that itwas practice to make case reports available to all parties andtheir counsel prior to these hearings. An almost equal percent-age stated that it was mandated policy to make such reportsavailable. Others stated that case reports might be madeavailable to attorneys involved in the case after requesting
them from the court, or that the agency might be willing in somecases to share such reports before the hearing. Some acknowledgedthat in certain types of cases, such as potential

terminations,these records would be made available to parties to the case,but that for other types of cases, these records would not
generally be available.

5.1.3 Statement of Hearing Results

Fifty-four percent of court respondents stated that it
was not their policy or practice to include a statement of possi-
ble results of the dispositional hearing in the notice to parties
and 70 percent said that such a statement in the notice was not
mandated by state law. Where such a statement is included in
the notice, it may simply be a statement that the child may be
continued in a foster care placement, instead of a notice ,hat
the hearing must also consider the possibility of returning the
child to the parents or placing the child for adoption.
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5.2 Requirement to Attend Hearings

When asked if notified parties are required to attend

these hearings, 44 percent of the court respondents stated that

it was not their policy or practice to require attendance and 58

percent said that the attendance of notified persons was not

mandatory. Others answered that yes, it was their practice to

require most notified parties to attend, but that parents and

the child were not so required. Some respondents noted that

even though their attendance at these hearings was required,

there was no method to compel parents to attend, and consequently

parents seldom were present at dispositional hearings. Some

respondents required only the attendance of the agency personnel

and the child's attorney, and others issued summonses to assure

the presence of the parents.

5.3 Procedural Safeguards in the Actual Hearing

In addition to the questions surrounding notice. (who

gets notice, what form does that notice take, what information

about the hearing is contained in the notification to the parties),

the questionnaire also focused on the procedures within the

hearing itself that could serve to protect the interests of

involved parties. Are parties given appointed counsel if they

are not already represented; do they have the opportunity to

present witnesses of their own and to question witnesses pre-

sented by other parties; is there a right to appeal the decisions

made in the hearing; is a verbatim record made of the proceedings;

do written findings and orders issue as a result of the hearing.

The responses to these questions should offer some description

of the form of the dispositional hearings themselves.



5.3.1 Right to Counsel

Thirty-six percent of the court respondents stated
that it is their policy and practice to appoint counsel for all
parties not already represented. Again it should be noted that
respondents may have meant they appointed counsel in contested
cases requiring formal hearings rather than in all 18 month
hearings. An additional thirty-eight percent reported that some
parties (in some states just the child, in others both the parents
and the child), but in general not all parties, are provided
with appointed counsel. Sometimes the respondents suggested
that access to appointed counsel for parents and children depended
on their financial situation or on the nature of the hearing,
such as whether the agency was recommending something other than
a continued foster care placement for the child. In at least
one instance, the respondent suggested that parties are appointed
counsel where not already represented, only in those cases where
the parent opposes the recommendations of the agency. More than
one-quarter of all the court respondents stated that either
notified parties are not appointed counsel if not already repre-
sented, or appointed counsel is only provided at the specific
request of the court, the agency, the parents, or some other
interested party. One respondent noted that if the parents
appeared at the hearing and requested counsel, the court directed
them to the public defender's office.

All of these answers raise the unasked question of
whether counsel is appointed for unrepresented parties, and,
especially, unrepresented parents who do not come to the hearing.
Clearly, responses that suggest that parents must prove indigence,
or that presuppose not only a parental appearance at the hearing
but also that the parent is savvy enough to request to be repre-
sented, seem to exclude the possibility that those parents who
do not attend will have their interests represented. This problem



highlights the importance of giving appropriate notice of up-

coming dispositional hearings to interested parties and of assuring

that the content of that notice is sufficient to inform those

notified of the value of attending the hearing. Also, whether a

case is actively contested is not the sole indicator of whether

the counsel is needed by a child; often counsel may be most

important in "stagnant" cases to get some action for the child.

5.3.2 Right to Present and Question Witnesses

Fourteen percent of the court respondents stated that

they are not required by state law to allow those present when

hearings are held the opportunity to present and question wit-

nesses. An additional six percent of court respondents noted

that state law requires them to extend the opportunity to present

and question witnesses only to certain parties. In terms of

practice and policy, 90 percent of the court respondents stated

they did give those present at the hearing the opportunity to

present and question witnesses. One respondent among this group

noted, however, that while parties are generally allowed to

present their side, they are only occasionally permitted to

question other witnesses. Another declared that since he had so

well trained "his agency's" personnel, there was no need to

question their reports or present other witnesses.

5.3.3 Right to Appeal

Finally, 88 percent of the court respondents stated

that state law mandated that the right to appeal applies to all

notified parties, and 90 percent said that it is their policy

and practice to make such right to appeal available to parties

to the hearing. Some noted that in their jurisdiction the right



to appeal the decisions made at such a hearing extended only to
the parent and child. One respondent stated that there is no
need to an appeal because he does not issue any orders, which
raises some questions about the purposes of hearings in that
jurisdiction.

5.3.4 Records of Proceedings

The results of the telephone survey of court respon-
dents indicate that in a large number of "dispositional" hearings
a record is made of the proceedings. Eighty percent of the
court respondents said that it is their policy and practice to
have a record of the proceedings made, and 72 percent stated
that state law mandated that such records be made of disposi-
tional hearings. Others responded that a record is made only if
an actual hearing takes place, or only if it is an adversarial
hearing, or only if testimony is given. Such answers suggest
that, at least in some jurisdictions, dispositional hearings are
frequently just a pro forma review arrangement between the hear-
ing decisionmaker and the agency responsible for the care of the
child. Even for the large number of cases where respondents
indicated that hearings are recorded, caution must be exercised
in extrapolating a general form of practice from the responses
of judges, who largely commented on procedures in their court-
rooms, and not hearings conducted by referees, magistrates or
court appointed or approved administrative bodies. Several
court respondents noted that hearings before magistrates and
referees are not recorded. The lack of a record of a disposi-
tional hearing may have an effect at a later hearing where the
history of parental involvement in the case and parental coopera-
tion or noncooperation with service plans as well as agency
attempts and/or failures to provide services are important.
This information is particularly important in proceedings on
termination of parental rights.

91
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5.3.5 Written Order

Most court respondents stated that a written finding

or order issues as a result of the hearing (90 percent felt that

written findings or orders are required under state law, and 92

percent said that it is their policy and practice to issue such

written findings or orders). A few respondents noted that written

opinions are usually prepared for contested cases but not in

othe=r instances. Others noted that a written finding or order

could include a preprinted check-off form. Some answered that

there was no written order if the result of the hearing was to

preserve the status quo situation for the child.

5.3.6 Other Procedural Safeguards

About one-quarter of the court respondents identified

other procedural safeguards that are also mandated and applied

to dispositional hearings. The types of procedures mentioned by

the respondents include the possibility of appointing a guardian_

ad litem in addition to the attorney already appointed for the

child, notifying the parties of their right to a subsequent

court hearing when the dispositional hearing is handled by an

administrative body; verbally explaining the purposes, procedures,

and results of the nearing to the parties; providing a written

list of rights to all attending parties; and giving parties to

the hearing the right to subpoena witnesses.

5.4 Right of Foster Parents

Court respondents were also asked whether foster parents

were, in general, afforded the same due process rights that are

available to other parties (See Table 5 -5). Almost 60 percent

5-13
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said that the above discussed due process safeguards are not
provided to foster parents. About 35 percent of the court respon-
dents said that some procedural safeguards, but not all those
available to other parties, are provided to foster parents,
either in practice or as a right under the state statute. Some
jurisdictions grant foster parents the right to be heard in

proceedings that might affect the placement of the child. Most
commonly, where any due process procedures apply, the foster
parents are only provided notice of the upcoming hearing.

Table 5-5. Due process safeguards applied to foster parents

Q. In general, are the due process procedures listed above also applied to
foster parents?

Yes, all

3

(6%)

Yes, some

17

(34%)

No

29

(58%)

Don't know

1

(2%)

5.5 Statutory Standards for Decisions Made at the
Dispositional Hearing

The federal act envisions the purpose of the disposi-
tional hearing to be a careful assessment of alternative place-
ments for the child and a decision about the permanent placement
for the child in foster care. The telephone survey of court
respondents attempted to elicit information about whether legis-
lation in the states mandated standards on which decisionmakers
at the dispositional hearings could base decisions about per-
manent placements. Court respondents were asked whether there
are "any statutory court standards for decisions to be made at



the (dispositional) hearings on the permanent plan for the child?"

Twenty-nine out of the 50 respondents (or nearly 60 percent)

stated that state law included such standards. A concurrent

review of state legislation dealing with dispositional hearings

in foster care conducted as a part k.df this study, however, con-

cludes that probably less than fifteen states actually have such

statutory standards (See Appendix B). A review of the completed

telephone questionnaires clearly indicates that there was sub-

stantial confusion over the meaning of this item, and that con-

fusion contributed heavily to the discrepancy in results between

the telephone survey and the statutory review. Several court

respondents who indicated that their state did have such statutory

standards stated that that standard was the "best interests of

the child" rule, which is not the type of standard anticipated

in this question. Others suggested that the statutory standards

they referred to were directed at the appropriate burden of

proof at these hearings. Still others who answered the question

in the affirmative noted that their state's standards were con-

taincd in case law, not statute. The degree of apparent con-

fusion over this question may suggest a lack of understanding of

the purpose of the dispositional hearings under the federal

legislation and at least implies that in many cases "dispositional

hearings" may at best Le similar to periodic reviews also required

by P.L. 96-272.

5.6 Authority of Decisionmaker at Dispositional Hearings

The range of options a decisionmaker in a dispositcnal

hearing may reach will be bounded by that decisionmaker's per-

c?.ption of his or her authority to order the agency to take such

a 1)articular action. Similarly, the ways in which agency

personnel view the extent of the authority of the decisionmaker

at the dispositional hearing will affect the kinds of services
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and activities they will be willing to provide for the child and
the natural parents, the kinds of permanent plans they will be
willing to suggest to the court, and the range of options for

placement they will be willing to entertain and develop. For
these reasons court and agency respondents were questioned about

their perceptions of the authority of ..he decisionmaker at the
dispositional hearing to order specific actions to be taken to

implement the court's decision at the review hearing. (See
Table 5-6).

In general (and somewhat unexpectedly), agency respon-
dents felt that the authority of the decisionmakers was slightly
wider than court respondents did. As seen in Table 5-6, there
is a relatively high level of agreement from both court and

agency personnel that the decisionmaker at a dispositional hear-
ing has tae authority to order the agency to return children to

their paren..s, to order the agency to provide services to the
family with a plan of returning the child home at a specified
time, to order the agency to continue the child in foster care
on a permanent or long-term basis. These responses reflect thl
traditional role of the courts in foster care cases. Much more
controversial orders, and ones that both court and agency respon-
dents were much less likely to perceive as within the authority
of the dispositional hearing decisin- maker, are those that require
the agency to take action to separate the child permanently from
his or her natural parents. Only 46 percent of the court respon-
dents felt that the decisionmaker Llas the authority to order the
agency to initiate a termination of parental rights proceeding.
(Eighty percent of agency respondents thought that the decision-
maker could order the agency to initiate a termination proceeding.)
Similarly, 55 percent of court respondents (and 74 percent of
the agency respondents) felt that the de-,:lsionmaker could order
the agency to place a child for adoption. Seventy -four percent
of the court respondents and 64 percent of the agency respondents
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Table 5-6. Authority of declaim-makers at dispositional hearings (court and agency perceptions)

Decisionmaker has authority to: Court perception

(N .-: 50)

Agency perception

(N : 50)

Yet, No Other* Yes No Other*

Order return of child to parents 46 3 1 49 1

(92%) (6%) (2%) (98%) (2%)

Order provision of services to 47 2 1 48 1 1

family with plan of returning

child at later time

(94%) (4%) (2%) (96%) (2%) (n)

Order child continued in foster 45 4 1 48 1 1

care for specific period (90%) (8%) (n) (96X) (n) (2%)

Order agency initiate termination 23_ 24... 3 40 8 2

of parental rights proceedings '(46) 48%) (6%) (80%) (16%) (4%)

Order agency to take steps to

place child for adoption within

a certain time frame

27

(54%)

20

(40%)1

3

(6%)

37

(74%)

11

(22%)

2

(4%)

Order agency to continue child 46 3 1 46 3 1

in foster care on a permanent

or long-term basis

(92%) (6%) (2%) (92%) (6%) (2%)

Order agency place child with 37 6 7 32 10 8

specific foster parents relatives

or any specific group homes or

residential placement

(74) (12A) (14%) (64%) (20%) (16%)

Order agency file for guardianship 26 16 8 36 11 3

or :ustody for the child (52%) 32i (16%) (72%) (22r) (6%)

*Other includes responses 'varies with the status of the child,' disputed,"varies with the

status of the case,' not ascertained,' and 'don't know.'



felt that the decisionmaker did have the authority to order the
agency to place the child with a specific foster parent, relatives
or a specific group home or residential placement. Others felt

that while the decisionmaker could order the agency to place a
child with a relative, it would be outside their authority to
order other types of specific placements because of the financial

constraints under which the agency had to operate. Substantially

more of the agency respondents than the court respondents felt

that decisionmakers at the dispositional hearing had the authority

to order the agency to file for guardianship or custody for the
child. Many of the court respondents admitted confusion over

this question, however, stating that the agency already had

custody of the child, or wondering what exactly was meant by
"guardianship". The question was intended to discover whether
respondents felt that the authority of decisionmakers extended

to ordering the agency to file for guardianship or custody of
the child on behalf of third parties, such as relatives or

neighbors willing to care for the child.

5.7 Dispositional Hearings Conducted b Court A

Approved Administrative Bodies

ointed or

Four court respondents and nine agency respondents
stated that court appointed or approved administrative bodies

sometimes conduct dispositional hearings in their jurisdictions.

(Court respondents were asked to respond to questions based on

practice in their county, while agency respondents were questioned
about practice in their state.)

In a few states, state statutes make the establishment
of these administrative bodies permissive; a judge can elect to

appoint or approve such a body as a means of handling a large

number of foster care reviews and dispositional hearinas with

9/
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limited judicial resources. In at least one state, the agency

has established the administrative body and claims that it has

been approved "by default" by the court, "because the court has

the opportunity to call a hearing and doesn't." This stratagem

is seen by that agency as another way to bypass a tremendous

court docket overload and still bring the state into ccmpliance

with the requirements of the federal act.

In practice, these boaies appear to be relatively

closely tied to the state agency. More than half of these adminis-

trative bodies are court approved groups whose members have been

nominated or appointed by the state child welfare agency. Most

are composed of some combination of agency staff, citizens and

other professionals. Where a local court has made a choice to

appoint an administrative body rather than being required to do

so the group is somewhat more likely to have more nonagency

members. Few of these juriscictions have specific guidelines or

requirements for membership.

In many cases, some or all of the decisions of the

court appointed or court approved body are not perceived to be

binding on the agency unless ratified by the court (but there is

no automatic mechanism for the court to review and ratify the

decision, in several of the states).

In general, relatively few formal procedural protections

seem to be provided in the proceedings of these administrative

bodies. Less than half of the respondents indicated that there

were written rules in their jurisdiction requiring the notifi-

cation of the parties involved in proceedings before the adminis-

trative body, and only slightly more than half had rules requiring

the issuance of written decisions. Very few at all required the

taking of sworn testimony, required the keeping of verbatim

records or required that decisions be based only on information

presented at the hearing.
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6. IMPACT, PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

OF AGENCY AND COURT RESPONDENTS

A great deal of effort has been put forth by agency

and court personnel to bring their states into compliance with

the components of dispositional hearings. In this process they

had to face various implem.2ntation problems as well as reflect

on the benefits and impact of dispositional hearings. Respondents

were asked to provide input on these issues and this chapter

will provide agency and court responses in regard to:

Perceived impact of judicial review;

Problems in implementing P.L. 96-272
dispositional hearing requirements due to
existing state laws and/or policies;

Benefits of dispositional hearings;

Overall problems in implementing P.L. 96-272
dispositional hearing requirements; and

Recommendations for changes in P.L. 96-272 and
assistance to the states.

6.1 Perceived Impact of Judicial Review

Agency and court respondents were asked if holding

judicial or court appointed/approved body foster care review

hearings impacted a variety of outcomes for parents, children,

and the case review system. Respondents were instructed to

answer what has been the effect, unless the hearings had been

recently implemented or were in the planning phase, in which

case they were asked to respond to what they thought the impact

would be in the future. Tables 6-1 through 6-4 denote the fre-

quency of court and agency responses for this question. The
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Table 6-1. Frequency of court responses regarding perceived impact of judicial review

Outcomes

Perceived impact uf :ourt personnel

Number of

respondent3

Have been

increased

Have been

decreased

Have not been

affected

Impact on Children w4 w4 w4

Percent of terminations (36) 64 11 25

Number of placements per child (36) 3 72 25

Percent of children returned home (37) 78 0 22

Protection of child's rights (40) 90 0 10

Impact on Parents

Parental participation in case review (39) 87 0 13

Protection of parent's rights (40) 85 0 15

Impact on Case Review

Length of time before termination

recommended (38) 10 74 16

Time involved in case review (40) 68 20 12

Percent of cases with recommendation

of 13ng-term foster care (37) 8 54 38

Average length of care (33) 0 82 18

Table 6-2. Frequency of court responses regarding perceived potential impact of judicial review

'7Itcomes

Perceived potential impact of court personnel

Number of

respondents

Would be

increased

Would be

decreased

Would rot be

affected

Impact on Children A,,, WA %

Percent of terminations (11) 82 9 9

Number of placements per child (10) 0 70 30

Percent of children returned home (8) 88 0 12

Protection of child's rights (9) 89 0 11

Impact on Parents

Parental participation in case review (10) 80 0 20

Protection of parent's rights (9) 78 0 22

Impact on Case Review

Length of time before termination

recommended (11) 18 72 10

Time involved in case revieo (8) 63 25 12

Percent of cases with recommendation

of long-term foster care (8) 25 37 38

Average length of care (8) 0 75 25
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Table 6-3. Frequency of agency responses regarding perceived impact of judicial review

Outcomes

Perceived impact of agency personnel

Number of

respondents

Have been

Increased

Have been

decreased

Have not been

affected

Impact on Children .,,, m,,,
0,m

Percent of terminations (34) 68 0 32

Number of placements per child (34) 0 35 65

Percent of children returned home ('6) 67 0 33

Protection of child's rights (36) 83 0 17

Impact on Parents

Parental participation in case review (39) 79 0 21

Protection of parent's rights (38) 84 0 16

Impact on Case Review

Length of time before termination

recommended (37) 11 57 32

Time involved in case review (42) 86 4 10

Percent of cases with recommendation

of long-term foster care (33) 6 61 33

Average length of care (32) 3 81 16

Table 6-4. Frequency of agency responses regarding potential impact of judicial review

Perceived potential impact of agency personnel

Outcomes

Im act on Children

Percent of terminations

Number of placements per child

Percent of children returned home

Protection of child's rights

Impact on Parents

Parental participation in case review

Protection of parent's rights

Impact on Case Review

Length of time before termination

recommended

Tie involved in case review

Percent of cases with recommendation

of long-term foster care

Average length of care

Number of

respondents

Would be

increased

Would be

decreased

Would not be

affected

0/,0

(14) 79 0 21

(10) 10 50 40

(8) 88 0 12

(11) 82 0 18

(10) 70 0 30

(8) 75 0 25

(11) 9 55 36

(7) 57 43

(12) 8 75 17

(12) 0 92 8
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percentages are provided separately for the court and agency

respondents and divided by perceived impact and perceived potential

impact. It appears that perceived impact responses are basically

consistent between agency and court respondents, with court

responses slightly more optimistic. The greatest perceived

impact of judicial review for parents and children is protection

of their rights. The high percentage (83%) of agency respondents

indicating protection of children'= rights through judicial

review is higher than anticipated based on the feedback provided

by agency personnel during the site visit interviews. Agency

personnel had repeatedly stated that they felt increased judicial

review would benefit parents, but not children. Further atten-

tion will be given to the results of this question when the

selected state questionnaire data are analyzed.

One area in which there was a rather noticeable dif-

ference in perception of impact between agency and court personnel

was in the number of placements per child. Thirty-five percent

of agency personnel felt that the number of placements had been

decreased and 65 percent felt they had not been affected by

judicial review, while 72 percent of the court respondents felt

that judicial review decreased the %umber of placements for a

child and only 25 percent felt that the number of placemerts had

not been affected. This difference could be attributed to the

fact that agency personnel indicated that in many stags place-

ment decisions do not have to be ratified by the court and so

they did not believe that court intervention affected the number

of placements.

One other area in which there was a noticeable disagree-

ment between agency and court respondents' perceptions was in

the amount of time involved in case review. Although a high

percentage of both agency and court respondents indicated that

time involved in case review would be increased, 18 percent more

1'
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of the age,-icy respondents indicated this increase. Agency respon-

dents noted that more time was being spent writing court reports

and internally reviewing cases.

In examining the differences between perceived impact

and the perceived potential impact, it is apparent that the

perceived potential impact is more optimistic for both court and

agency personnel. The greatest degree of disagreement between

agency and court personnel is once again in the effect on number

of placements per child. There is a large disparity in agency

responses between the perceived impact of judicial review on

time involved in case review and the perceived potential impact

of the time involved. Respondents were more positive about the

impact judicial review might have in the future and the amount

of time that more extensive review will involve.

6.2 State Laws/Policies Which Affect Implementation of

P.L. 96-272

Agency and court respondents were asked if there are

or have been any laws or court review policies which made it

difficult to meet P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing requirements.

Twenty-six (52%) state agency respondents as compared to eight

(14%) court respondents cited problems. This variation in per-

ception may be due to the fact that agency personnel, and not

the courts, have had the responsibility of ensuring state

compliance with P.L. 96-272. The distribution of the problems

noted is found in Table 6-5.

6-5
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Table 6-s. Distribution of agency and court personnel who
cited problems in implementing P.L. 96-272
requirements due to existing state laws or policies

Agency Court

(N = 26) (N = 8)

Problem cited* Percent Percent

Absence or conflict with state law 62 63

No reason for court to comply with law 15.4 12.5

Inadequate legal representatt3n for agency,
parents, and children 11.5 0

Court procedural requirements 7.7 12.5

Lack of judicial training 3.8 0

Inadequate sanctions against agency 0 12.5

*See Appendix Exhibit A.-1 for complete breakdown of categories included in

this table.

As this question was open-ended, the categories in the table

represent combined responses. A listing of the major open-ended

response categories can be found in Appendix A-1.

Even though 18 more agency respondents indicated prob-

lems, the frequency of problems mentioned by agency and court

respondents is very similar.

The response most frequently given by both groups

related to an absence or conflict with state law. When respon-

dents were asked to elaborate about how their state laws con-

flicted with dispositional healing requirements, the majority of

respondents noted that their state laws did not require judicial

review within 18 months. Another concern mentioned by respon-

dents was that state law dictated that once the court determined

custody, it was the agency's responsibility to determine place-

ment, and therefore it was contrary to state law for the court

to be involved in placement decisions. This particularly affected

review of children who were free for adoption or placed in per-

manent foster homes.
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The other problem agency and court respondents noted

was that there was no major reason for courts to comply with the

dispositional hearings. Both categories of respondents indicated

that the federal law did not provide incentives for the courts

to comply or funding to compensate for the added responsibilities

and increased court caseloads. It was noted that not only were

there no incentives for the courts to comply, but it was the

agency's responsibility to gain the cooperation of the court

system. If the court refused or was unable to participate, the

agency was held accountable and "punished" for the inaction of

the court.

6.3 Major Benefits

Agency and court personnel were asked to list what

they thought were the major benefits of requiring dispositonal

hearings for children in foster care. Although a limit was not

given to the number of benefits they could name, only the first

three benefits mentioned were coded. Table 6-6 represents the

combined number and percent of agency and court respondents who

cited each of the benefits listed.

Table 6-6. Cited benefits of P.L. 96-272 comparing agency

and court responses

Categories of Beneflts*

Agency (N = 50) Court (N = 50)

Number Percent Number Percent

Increase agency accountability 34 (68) 31 (62)

Permanent plan becomes a priority 19 (38) 21 (42)

Prevents foster care drift 15 (30) 18 (36)

Increased judicial involvement 15 (30) 1 (2)

Increased participation of parties 13 (26) 10 (20)

Protect parents' rights 8 p14) 1 (2)

Protect childrcn's rights 6 (12) 11 (22)

Agency/court relationship 3 (6) 6 (12)

More emphasis on reunificat.on/
rehabilitation of family 1 (2) 6 (12)

Reduce costs of roster care 0 (0) 1 (2)

Improve public underst.noing of

foster care 1 (2) 0 (0)

one 0 (0) 0 (6)

*See Appendix Exhibit A-2 for complete oreakdown of categories included in

this table.
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As this was also an open-ended question, the categories listed
on the table represent combined responses and the breakdown of

the responses within each category can be found in Appendix A-2.

Generally, court and agency respondents were consistent
in the benefits mentioned. One area of discrepancy was increased

judicial involvement. The court respondents (2%) did not find

increased judicial involvement as important a benefit as did the

agency respondents (30%). Agency respondents noted that it was

very beneficial to have legal support fJr their plans. Another

area in which there was at least a 10 percent difference in

response rate was the benefit of protecting children's rights
and parents' rights. Agency respondents cited protection of

parents' rights 12 percent more than court respondents, whereas

the reverse was true for protection of children's rights, where

there was a 10 percent higher response rate for court respondents.

The overall major benefit most frequently cited by

court and agency personnel was an increase in agency accountability.

Although it was not suprising to find respondents indicating the

overall benefit to be agency accountability, it is noteworthy

that a major intent of the law is cited by the agency and court

respondents as the predominant benefit.

6.4 Problems in Implementing P.L. 96-272

Agency and court personnel were asked to cite the

major problems involved in implementing the hearings as required
by P.L. 96-272. A limit was not given to the number of problems
they could cite. but only the first three problems cited were
coded. Table 6-7 represents the combined number and percent of

agency and court personnel who mentioned the problems listed.



Table 6-7. Cited problems in implementing P.L. 96-272
comparing agency and court responses

Categories of Implementation Problems'

Agency (N = 50) Court (N = 50)

Number Percent Writer Percent

Increased woecload 33 (66) 46 (92)

Low priority given to dependency
cases by courts 12 (24) 1 (2)

Need for training for Judges, lawyers,
agency staff 11 (22) 6 (12)

Procedural problems 11 (22) 7 (14)

Agency/court relationahip 9 (18) 0 (0)

Lack of adequate funding 8 (16) 10 (20)

Clarification of tha law 4 (8) 2 (4)

Hearings negatively affect the family 2 (40) 3 (6)

Legal delay 2 (4) 3 (6)

Legal repreaentation is inadequate for

parents, children and/or agency 3 (6) 0 (0)

See Appendix Exhibit A-3 for complete breakdown of categories included I,

this task.

The 11 categories of implementation problems are collapsed from

39 coded responses; the complete breakdown of categories can be

found in Appendix A-3.

The problem most frequently noted by court and agency

respondents was the increased workload that the dispositional

hearing proceeding created. Specifically, respondents saw need

for more agency and court staff to prepare cases, hear cases and

to coordinate efforts between the agency and court.

Agency respondents noted that dependency cases are a

low priority on many court dockets, and this problem occurs

whether or not there is a specified juvenile court in the state.

Some staff noted that, historically, involvement in dependercy

cases has been difficult for the courts because of the ambiguity

of the issues. The increased involvement of the judicial system

in child welfare decisions raises the issue of proper training

for judges, lawyers and agency staff.



Agency and court respondents acknowledged this need
for training. The problem of inadequately trained agency and
court personnel was emphasized further during the state visits.

Agency personnel noted a need for further training in developing

and presenting cases to the court, as well as training for

judges and lawyers on child welfare issues. The court personnel
also noted a need for further understanding of child welfare
issues and training for agency personnel on presenting a case
based on facts rather than "feelings" to the court.

Both agency and court respondents also acknowledged
that lack of adequate funding was presenting a problem in imple-

menting P.L. 96-272 requirements for dispositional hearings.

Finally, it was thought that problems mentioned by
agency and court respondents would vary depending on who conducted

the dispositional hearing most frequently. As is seen in Tables 6-8
and 6-9, there are not significant differences in tae responses.

6.5 Agency and Court Respondent Recommendations

Agency and court respondents were asked to make recom-

mendations for changes to improve P.L. 96-272 and recommendations

for what would be of assistance to states in implementing the
law. Again, limitations were not given to the number of recom-

mendations a respondent could mention, but only the first two
responses were coded.

6.5.1 Law

Table 6-10 outlines the combined number and percentage
of agency and court respondents who cited recommendations for

1 06
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Table 6-8. Percent of court respondents who mentioned problems in implementing P.L. 96-272

by who conducts dispositional hearings most frequently

Problem

Person or group most Frequently conducting the hearing

Judge (N=42)

Master/

Referee (N=4)

Court-Appointed/

Aporoved Body (N:4)

0, 0, .,

4 4 4

Increased workload 93 50 100

Lack of adequate funding 19 25 25

None 17 25 0

Procedural problems 14 25 0

Need for training for judges/

lawyers/agency staff 12 0 25

Hearings negatively affect family 7 0 0

Legal representation is inadequate

for parents, children, agency 5 0 0

Clarification of the law 5 0 0

Legal delay 2 0 0

Low priority given to dependency

cases by the court 2 0 0

Table 6-9. Percent of agency respondents who mentioned problems in implementing

P.L. 96-272 by who conducts dispositional hearings most frequently

Problem

Person or group most frequently conducting the hearing

Judge (N:36)

Master/

Referee (N=6)

Court-Appointed/

Approved Body (N=7)

0,4
0
4 ,

0,4

Increased workload 69 33 71

Low priority given to dependency

cases by the court 22 17 43

Need for training for judges/

lawyers/agency staff 22 0 29

Agency/court relationship 19 17 14

Procedural problems 19 0 57

Lack of adequate funding 14 50 0

Clarification of the law 11 0 0

None 11 17 0

Legal delay 2 0 14

Legal representation is inadequate 0 0 0

for parents, children, agency 2 33 0

Hearings negatively affect Family 0 17 0



changes to improve the law. See Exhibit 6-1 for a specific listing
of the recommendations included in each of the categories of the
table.

Table 6-10. Recommendations for changes to improve P.L. 96-272
comparing agency and court responses

Recommendations for law changes*

Agency (N = 50) Court (N = 47)

Number Percent Number Percent

Greater flexibility in interpreting
and implementing the law 21 (42) 7 (15)New requirements to be Incorporated
into the law 10 (38) 6 (13)No changes

12 (24) 27 (57)Clarification of law components 9 (18) 7 (15)
Increased Funding 6 (12) 4 (9)
More specific time frames 5 (10) 4 (9)
Stricter requirements and

interpretation of the law 2 (4) 2 (4)Don't know
1 (2) 0 (0)

*See Exhibit 6-1 for complete breakdown of categories included in this table.

It should be noted that not one respondent suggested
that the law be repealed. In fact, 57 percent of the court

respondents and 24 percent of the agency respondents stated that
no change was necessary. One respondent indicated that he did
not feel it would be beneficial to recommend any changes in the
law to Congress. He was concerned that if recommendations were
made to change the law it would open discussion which might
result in weakening the law. He suggested that all recommenda-
tions be handled through regulations.

There was a division in whether there should be more
flexibility or stricter requirements in the law. Forty-two
percent of the agency respondents recommended greater flexibility
in interpreting and implementing the law, 38 percent wanted new

requirements in the law which would strengthen the court's

involvement and broaden the population covered by the law.

110
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Exhibit 6-1. Agency and court recommendations for
changes to Public Law 96-272

. Increased funding

- Funding for courts

- Funding for agency

- Provide funds for parental support services (e.g., job

training, housing assistance)

. Clarification of law components

- Clarify definitions in law

Clarify procedural safeguards

Clarify original placement

. More specific time frames

Make 18 months time limit shorter

Specify time line for gaining parents' cooperation

. No changes

No changes should be made

Too soon to say

. Greater flexibility in interpreting and implementing the

law

- Provide ability for parties to waive a hearing

Provide leeway for differences in state procedures

- Allow exclusion of specific categories of cases from

court review

Provide option for holding nonjudicial dispositional

hearings

Prohibit federal audit pending publication of

regulations



Exhibit 6-1 (Continued)

. Stricter requirements and interpretation of the law

- Hearings should be held by court only, not court
appointed body

- Prohibit agency from being able to hold court approved
hearings

- Mandate agency directly

- Mandate procedural safeguards

. New requirements to be incorporated into the law

Include measures to ensure court compliance

Mandate staff training

Mandate written case plan to be part of court
disposition

- Mandate Section 427 for 4E children as well as 4B
- Impose P.L. 96-272 requirements on Indian Child

Welfare Act

- Provide professional staff to assist court

Allow suit to be filed in federal court on behalf of
the child if hearing is not petititoned for on
schedule



A particular recommendation that not only occurred

during the telephone interviews but also during the site visit

interviews was that the 18-month time limit is too long before a

decision is to be made on a child's placement. These respondents

felt that a decision had to be made before 18 months if it was

going to be beneficial. It appears that some other respondents

were unclear about how to apply the "within 18 months" provision

in practice. Some believed it was too long because they thought

"dispositional hearing" meant the initial disposition hearing

which they believed should happen in less than 18 months. Others

saw the purpose of the 18-month hearing as being to set a case

plan goal (i.e., ultimate reunification or ultimate termination

of parental rights) and believed the time frame was too long

because the case plan goal should be set prior to 18 months.



6.5.2 Assistance

Table 6-11 c.tlines the combined number and percentage
of agency and court respondents who made specific recommendations
on the type of assistance the agencies and courts need to imple-
ment the law. See Exhibit 6-2 for a specific listing of the
recommendations included in each of the categories of the table.

Table 6-11. Recommendations regarding the type of assistance
needed to implement P.L. 96-272 comparing agency
and court response

Recommendations for
technical assistance

Agency (N = 50) Court (N = 46)

Number Percent Number Percent

Clarification of components of the law 23 (46) 5 (11)Nothing is needed 15 (30) 14 (30)
Increased funding for court and agency 8 (16) 21 (46)
Training for legal, court, and

agency personnEl 8 (16) 3 (7)
Implement demonstration projects 7 c14) 5 (11)
New requirements to be incorporated

into the law 3 (6) 0 (0)
Allow states flexibility in inter-

preting and implementing the law 1 (2) 1 (2)
Stricter requirements and interpreta-

tion of the law
1 (2) 5 (11)Don't know
2 (4) 0 (0)

See Exhibit 6-2 for complete breakdown of
categories included in this table.

The most frequent recommendation from the agency representatives
(46%) was for clarification of the components of the law, whereas
the most frequent recommendation from court respondents (46%)
was for increased funding. Agency respondents repeatedly
acknowledged the difficulty they had in implementing a new law
without regulations. Thirty percent of agency and court respon-
dents stated that nothing was needed.

Once again the recommendations vary in scope from more
flexibility to stricter mandates, depending on one's belief in



Exhibit 6-2. Agency and court recommendations regarding
the type of technical assistance needed to

implement P.L. 96-272

. Measures to ensure court compliance incorporated into the

law

. Allow states flexibility in interpreting and implementing

the law and some providing longer time for complaince

. Stricter requirements and interpretation of the law

- Federal monitoring of agency

- Make P.L. 96-272 mandatory, not just tied to federal

funds

Specify that termination proceedings must happen prior

to adoption orders

- Mandate TPR within 30 days after 18-month hearing

. Increased funding for court and agency

Increased funding for courts

- More funding for agencies

. Clarifications of components of the law

Regulations

- Better definitions/procedures for Native Americans

- Clarify definitions

- Clarify expectations for audit

. Training for legal, court, and agency personnel

- Education of judiciary

- Systematic dissemination of information to attorneys

by ABA

- Provide technical assistance/training for states

Joint agency/lawyer workshops to develop more

effective partnership

Handbook for parents on P.L. 96-272
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Exhibit 6-2 (Continued;

. Implement demonstration projects

- Model acts/suggestions from HHR outlining
possible/preferable procedures

- Research to document benefits of holding hearings
Create joint committee between agency and court to
develop policy



the role of federal law and policy. The overrling recommenda-

tion from court and agency respondents is for a clearer definition

of the intent of the dispositional hearing proceeding through

guidelines that interpret the components of the law while at the

same time allowing the states flexibility in implementing the

components.
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7. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

In presenting conclusions and issues to be addressed,

this chapter incorporates information obtained from the national

telephone study, the statutes review, and the site visits to the

selected states. (See Volume II for an in-depth description of

the hearings within the selected states.)

7.1 Overview

P.L. 96-272 states that the dispositional hearing

"shall determine the future status of the child," yet it also

states that " determination shall include whether the child

should be" returned home, placed for adoption, remain in foster

care for a specified time, or have some other option. This

language of the law has resulted in a wide variety of state

interpretations of the purpose of the hearings.

One perspective, suggested by a review of the legisla-

tive history, views the dispositional hearing as a "fish or cut

bait" hearing in which a decision is made concerning whether the

child should be returned home or another permanent arrangement

be made. In only special circumstances would the child be con-

tinued in nonpermanent foster care for a specified time. To

ensure that the court's decision is carried out, the court must

have legal authority to order the agency to provide services to

the family for the brief extended foster care period, to order

the agency to file a petition for termination of parental rights,

to order the agency to aid foster parents or relatives in filing

a guardianship petition, to order the agency to aid in establish-

ing a stable, committed long-term foster care arrangement for

the child, and to order the agency to take steps to place children

for adoption who are already legally adoptable.
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An alternative interpretation is that the dispositional
hearing is a time when a critical look is taken at the child's
current status and a special assessment made of permanent plans
for the child. This interpretation stops short, however, of
forcing a definite decision as to the direction permanent custody
will take at that time. Still another view is that the disposi-
tional hearing is simply a time when the court reviews the progress
of the agencies' plan for the child.

These varied interpretations of the intent of the
dispositional hearing have resulted in differing approaches to
implemEnting the hearings.

Generally, where there was a judicial or other foster
care review system already established prior to passage of Pub-
lic Law 96-272, it resembled a periodic review or often simply
provided for extension of the foster care order for an additional
year if "the original purposes for foster care had not yet been
fulfilled." In general, these existing laws do not require a
decision at a specific point in time about the child's permanent
home from among specified "permanent placement" alternatives,
nor do they specifically require or authorize the court to take
steps to see that the decision is implemented by the agency.
Many states are continuing to use these reviews as their disposi-
tional hearings.

In fact, a number of judges noted they felt very uncom-
fortable making what they considered to be "social work" decisions,
especially without counsel actively participating to represent
both sides and frame the issues for the court in legal terms.
Often judges r-eference was to make "suggestions" to the agency
and to encourage the agency to take certain steps without making
a final decision or ordering implementation.

1 1 ,f)
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Some twelve states have enacted state laws which

require the court to select from among specified permanent place-

ment alternatives at a dispositional hearing held at or before

eighteen months. The decisions made at these hearings more

closely reflect the "fish or cut bait" hearing defined earlier.

How the dispositional hearing interfaces with other

judicial reviews occurring in a state also affects the determina-

tions made at the hearing.

Whether the dispositional hearing results in a final

decision or not, it is ordinarily not possible to actually termi-

nate parental rights or establish a guardianship at the same

"dispositional" hearing at which the decision is made on what

should happen. Due process requires that if parental rights are

to be terminated parents must be given notice of that specific

proceeding, and full due process rights, including appointment

of counsel in many cases, must be provided. Ordinarily this

will require a separate legal proceeding, often before a different

judge. Adoption proceedings, of course, are separate legal

proceedings that ordinarily could not be accomplished at the

dispositional hearing. Generally, to establish a guardianship

or to adopt a child, the prospective guardian or prospective

adoptive parent must file their own petition in what is a sepa-

rate legal proceeding. In many states, guardianship petitions

must be filed in probate court rather than juvenile court and

for that reason, too, separate legal proceedings are required.

Similarly, true long-term foster care arrangements should involve

discussions of the foster parents' long-term commitment to the

child and a written long-term foster care agreement.



7.2 Issues Rectarding_Definition of the Components of
Dispositional Hearings

With the absence, until recently, of approved regula-
tions to help states interpret the intent of the dispositional

hearing components of P.L. 96-272, there has been variation in

interpretation and implementation of the law. As states had
varying degrees of periodic case review and judicial review

operating, it is to be expected that the law would be applied

differently; however, the study found that some general areas of
confusion still remain among the states:

. Does the initial disposition hearing for a child
meet the requirements of Public Law 96-272 for
dispositional hearings? A few respondents inter-
viewed believed that their initial dispositional
hearing met the law's requirements. Some respon-
dents suggested the none be changed, if in fact
the law was not referring to the initial dispo-
sitional heal.in;

Does "within 18 months" mean that the hearing
should not take place before 18 months? Some
respondents felt that the time frame was an abso-
lute rather than an outside limit.

Do all children under the supervision of the
agency include children whose parents' rights
have been terminated, cases in which termination
petitions are pending, children in voluntary,
adoptive, and long-t.'rm foster care placements?

Does a formal hearing always have to be conducted
in order to meet the dispositional hearing require-
ments or is a paper review sufficient? If all
parties agree to a legal stipulation outside of
court, is a hearing still necessary?

What is the definition of original placement?
There is discrepany between the court and agencies
as to whether the clock start., running for a
child's placement the day he is brought into
care, or the day of the court's disposition,
which may be months later.
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. The difference between the dispositional hearing

and the periodic review. Is there a difference
in the purpose of the two proceedings?

Although policy directives have been issued on some of

these questions and regulations have recently been approved, it

is suggested that the Children's Bureau, through its regional

offices, further clarify these issues for states in a consistent

manner. It was apparent that interpretation of the law was not

consistent throughout the regional offices and that interpreta-

tion was not applied consistently for compliance reviews. This

has added to state's confusion about how to implement the com-

ponents of the law.

7.3 Status, Change, and Support

Even though there has been confusion about the require-

ments for certain aspects of the hearings, the study has shown

that since the passage of P.L. 92-272, states have made a signi-

ficant effort to implement various components. The following

highlights results concerning state status and change:

. Ninety-six percent of agency representatives and
92 percent of judges interviewed expressed moder-
ate or strong support for holding the hearings.
About 70 percent of court and agency representa-
tives expressed strong support.

r , /1.4net,ec J 14 ( (/:0. ?/ . 9 4 ,2 .,,, .,,

. At least our out of the six denials of eli-
gibility for FY 1981 involved problems over dis-
positional hearing policy and implementation.

. Only five states reported they did not yet have
an agency policy of requesting a court hearing by
18 months in care, however, only 66 percent of
the states reported having such a policy and
having at least 80 percent implementation at this

time. Twelve states were unable to estimate
compliance levels.
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. Seventy-five percent of states reported some
modification of law or policy in order to meet
the dispositional hearing requirements.

The component of the law which was least fre-
quently agreeable to agency representatives was
that the hearing include all children in car-:, 28
percent did not agree with this component. The
component least agreeable to the judges was that
the hearing take place within 18 months. Many
felt that this was too long a time frame or that
it should vary by case. Thirty-six percent of
the judges did not agree with this component.

O Twelve states have statutory requirements to hold
hearings by courts or court appointed bodies at
which they are required to make a decision on the
future status of the child from specified alter-
natives.

. Thirty-one states, including those twelve noted
above, have statutes mandating court review
within 18 months.
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7.4 Quality of Implementation

While it appears that some level of judicial review is

occurring in all states, the extent to which the components of

the law have been implemented varies tremendously. Chapters 2

and 3 outlined the different levels of implementation of the

dispositional hearing components throughout the country. It was

clear that states are addressing the philosophy of ensuring

movement for children in L,ster care into permanent situations

rather than maintaining the status quo and allowing children to

remain in care indefinitely through their policies and state

laws. Agency and some court personnel have adapted the vocabulary

of permanency planning and social workers are approaching each

case with the goal of establishing a permanent outcome for the

child. These are the first steps to making permanent placements

a reality; however, change takes time, especially in a system in

which a multitude of variables are impacting the lives of chil-

dren and their families. The following issues highlight the

areas of variation throughout the states as well as target the

issues that need to be aldressed in order for the various com-

ponents of the dispositional hearings to be fully implemented.

They have been divided into overall system issues and issues

specific to hearing procedures.

7.4.1 Overall System Issues

State Laws

State laws establishing adequate dispositional hearing

mechanisms are badly needed. There is serious legal debate

whether the dispositional hearing requirement of federal law is

binding on local courts without passage of state law provisions.



Site visit interviews revealed that except where recent legis-

lation had been passed based on Public Law 96-272, some local
judges, referees, and attorneys had not heard of the federal
law. They were, however, usually familiar with the requirements
of the state law with which they were forced to work on a daily
basis. This suggests that even if federal law were binding, the

relevant actors will not know about it unless it is embodied in
state law.

Passage of a state law also gives the agency "bargain-
ing chips" in ensuring that the hearings are held. When the law
mandates the hearings at certain intervals the agency may insist
on their being held, while agencies have reported great difficulty
in obtaining hearings when they are discretionary with the court.

(See discussion throughout for substantial differences in a
number of the state laws.)

Implementing Change All At Once

In order to be in compliance with the Section 427
requirments, many states have had to conduct literally hundreds
of hearings in a very short time span. This push has resulted
in a perfunctory review of many children in care. Consideration
should be given to allowing states to develop a review schedule
for backlogged cases on an incremental time schedule.

125
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Reunification, Prevention Services, and Alternative

Placements

An effective dispositional hearing cannot be implemented

in a vacuum. If permanent placement decisions are to be made

and have impact on family and children's lives, then an entire

spectrum of services need to be available. P.L. 96-272 does

address reunification services, prevention services, and adoption

subsidy. Children come into care unnecessarily when services

cannot be provided to them in their homes and judges are reluc-

tant to return them home when they believe inadequate services

will be provided to the family to protect the child there. The

single most troublesome observation of the potential impact of

the dispositional hearing requirement was that Public Law 96-272

did not provide adequate funding to initiate new preventive and

reunification service efforts. As a result, to the extent that

dispositional hearings required a "final" decision on the child's

future status at 18 months, the decision would more often be

termination of parental rights in cases in which the child might

have been returned home had adequate services been provided. A

further difficulty was that to the extent the dispositional

hearing requirement was not interpreted as requiring a final

decision, courts would refuse to order the agency to initiate

termination action when they perceived no service effort had

been made.

While many recognized that savings from foster care

could ultimately fund a significantly improved level of services,

the savings are not immediate and the states lack funds to estab-

lish new programs.

In addition, expanded alternatives are needed for the

permanent placement of children. One suggested alternative was

subsidized guardianships for situations in which termination of

parental rights is inappropriate.
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Relationship to Earlier Court Proceedings

When a decision must be made on the child's future
status at or before eighteen months, parents should receive
adequate warning of this deadline at earlier stages of the legal
proceeding such as disposition and periodic reviews.

Court-Agency Relationship

As court and agency interaction is becoming more inter-
dependent, formal mechanisms to promote communication and coordi-
nation are necessary. In order to promote better understanding
of each other's strengths and limitations, joint policy decisions
between the two systems need to be made and agency personnel

need sL:tgestions on the most effective ways to gain court coopera-
tion. The study's advisory committee suggested that a motivated
judge is the best way to ensure cooperation. It was recommended
that judges responsible for juvenile cases can be motivated
by getting the Supreme Court in the state to support the impor-
tance of dispositional hearings as well as getting the support
of the State Council of Juvenile Court Judges.

Training

P.L. 96-272 creates a new role for many judges, lawyers
and social workers, and training is necessary so that these
personnel are not ill-prepared. Training issues include legal
issues, permanency planning issues, the role and authority of

the dispositional hearing, and decisionmaking. If possible, it
would be advantageous to bring judges, social workers and lawyers
together for some training sessions, however, each also needs
specialized training in the context of their own disciplines.

It has also been suggested that a handbook on P.L. 96-272 be
developed for parents.
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Funding

Court and agency personnel indicated a need for funding

to be able to provide the mechanisms and services necessary to

ensure permanent placements for children. A funding mechanism

through P.L 96-272 for the state court systems as well as state

child welfare agencies shoull be provided. The majority of

respondents interviewed noted that the implementation of disposi-

tional hearings will increase their workload, and funding will

be necessary to accommodate this increase.

Appropriateness of the Dispositional Hearing

Requirements for Adolescents

One result of the dispositional hearing requirement

has been to focus on the lack of adequate permanent placement

options for adolescents. Many questioned the appropriateness

of the process for older teenagers; others believe these young-

sters are also in need of stable homes and should have their

needs addressed by the court. The greatest frustration seemed

to be that workers and judges believed there was nothing very

good to be done for these children and therefore it seemed

almost futile to them to examine these cases. Obviously another

approach would be to direct national attention to trying to

develop good options for these youngsters.



State Termination Statutes

The inability to terminate parental rights due to weak
state statutes is a critical issue in many states. A number of
state statutes have time frames in excess of eighteen months so
that in many cases it would not be possible even to file for
termination of parental rights for some time after eighteen
months. Also, in some states, the court which conducts the

dispositional hearing does not conduct the termination hearing
and without strict guidelines for terminations, they do not
occur. Some states have implemented termination laws which
allow the state agency to file for termination of parental rights
if parents are unable or unwilling to provide for their children

within specific time frames. These statutes are extremely important
if permanent decisions are to be made for children.

Interstate Placement

Some children are not having timely dispositional hear-
ings due to delays in interstate compact. Agencies did not want
to be penalized for delays because there was difficulty in get-
ting approval through state interstate compact offices.

Indian Children

There is tremendous concern among agency personnel
about the predicament they are currently being placed in by the
federal government. Agency staff indicated that th3 stat_e agen-
cies are being held responsible for ensuring that tribal services
meet the 427 requirements, yet the state agency does not have
the authority to make it happen. Agency personnel also indi-
cated that money for implementing adequate services on the

12J
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reservations is not available. Currently, the local agencias

are developing agreements with the tribes. However, this is a

slow and arduous process, for there are prejudices and lack of

trust on both sides.

Voluntary Placements

Many states indicatcd thaL- children placed voluntarily

are not in care long enough to have dispositional hearings.

However, when children are in voluntary placements for long

periods court jurisdiction to hold dispositional hearings is

often lacking. Unless state law provides for court jurisdiction

over these children to conduct the hearings the court ordinarily

has no authority over them as it would have none over children

left by their parents with other relatives. Rela,ti,ely few

states have passed such legislation and as a result states have

difficulty complying with the dispositional hearing requirements

for these children when they are in care over 18 months, although

their periodic six month reviews can be handled through agency

administrative review.

Procedural Protections on Removal, Change of Visi-

tation and Change of Placement

While our study did not focus especially on these

aspects of Public Law 96-272, it became apparent that in some

states the only "procedural protection" available for parents

with respect to changes in visitation and placement was after

the fact notification of the changes with no formal procedures

to contest the decision. Procedural protections on removal of

children from their homes are more widespread.
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Flexibility

Although it is important that the intent of the disposi-
tional hearing requirements of P.L. 96-272 be clearly stated,

and that the definitions of the law be applied consistently,

there also needs to be flexibility in the interpretation of how
the federal law is to be implemented within each state. States
need to be given autonomy within an overall structure so that

implementation of the law allows for the uniqueness of a state's

population, strengths and limitations.

7.4.2 Dispositional Hearing Proceedings

Legal Representation

Currently the quality and quantity of legal representa-
tion of parties (i.e., agency, parents, children) at disposi-

tional hearing proceedings varies throughout the country. A

number of issues were raised concerning legal representation at
the hearings:

Counsel is frequently not appointed for parents
and children; in some areas agency staff often
appear at judicial hearings without counsel.

. Is mandated legal representation desirable for
all parties and for every dispositional hearing?

Counsel for parents and children are often
appointed only if the abuse, neglect or depen-
dency case itself is contested (i.e., the parent
denies the factual allegations). however, even
if the dependency case itself is not contested,
counsel for parents and child are needed in some
cases after the disposition to follow the case
planning process and reunification efforts, to
argue for return at the periodic review and to
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represent the interests of parents and children
at the permanency planning hearing. Complicated
issues such as the safety of the child if returned
home and whether such strong emotional bonds
exist that it is undesirable to terminate parental
rights are addressed at these hearings, and par-
ents and children, as well as the agency, should
be provided the opportunity to be represented by
competent counsel in presenting evidence on these

issues. In addition, a better record, which may
be used at later termination proceedings, is
likely to be made if parties are represented.

Counsel are an expensive budget item from the
point of view of court budget offices. Budgetary
restrictions were mentioned by many as the reason
judges did not appoint counsel in more cases.
Many, especially agency staff, believed money
would be better spent for services to the fam-
ilies than for legal counsel.

Court appointed counsel in these cases are often
compensated at extremely low rates in comparison
to going fees for attorneys in the community. In

many areas only relatively young and inexperienced
attorneys will accept the cases because of the
low fees.

While specialized attorneys, knowledgeable about
child welfare law, were perceived by manyas
being extremely helpful in these cases, many
attorneys handling them had had little or no
training in child welfare matters and were not
able to do as good a job as would be desired.

Some respondents worried that mandating attorneys
for all parties would make case decisions more
adversarial and might result in unnecessary court
continuances, legal delays and prolonged time in

foster care. In addition, they feared a deleter-
icus effect on social work practice from having
to co .stantly anticipate presenting a case to
court.
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Scheduling

Although significant strides have been made in estab-

lishing policy changes necessary to establish dispositional

hearings and to insure they happen in each case, several kinds

of problems arise in the scheduling of these hearings.

Many court reviews are scheduled within a certain time

period measured from the time of the court's initial disposition

order rather than from the date the child was initially placed
in foster care.

The technical aspects of scheduling and notification

also cause problems. There are sometimes disputes between court

and agency over who is required to schedule hearings and notify
parties. Sometimes there is an inadequate tracking system either

place to insure that hearings are held. Tracking systems based

on foster care agencies payment records will miss children under

court supervision placed with relatives who are not receiving

foster care payments. Tracking systems based on court disposi-

tions of foster care will miss children who are in voluntary

placements. Perhaps one of the most inefficient scheduling

systems are those that rely on each individual caseworker to

keep track of his or her own cases and to file a formal request

for a hearing when the time comes. An accurate tracking system

is a must in insuring that hearings are timely scheduled.

Notification and Participation

One of the most basic procedural questions with respect

to dispositional hearings is whether an actual hearing is held

which is open to the participation of the concerned parties or

whether there is merely a review of documentation submitted by
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the agency on the case with no opportunity for concerned parties

to express their views or to present witnesses to the court.

Unless parties are notified of the proceedings, they are effec-

tively denied the right to participate. Unless they participate

the court or court appointed or approved body must rely only on

the agency for information about the ease and parents are denied

the right to participate in an important decision regarding

their children.

While many states indicated that notification of

parents was occurring the study revealed that the following

problems with respect to notification of parties, particularly

parents, still exist:

In cases in which paper reviews are being con-
ducted notification is not happening;

Respondents reported that one half of the court
appointed/approved bodies did not have a written
policy to notify parents of the review proceedings;

In some cases only verbal notification is taking
place;

Written notice is sometimes sent up to six months
prior to the scheduled hearing (i.e., as part of
a previous court order);

Notification sent through certified mail may not
be picked up by parents;

Disagreement between the agency and court over
who is responsible for notification may result in
neither sending notice;

The information contained in the notice may be
incomplete ' ,. not alert parents as to the pur-
pose of the case hearing;

Children, foster parents and counsel receive
notice less frequently than parents (i.e., foster
parents are only notified by 35 percent of the
state surveyed).
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These problems in notification obviously have an effect on parti-

cipation of parties. It appears that actual participation

of parties is influenced by many additional factors including

attitudes of social workers, judges, and referees; whether

the court or court approved body has sufficient staff time

to devote to hearings so that parties believe they are and

will be heard; and whether parties are represented by counsel.

Participation by natural parents was found to vary dramatically,

ranging from 90 percent participation in one site visit to

10 percent participation in another.

Procedural Safeguards

Basic due process safeguards required in any legal

proceeding include not only notice, but the right to appear and

present witnesses and cross-examine opposing witnesses, the

right to a record of the proceedings, the right to an impartial

decisionmaker, the right to a decision or the record (i.e.,

based only on information presented at the hearing), theright

to a written decision, and the right to an appeal.

When hearings are held, rather than paper reviews,

courts reported significant compliance with due process protec-

tions, However, the following problems were found:

. Opportunity to present witnesses: Twenty percent
of judges responding indicated that there were at least some
parties not allowed to present or cross-examine witnesses at

dispositional hearings. A majority of the court appointed or

court approved bodies holding "dispositional hearings" do not
take sworn testimony.

135
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O Record of proceedings: Twenty percent of judges

indicated a record was not made at dispositional hearings. Ref-

erees and commissioners who hear many of these cares, are not

required to make a record of their proceedings in some states.

A majority of court appointed or approved bodies holding disposi-

tional hearings do not record their proceedings.

. Impartial decisionmaker and decision "based on

the record": While having a judge hold the dispositional hear-

ing ensures the neutrality of the decisionmaker, court appointed

or approved bodies in several states consist entirely or partially

of agency staff. It may be difficult for them to be impartial.

Similarly, they may possess information about the case and base

their decision partly on that rather than only on information

presented at the hearing. Social workers and judges in site

visit, states surprisingly frequently reported out-of-court

discussions about indivi(ial cases.

. Written decision or findings: Most respondents

issue written findings. However, these may consist of check-

offs on pre-printed forms with no statement of the decisionmaker's

reasoning.

O Appeal: Ninety percent of respondents reported

that at least parent and child have the right to appeal the

result of the dispositional hearing.

Decisionmaking Standards and Court Authority

If decisions on the child's future status and full

authority to order that the decision be carried out are desired,

it appears that legislation will be necessary to accomplish this

result. At present, the following beliefs are being Expressed:
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As noted earlier substantial numbers of judges
and agency respondents do not believe that judges
are required to make an actual decision on the
child's future home within 18 months, rather they
believe they are required only to review the case
plan goal by that time.

While a majority of the judges believed they have
authority to order a child's return home, to
order the child's placement in long-term foster
care, or to order the agency to provide services
to the family with a plan of returning the child
home in a specified time, a majority of judges
believed they lacked authority to order the
agency to commence termination of parental rights
proceedings or to order the agency to commence
guardianship proceedings.

Court Appointed/Approved Bodies Conducting Hearing

The use of court appointed/approved bodies raises

several concerns. First, in semt, instances their decisions

are not binding on the agency nor is there a mechanism for

automatic court review. Procedural protections for parties

are minimal: parties (including parents) are less frequently

required to be notified of the hearing. In a majority of cases,

sworn testimony is not presented nor is a record made of the

proceeding. Because the review body may include primarily

agency staff, the impartiality of the group is uncertain as is

its ability to make a decision based solely on the record.

In some situations, these court appointed/approved

bodies act as the preliminary review and contested issues are
then heard by a judge. This arrangement partially addresses the

concerns raised earlier and helps to alleviate backlogged court
dockets. It is imperative that all individuals involved in

these reviews be advised of the purpose of the review and their
rights to appeal decisions/commendations that are made.
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APPENDIX A

BREAKDOWN OF AGENCY AND COURT RESPONSES

FOR TABLES IN CHAPTER 6



Exhibit A-1. Problems cited due to existing state laws and
policies in implementing P.L. 96-272

Absence or conflict with state law

. State law conflicts with P.L. 96-272

. Absence of state laws/procedures

Inadequate legal representation for agency, parents and children

. Agency needs legal counsel in order to bring case into

court

. Lawyers unpreparefa

. Lack of funds for attorneys to represent child

No reason for court to comply with law

. No motivation for courts to comply

. Autonomous county court system inhibits statewide
compliance

Court procedural requirements

. Court time requirements on submission of reports occur
too soon

. No procedure for introducing cases retroactively into

court

. Excessive time spent waiting at court house

. Court reports sent to all parties, violates
confidentiality

. Inadequate sanctions against agency

. Lack of judicial training
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Exhibit A-2. Cited benefits of P.L. 96-272

Protect children's rights

Protection of child rights

Improves mental health of child

Provides children opportunity to express feelings and
speak with judge

Increase agency accountability

. Increased agency accountability

. Additional safeguard/check on system

. Motivates worker to be well prepared

. Provides independent review with due process

Permanent plan becomes a priority

Permanent plan becomes a priority

Specific goals are set

Speeds up termination process

More emphasis on reunification/rehabilitation of family

. Rehabilitation/reunification of the family

. Provides parents opportunity to learn better parenting

. Worker tends to work more with family system problems
rather than one-to-one with the child

. Agency tends to compromise and provide more in-home
services

. Provides a current evaluation and assessment of family
situation



Exhibit A-2 (Continued)

Protect parents' rights

Increased judicial involvement

. Court assumes responsibility for its decision

. Legal support for agency plan

Prevents foster care drift

. Less time in foster care

. Prevents foster care drift

. Reduce number of children in foster care

Increased participation of parties

Reduce cost of foster care

Agency/court relationship

Improves public understanding of foster care



Exhibit A-3. Cited problems in implementing P.L. 96-272

Need for training for judges, lawyers, agency staff

. Need for training of lawyers

. Need for training of judges

. Need for training of agency staff

Legal representation is inadequate for parents, children, and/oragency

. Legal representation of agency

. Legal representation of children

. Legal representation of parents

. Legal counsel should be assigned in time to be
adequately prepared

Increased workload

Increased court workload

Extra time needed in preparation for
hearings/reviews - extra paperwork

Lack of work support

Increased agency staff workload due to specificity and
number of goals set

Need for staff to link agency and court

Need for more judges

Low priority given to dependency cases by courts

Low priority given to dependency cases by court

Rotation of judges (no continuity in case)



Exhibit A-3 (Continued)

Legal delay

. Continuances put hearing time out of compliance

. Continuances create scheduling problems

. Excessive time spent waiting in court room

. Inadequate sanctions

Lack of adequate funding

. Need for more court funding

. Need for more agency funding

Agency/court relationship

. Agency held responsible for failure of courts

. Court influenced by relationship with attorney or

agency

. Lack of state statutes

Clarification of the law

. Courts confused about definition of "dispositional

hearing"

. Lack of judicial input in legislation

. Lack of federal regulations

Procedural problems

. Timeliness of agency reports

. Difficulty in tracking cases

. Lack of transportation/access for interested parties

. Lack of parental response

. Redundancy of reviews

. Need for time to modify/bring into compliance t.xisting

state procedures
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Exhibit 7,-3 ;Continued)

Hearings negatively affect the family

. Hearings can be disruptive

. May slow down permanency planning

Continuances can be traumatizing for the child

. Adversarial nature of court hearings inhibits
reunification of families

Time frames

Eighteen months is too long a time before having
hearing

Time frames too rigid



APPENDIX B

CASE REVIEW REQUIREMENTS OF STATE STATUTES



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes
(Including Separate Permanency Planning Hearings)

Based cn latest statutory compilation or
supplement available January 33, 1983

-tate/

Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Revie

Written Report Hearing Available on

to Ciourt !Intim of Party

Permanency Planning
Hearing By court

Periodic Review or court-appointed

or Fester Care or approved body

Extension Hearing

Alabama

Ala. Code

5 12-15-74
(1977)

Alaska

Alaska Stat.

ii 47.10.080
(a), (c), (f)

(Supp. 1979)

Ala. Code f 12-15-74

(1977)

Upon motion of child
custodial agency or
individual with

custody may modify,
revoke, or extend
initial disposition.

Alaska Stat. f 47.10.
.080(f)

(Supp. 1979)

Review an motion if
good cause shown.

Alaska Stat.

f 47.10.080(f)
(Supp. 1979)

court review ow'

placement order
annually, possibly

more frequently
to determine if
order remains in
interests of minor
and labile.

* Statutes included in the far right column "Permanency Planning Hearing" require the court to select the

child's status from among alternatives enumerated in the statute. These statutes require the court to

consider termination of parental rights as one of the alternatives. Statutes that only specifically

provide for the court to extend foster care where appropriate are not included in this category. They

are included under the category "periodic review" or "foster care extension hearing". Where the statute

requires the agency to seek a court ruling but does not require the court to select an alternative, the

statute was put in the "judicial review" category but not under "permanency planning hearing". An effort

was made to include marginal cases under "permanency planning hearing". So, for example, a state that

had a requirement that the court determine at a particular point in time whether parental rights should
be terminated, or whether a termination action should be filed, would be included under "permanency

planning hearing".
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reterenoe

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

PertorifiTIW.aeW
or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Alaska (con't)

Arizona

Ariz. Rev.

Stat. Ann.
ss 8-511.8,

8-515.03

(Supp. 1982)

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann.
S 8-515.03

(Supp. 1982)

6-month review
by local foster care
review board appointed
by local court to
determine permanency
plan implementation.

Board is to encourage
return home or ter-
mination of parental

rights if grounds
exist.

Ariz. Rev. Stat.
S 0-511.8
(Supp. 1982)

Plan for
permanent
placement of
the Child

required;
must be sent
to court.

Ariz. Rev. Stat.

Ann. S 515.03.02
(Supp. 1982)

Review board oust
submit findings and
recommendations to

court within 30 days.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Alaska. Stat.

S 47.10.080(a)(c)
(Supp. 1979)

Hearing at two
years to extend
order.

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann.
S 8- 515.0 -.H

(Supp. 1982)

Court review after
child in foster
care for period
of one year, court
may reaffirm order
disposition. Sub-
sequent yearly
reviews made when
child remains in

foster care.
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Relelenr.

Alkam,.t;

Ark. Stat. Ann.
S 45.116(5)(a)
(Supp. 1981)

California

Cal. Welf. &
Inst.

Code SS 365,
M,6,366.2-.25,

16503 amended
by Act of August
26, 1902, ch:

97d, 1982 Cal.

Stat. 5-49

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

Cal. Welf. & Inst.
Code S 366, 16503

Administrative Review
By Group Outside

the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court Motion of Party or Foster Cafe
Extension Hearing

Administrative reviews
to be conducted every
six months for children
remaining in foster

care after permanency
planning hearing unless
court hearing held
instead. Review must

be open to participa-
tion of parents and

Cal. Welf. &
Inst. Code

S 365

Court may require
agency to submit

periodic reports.

LP) BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ark. Stat. Ann.
S 45.436(a)
(Supp. 1981)

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-a1pointivl
or approved Ludy)

Court shall hold
hearing or review
case every six
months to determine
whether order

should Ix cunt inutd,

001Hed nr lorotn.Avd.

Cal. Welf. & Inst.
Code S 366,
366.25(g)

Hearing required
every six months
to determine con-
tinuing necessity
for and appropriate-

ness of placement,
compliance with
plan, and progress,

and to determine
likely date for

151

Cal. Wolf. is lust.

Code $ 366.25

Permanency planning
hearing required no

14ter than 12
months after
original place-
ment and at 18
months thereafter.
Court required to
return child how
unless child



a zZ,

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Weltare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review
to Court Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-Appointed
or approved body)

California (con't)

panel must include
at least one person
not responsible for
the case.

Colorado

Colo. Rev. Stat.

SS I9-3-115(4)(a),

(b), (c)
(Supp. 1982)

1L BEST COPY AVAILABLE

return home or
guardianship. If

court holds six
month reviews after
permanency planning
hearing same

matters are to
be covered.

Colo. Rev. Stat.
S 19-J-115(4)(a)
(Supp. 1982)

Placement decree
shall be reviewed

remains at risk of
substantial detri-
ment. If not

returned, court to
set further hearing
in six months if
there is substantial

probability minor
can be returned
then. If not,
court to select

among termination
of parental rights,
guardianship or
long-term foster
care under statutory
guidelines.
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State/ Administrative Review

Statutory Within Child

Reference Welfare Agency

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hear ng Ave fable on

to Court Motion of Party
ecor-7-3(cfrevetPi
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved body)

by court no later

Colorado (con't.) than three months
after it is entered,

except decree
vesting legal
custody of a child

with the dept. of

institutions.

Colo. Rev. Stat.

5 19-3-115(4)(b)
(Supp 1982)

Upon petition of
custodial individual
or custodial insti-
tution or agency,
court may after
hearing renew the
decree for addi-

tional determinate
period.

Colo. Rev. Stat.
5 19.3-115(4)(C)

(SuPP. 1982)
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cr.

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Colorado (con't)

Connecticut

Administrative Review
Wituin (3111d

Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Conn. Gen. Stat.
Ann. SS 46b-129(e),
(9)

(West Supp. 1982)

15

Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann.
46b-129(g)

(West Supp. 1982)

Application by
parent, relative,
selectman, or
any original
petitioner, or
licensed child-
caring agency, to
modify order per-
mitted every six
months.
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Placement decree
shall be reviewed
every six months
after initial review.

Conn. Gen. Stat.
Ann. S 46b-129(e)

(West Supp. 1982)

Ninety days before
expiration of each
two year commitment,

the Commiesioner of
Children and Youth
Services shall
petition court to
extend commitment,
or terminate parental
rights. Court may,
upon finding exten-
sion in beA Ault:teat
ul dald, eXiliki
commit ml lot .1 two

year period.
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review

statutory Within Child By Group Outside

Reference Welfare Agency the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on

to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planninj
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Delaware Del. Code Ann.
tit. 31,

Del. Code Ann. S 380-3815

tit. 31,
(Supp. 1982)

Ns 3808(a), 3814

3815, 3816, Foster Child Review

(Supp. 1982) Board, appointee' by

the governor, reviews
foster care cases to

r.10
a maximum of 400,

s4
annually. Indi-

vidual child's
case may be reviewed
twice yearly. After

review, Board issues
a report within 15
days to agency and
other parties.

Del. Code Ann.
tit. 31,

SS 3814-3816
(Supp. 1982)

If agency disagrees
with Foster Child
Review Board roma-
mendation, it or
another party may
petition the court
for a judicial
hearing which shall

be held within 15
days after the
petition is filed.
The court may
return child home,

continue placement
under current or
revised plan, or
appoint attorney to
represent child and
recommend attorney
file a termination
case on child's behalf.
Board may also petition
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Case Review Requirummts of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Delaware (con't)

District of
Columbia

D.C. Code Ann.
yy 16- 2322(b),

16-2323,

16-2323(b),

lo-2355,

16-2360(b)
(19U1)

10U

for a judicial
hearing if there
has been no

documented action
toward achieving
permanent plan during
one year period.

D.C.Code Ann.
$ 16-2323(b)
(1981)

Report to court
required ten days
prior to each
review hearing

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

D.C. Code Ann.
$ 16-2323 (1981)

Court review
required every
6 months after

disposition order
entered for those
under 6 and for
those during the
first 2 years of
placement; all

other cases once
a year.

D.C. Code Mn.
16-2355 (1981)

Por any child who
has been in place-
ment for more th:Ji

18 months and for
wham in the previous
12 months there was
no hearing on a
termination notice,
court at next review
hearing must deter-
mine why no notion
to terminate has
been filed. Such a

16i



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (8y court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

DtstA.ct of
Columbia (con't)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

D.C. Code Mn.
S 16- 2322(b) (1981)

Extension of
commitment hearings
must be held after
2 years in place-
ment and every
year thereafter.

D.C. Code Ann.
$ 16-2360(b)

Hearing required
within 6 months of
temmtnation order
and at 6 months
intervals there-
after to report
on progress toward

a permanent place-
ment.

10J

determination also
required for each
each in care for
more than 3 years
at each annual
review.



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory

Retereace

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial igview

Written deport
to CLort

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Florida

Fla. Stat. Ann.
SS 409.168(3)(a),

(3)(a)(3), (3)(c),
(3)(f), (3)(g)
(Supp. 1981)

164

Fla. r- at. Ann.
S 409..S9(3)(a)

(Supp. 1981)

Performance
agreement to
be prepared
within 30 days
of placement
and submitted
to court.

(Eff. 1977).

Fla. Stat. Ann.
409.168(3)(a)(3)

(Supp. 1981)

Parent who has
not participated
in devele5ment
of plan may seek
review a.: plan
prior to initial
6 month judicial
review.
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Fla. Stat. Ann.
S 409.168(3)(f)2
(Supp. 1981)

Court review
hearing required
six months after
placement whether
voluntary or
involuntary and
at least annually
after date of
placement.

Fla. Stat. Ann.
S 409.168(3)(c)

(Supp. 1981)

Agency must file
for termination
of parental rights,
unless at second
annual judicial
review court
returns child
home or finds by
clear and con-
vincing proof
that the child's
situation is so
extraordinary the
performance agree-
ment with parents
should be extended.

Extension can be
fox no longer than
6 months for

younger children,
12 months for
children 13 and
older.

0 cJ



st,tte/

Statutory
Refetence

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

raw Itevivw WIN! reolvill is (4 Stilte Statist (xt

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on

to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Revied
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved body)

Fla. Stat. Ann.
s 409.168(30)(g)
(Supp. 1981)

Willlen tepurt

1

required to be pro-
vided to court and

1-4
to parties or their
attorneys 48 hours
before judicial
review hearing.

Georgia

Ga. Code
sS 15-11-41(c)(1),
15- 11 -54(c)

(1982!

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 b

Ga. Code
$ 15- 11- 41(c)(1)

(1982)

Hearing to be
held prior to
expiration of
order upon
party's or
court's own
motion in order

to extend.

/



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review
Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Gcoryia (don't)
Ga. Code
S 15-11-54(c)

(1902)

If child not
adopted withinU3

two years after
l-,

date of termina-tv
tion order and a
general guardian
has not been

appointed, child
shall be returned
to court for
furthe: orders.

Hawaii
Hawaii Rev. Stat. Hawaii Rev. Stat.
S 571-50 S 571-48(3)Rawaii Rev. Stat.
(1976) (1976)yg 571-48(3),

571-50 (1976)
Bearing held upon Hearing upon petition
motion of for renewal of
interested party. placement order.

Order effective
maximum of three
years.
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Idaho

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Reviei
or 1-titer Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

laaho Code

SS 16-1611(a),
1623

(Supp. 1982)

Illinois

111. Ann. Stat.

ch. 37,

SS 705-2(d)
(3), 705 -8(1),

(2), (3), (4)
(Stipp. 1982-83)

Idaho Code
S 16-1623
(Supp. 1982)

Dept. of Health
& Welfare makes
periodic evaluations
to determine if a
decree should be
modified. Evaluations

must be made at least
every six months.
(There is no statu-
tory definition of
the reviewer.)

1(U

Ill. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37, S 705-8(2)

(Supp. 1982-83)

Agency must file
supplemental petition
for review by court

Idaho Code
S 16-1623

(Supp. 1982)

A report by
the Dept.

of Health &
Welfare of
the evalua-
tion must be

filed with
the court.

111. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37, S 705-8
(1) (Supp. 1982 -
83)

Idaho Code
S 16-1611(a)
(Supp. le82)

Hearing on petition
for modification or
revocation of dis-
positional order
upon motion of
parent or guardian

ad liter. Petition
cannot be filed
within 3 months of
prior hearing on
care and placement of

child (dispositional
hearing).

Court may require
child's guardian
or custodian to

111. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37, E 705-2(d)(3)

(Supp. 1982-83)

Order of disposition
subject to modifica-
tion until discharge
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111. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37, S 705-8(2)

(Supp. 1982-83)

Agency must file
supplemental peti-
tion for review by

1/i



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory

Reterence

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report nearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Mamma (con't)

or alainistative body
appointed or approved
by court within 18

waits of the dispo-
uitiondl oidei and
every 18 months there-
after.

report to the

court periodically
at specific time
on doings on
baudt ut Ulu
muter.

Ill. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37,
S 705-8(2)
(Stipp. 1982-83)

,lid's guardian
or custodian
shall file
updated ease

plan with rxxirt
every six months.
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of proceedings.

111. Ann. Stat.
ch. 37, S 705-8(3),
(4) (Supp. 1982-83)

Minor or any person
interested in iinor
may apply to court
for (tango in etinhuty

of the minor, hit
but return to patent,

whew child adjudi-
cated noglected an a
result of physical
abuse, requires
investigation and
hearing on parental

fitness.

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension nearing

court or adainistra-
tive body appointed
or approved by court
within 10 WJilik; ui
iho lodai

nrder and every Ili

months thereafter.

Permanency Planning
Nearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

1 'i
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reterence

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Poster Care
Extension Bearing

Permanency Planning
nearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Indiana

Ind. Code Ann.
Sy 31-6-4-19(a),

(b), (c), (d),
(e), 31-6-7-16

(Wins 1980)

174

Ind. Code Ann.
S 31-6-4-19(a)

(Burns 1980)

Court may order
county or proba-

tion department
to file a report
on progress in
implementing the
decree any time
after disposition.

Ind. Code Ann.
S 31-6-4-19(d)(e)
(Burns 1980)

Prior to both
the 12 and 18
month hearings,
probation or
county department
must prepare
dispositional
decree progress
report.

Ind. Code. Ann.
S 31-6-7-16

(Burns 1980)

Court may modify
any dispositional
decree upon own
motion or that of

other interested
party. A hearing
may be required.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ind. Code Ann.
S 31-6-4-1904
(Burns 1980)

Every 12 months
court must conduct
a formal hearing
to determine if
dispositional
decree should be
modified. Court

to consider ser-
vices, change of
circumstances,
parental coopera-
tion, etc.

Ind. Code Ann.
S 31-6-4-19(c)

(Burns 1980)

Every 18 months
after date of
original dispo-
sition, court
must hold a
formal heating
on question of
continued juris-
diction. To
continue jurisdic-
diction state must
show objectives of
decree have not
been met and that
continuation of
decree has probr
abllity'ot success.

If state cannot
justify continued
court jurisdiction,
the court may
authorize a peti-
tion for termina-
tion of parental

rights or may
return time child
home.
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Case Review Requircvents of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside

the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Iowa

Iowa Code Ann.
ss 232.102.5, .6

(west Supp. 1982,

Iowa Code Ann.

S 232.102.5
(West Supp. 1982;

Agency must submit
placement plan to
court subsequent to
court ordered trans-
fer of custody of
child to agency
per dispositional

hearing.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Iowa Code Ann.

S 232.102.6
(West Supp. 1982)

Court hearing
required every
six months. See
Permanency
planning hearing.

Iowa Code Ann.
S 232.102.6
(Nest Supp. 1982)

Hearing required
every six months
after an order of
placement to review
placement and
decide whether
child should be
returned home,

placement should
be extended, or a
termination of the
parent-child

zelationship should
be pursued. Child
to be returned base

if court finds
child will not
suffer harm there
as specified by
statute. If

placesent is
extended court
should determine
whether additional
services are neon ad

and order them.

I ?,



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

state/
statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Revi,.4

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Kansas

Kan. Stat. Ann.
gg 38- 1503(d),

1565(b),(c)
1566, 1584(c)

(Supp. 1902)

1_7

Kan. Stat. Ann.
S 38-1565

(Supp. 1982)

Where disposi -
tional order
required out of
home placement
and no plan was
made part of
record of dis-
pwition, a
written reinte-

gration plan
usual lg. natl sal 1 1441

to coot t not

1.1144 11k1 e: 140

dou alLat
I (011,11 Olt1Or.

Kan. Stat. Ann.
S 38-1565(b)

(Supp. 1982)

grass report
requ.cvd to be

Kan. Stat. Ann.
S 38- 1503!31

(Supp. 1982)

Court on own motion
or motion of
interested party
may enter order
discharging child.

Kan. Stat. Ann.

S 38-1566
(30pp. 1902)

Within 10 awn 10
notice tray Secre-

faii# 4 dimwit, 4
csaxxuct sus

1:0M1VIttij Huck
notice may peti-
tion court for
hearing to deter-
mine if placement
in test interest
of child.

BEST C OPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

state/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
:11c Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

4,,ermanency ()tannin)

Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Kansas ( con' t )

1 u

made to court
every six months.

Kan. Stat. Ann.
S 38-1584(c)

(Supp. 1982)

Where parental
rights terminated,
agency or person
awarded custody
must submit a
written permanent
placement plan
to court within
60 days and must
report to the
court at least
each six months
thereafter.

Court must review
the report and

determine whether
to hold a hearing
or to issue

further orders.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Kan. Stat. Ann.
S 38-1565(c)
(Supp. 1982)

Court shall review
report submitted
every six months
by agency and if
court determines
progress is
inadequate, court

hold hearing
aod rescind or
modify its dispo-
sitional order.

Kan. Stat. Ann,
S 38-1584(c)
(Supp. 1992)

If court determines
inadequate progress
is being made toward
finding adoptive
home or establishing

long term foster care
plans court may hold
hearing and make new,
appropriate orders.

1J
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

HView
Within t1i1,1
lioltui Li Agency

Aduinistrative Review
astnido

the Agency Written Report
to Court

Judicial Rvview

Ilearifig Available on

Motion of Party

Periodic ieviw
or Foster Care
Extension nearing

Porbhit.hvy
Ile.86i111 (hy (Nall I
Ul LXMI 1..111A11111.,1
ot d(4)tuvL.41 laxly)

Kentucky

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.
SS 208.685, .705(1),
.710, .715, .725,

.730, .735, .740;

200A.170
(Baldwin 1982

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.
SS 208.685, .715,
.725,..710, .735,
.740 (Baldwin 1982)

A foster care citizen
review board may be
established in each
judicial district,
appointed by the

court. Where boards
exist, they shall
review the case of
each child in foster
care in their county
every six months.

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ky. Rev. Etat. Ann.

Ann. S 208.A5(1) S 208A.170

(baldwin 1982) (Baldwin 1982)

Case permanency
plan must be
filed by Dept. of

Human Resources
with court and
local foster care
review board
within 30 days
of commitment.

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.
S 208.710
(Baldwin 1982)

An order of commit-
ment or protective
supervision may be
terminated early on
motion of the court
or an interested party.

Case progress
report required to
be filed by agency
with court and
citizen review board
where established.

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.
S 208.735
(Baldwin 1982)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
0.eference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
by Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
motion of Party or Poster Care

Extension Bearing

Permanency Planning
Bearing (By court
or court-Appointed
or approved body)

Kentucky (con't)

Louislana

Act of July 22,

1982, ch. 17,
1902 La. Sess.

Law. Serv.
2048 (West)

Act of July 22,

1982, ch.

1982 1.1. Sess.

1.Jw. Serv.

2046-47 (West)

to. Rev. Stat.
Ann. cy 1580.2,
5, 1693.8.

(West 1978)

The citizen review
board must report
its findings to the
court within 10 days
regarding whether
there is a plan for
permanence, whether
it is appropriate
and whether it is
progressing.

La. Cods Juv.
Proc. art. 90(c)
amended Act of
July 22. 1982,
ch. 17, 1982 La.

Sess. Law. Serv.
2048 (West)

Agency or indi-
vidual must sub-
mit report to

court making
assignment not
less than every
six Months.

La. Rev. Stat.
Ann. 5 1580.2

(West 1978)

La. Code Juv. Proc.
art 91.c., 93

0pcn own motion or
motion of probation
officer, court may
modify judgmot of
disposition without
contradictory hearing
if conditions of dis-
position being made

less restrictive.

La. Code Court and
Jud. Proc. art. 13;
S 1601 amended and
reenacted ty Act of
July 22, 1982, ch. ,

lap
Sess, Serv.

6-41 (West)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 13J



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory

Reference

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension fleecing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Louisiana (con't)

La. Code Juv.

Proc. Ann. act.
91.c., 93 (West
1978)

186

Where custody
assigned to
Department of
Health and Human
Resources, it
shall file writ-
ten status report
with court six
months after
initial placement
and every twelve
months thereafter.

La. Rev. Stat. Ann.

S 1580.2
(West 1978)

Court must con-
sider reports
filed by the
Department six
months after

initial placement
and every twelve
months thereafter,

Upon its own motion
the court may order
the district attorney
to file a termination
proceeding.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review Permanency Plannin)Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Hearing (By courtReference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on PeraTERciiew or court-appolntel

to Court Motion of Party or Foster Care or approved body)
Extension Hearin)

1.ou ulna ( con ' )

and may hold a hear-
ing to determine

whether tne child
should remain in
faster care,
return home or
receive alternate
ca re.

La. Nov. !Rat . An.
S 160.1.11

(West 19/0)

t' en a termination

action is brought
respecting a child
who has been abused
or neglected and
evidentiary standard
is not met, coucc
must review case
every six months
thereafter to deter-
mine weather parental
rehabilitation has
occurred.
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Bearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court Motion of Party or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved body)

Maine

me. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. 22, f!, 4038.1,

.2, 4041.1.0 (Supp.

1982- 19d3).

u

Me. Rev. Stat. Mn.
tit. 22, S 4038.2
(Supp. 1982-83)

Court, child's
parents or custodian
or a party to the
original proceeding
may move for judicial

review.

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. 22, S 4041.1.0
(Supp. 1982-83)

Welfare agency shall
petition for judicial
review and return of
child at "earliest
appropriate time."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ma. Rev. Stat.
Ann. tit. 22,
S 4038.1
(Supp. 1982-83)

After final pro-
tection order
(disposition
order) issued,
court must
review case
every 18 months
unless child is
adopted or eman-
cipated. No
review Le re-

quired if child
WAS ordered into
custody before
April 3, 1980.

1J1



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Sulu/
Statutory
kelerence

Administrative Review
Within glad
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Maryland

md. !Soc. Serv.
roan n. I

Coda Ann. SS 115-
120 (19_ &
supp. 1982)

mussachuserts

14.J4S. Ann. Laws

.ii. 119, S 26(3)

(midlie/Law Co-op.
19/5)

I

Md. (Soc. Serv.

Admin.) Code Ann.
SS 115-120 (19 &

Supp. 1982)

Citizen board appointed
by the governor to

conduct six month
periodic reviews to
determine efforts to
acquire permanent hose
for child and to
encourage and faciliate
return home, adoption
and guardianship in
that order.

Md. (Soc. Serv.
Admin.] Code Ann.

S 119 (19_6
Supp. 1982)

Written report
to the court

from the review
board required
in each case

aRsAssing whether
return home,

ccerinued out-of-
home placement or
termination of
parental rights
is in the child's

best interest.

Mass. Ann. Laws
ch. 119, S 26(3)

(Michie/Law Co-op.
1975)

Department, parents,
legal custodian or
Child's counsel RAY

petition court for
review and redetermina-
tion not wore than
once every six months.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory

Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Nelfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report

to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review

Nation of Party or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning

Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Michigan

moil. Stat. Ann.
27.3178 (598.19) -

(598.10a), (t)98.21)

(Callaghan 1980)

194

Mich. Stat. Mn.
S 27.3178 (598.19)

(Callaghan 1980)

Court may terminate
case or issue a
"supplemental order
of disposition"
at any time or
from "time to
time."

Mich. Stat. Ann.
S 27.3178 (598.21)
(Callaghan 1980)

My interested
party may petition
for a rehearing and
court may modify
order.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Mich. Stat. Ann.
S 27.3178 (598.19)

(Callaghan 1980)

Case oust be
reheard not
more than six
months after dis-
position placing
child in foster
care; parents shall
Appear to show
efforts to reestab-
lish a home for the

child.

Mich. Stat. Ann.
S 27.3178 (598.19)-
(598.192)
(Callaghan 1900)

If child remains
in foster care
for 1 year for
court to rehear
case, parent must
show their efforts
to reestablish a
home for the child
and show why the
child should not
be placed in
the permanent
custody of the

court (why
parental rights
should not be
terminated). If

child continued
in foster care,

case is to be
reheard annually

thereafter.

193
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension !Waring

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Michigan (con't

N'Innesota

Minn. Stat. Ann.

SS 257.071
(Subd. 2),
(Subd. 3)

(West 19_)

Minn. Stat. Ann.

S 260.191.2
(We4t 1982)

1J6

Minn. Stat. Ann.
S 257.071 (Subd. 2)
(West 19 )

Agency must conduct
administrative review
of case plan 180 days
after initial placement

in the cases of children
voluntarily placed in
foster care. Alternatively,
a9enk.'y may veLttlon euutL

lin tcvliw ut ((laic
-.n...1 within III X 1141,11i

(II pi

S 260.191.2

Legal custodian
shall report to
court in writing
at such periods
as court may
direct.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Minn. Stat. Ann.
S 257.071 (Subd. 2)
(West 19 )

As alternative to
six-month internal
placement review,
agency may petition
the court for review
of voluntary place-
ment cases within
six montha of place-
ment.

Parental rights
may be terminated
If statutory cri-
teria are oat.

Minn. Stat. Ann.
S 257.071
(Subd. 3)

(West 19 :

Eighteen months
after initial
placement, agency
must return the
voluntarily placed
child to parents
or file a court.

lelition. II poll-
ledt Mom(uned, .aioney

must petition court

every two year:, lo

determine if place-
ment in best interests
of child.

1197



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

--Witten Report
to Court

Bearing Available on Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Minnesota (con't)

Mississippi

miss. Code Ann.

55 43-15-13(1),
(2), 43-21-613

(2),(3)
(1972 L Supp.

19d2)

Miss. Code Ann.
S 43-15-13(1), (2)

(Supp. 1982)

State Dept. of
Public Welfare shall
conduct an annual

review for each
child under its
custody. Review to

cover support and
contact by parents,
compliancri with case-

plan; methods for

1 9

Hiss. Code. Ann.

S 43-15-13(2)
(Sapp. 1982)

Department's
annual review
plan to be
filed with the
court and may
be made avail-
able to parents
and foster
parents with

court approval.

Miss. Code Ann.
5 43-21-613(2)
(1972)

Upon motion of
a child, child's
).:rents, guardian
or custodian court
may, in its discre-
tion, conduct an
informal hearing
to review lisposition
order and my modify
the disposition order

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Minn. Stat. Ann.
S 260.191.2

(West 1982)

Order placing child
in care may last a
maximum of one year
but may be extended
on court's motion or
motion of a party
after notice and a

hearing.

1
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
Within (li i id

Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency Written Report

to Court

Judicial Review

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Review

or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Peintanency Plannii
Hearing (By ethert

or curt-appoiiiii.1

or approved txxly)

Mississippi (don't)

achievin) plan;

services offered.
Review to be con-
ducted by depart-
mental personnel
and may include
others appointed by
commissioner of
public welfare.

200

Miss. Code Ann.
S 43-21-613(3)
(1972)

Court is required
to review all
orders for place-
ment at least
annually to deter-
mine if continued
placement is in
the child's and
public's best
interest. (No

specific require-
ment that hearing
be held). The
court may require
written reports
from custodian,
parents or others.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

if it finds a material
dhange of ciLcumstances.

Miss. Code Ann.
S 43-15-13(2)
(Supp. 1982)

Court which receives
annual review plan
shall *where appro-
priate, initiate
proceedings on its
own motion."



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review Permanency Planninq

Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Hearing (By court

Ueterence helfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing ?.vailable on Periodic Review or court-appointed

to Court Motion of Party c. Poster Care or approved body)

Extension Hearing

-1r

Missouri
Mo. Mn. Stat. Mo. Ann. Stat. Mo. Ann. Stat. Mo. Mn. &at.

S 210.710 S 211.251 S 210.730 S 210.110, .720

Mo. Ann. Stat.
(Vernon Supp. (Vernon 1962) (Vernon Supp. (Vernon Supp.

SS 3210.710, .720,

.730, 211.251
(Vernon 1962
Supp. 1983)

2

1983)

Agency to pro-

vide a written
report on status

of child after
six months in
voluntary foster
care.

Mo. Mn. Stat.
S 210.720

(Vernon Supp.
1983)

Poster family
agency or insti-
tution with whom
child placed by
court to file a
report with
the court every
six months after
the child is placed

and court to preview"
reports.

Court may modify
decree on oan

motion.

Parent, guardian
custodian, spouse
relative or next
Zriend of child
committed to cus-
tody of agency may
petition at any-
time for modifi-
cation of custody.
Court may deny
motion or hold
hearing.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1983)

Court to review

status of children
continued in
foster care after
dispositional
hearing every six
months.

Mo. Ann. Stat.
S 210.710

(Vernon Supp.
1983)

Court to review
reports submitted
every six months
by child's custo-
dian.

1983)

Dispositional
hearing required
after child in
voluntary placement
six months or court
ordered placement 18
months (and annually
thereafter) to
determine whether
to continue child
in foster care,
return child to
parents, guardian
or relative or
whether to insti-
tute a termination
of parental rights,
case to free child
for adoption.
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review
Judicial Review Permanency PlanningStatutory Within Child By Group Outside

Hearing (By courtReference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review or court-appointedto Court Motion of Party or Foster Care or approved body)
Extension Hearing

Montana

Mont. Code Ann.
s 41-5-807

(1981)

Mont. Code Ann.
S 41-5-807
(1981)

Youth coutt judge
w to appoint a Foster
c)

Care Review Committee
in every judicial

district (includes
departmental repre-
sentative). Committee
to review cases of
all Children in foster
care under court or
department supervision,
within time limits
established by depart-
ment, and in conformance
with federal law but no
later than 12 months
after placement.

204

Mont. Code Ann.
S 41-5-807 (1981)

Foster Care Review

Commdttee must submit
written report of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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State/
St4tulory
kuterenco

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review

Within Child
Welfare Agency

tkaftlotia (coat inued)

n.ta a.ka

4.1, 14v.

43-1304-1310,
1J13 (1943
supp. 1982)

206

Administrative Review
By Group Outside

the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Bk4i. Boy. Stat.
s 43-1304-1310

(1943 t. Supp. 1902)

Local foster care
review boards are to
review the case of
every foster child

in care six months
to determine efforts
made toward rehabilita-
tion of foster child
and family unit or
permanent placement.

findings and recomr
mendations to court

and agency within
30 days of review,
for further action
by the youth court
or the department.

doh. Nov. Stat.
S 43-13C0(2)

(Supp. 1902)

Review board
report to be
submitted to
court within 30
days of review

with findings
and recommenda-
tions on efforts
to carry out

the plan.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Periodic Review
or Poster Care
Extension hearing

Neh. hrv. Stat.
s 4J-1J1J

(Sow. 1982)

Court reviews
dispositional order
after one year,

then every six
months thereafter.

207

Permanency Planning
hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved laxly)



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reterence

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Poster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Nevada

Nev. Rev. Stat.
S 62.261
(1981)

S 62.261(2)
(1981)

In conducting a
review the court
may require a
written report
from child's

protective service
worker.

S 62.261(6)
(1981)

Court may order
review or similar

proceeding other
than semiannually.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

S 62.261(1)
(1981)

Semiannual court
review of place-
ment of each
foster child to
decide whether

continued placement
is in the child's
best interest
and whether child
is being treated

fairly.

S 62.261(3),(4)
(1981)

Court must hold

dispositional
hearing no later
than 18 months

after initial
semiannual
hearing, and at
least annually
thereafter.
Hearing must

determine whether
child should be
returned to parents
or relatives,

continued in
foster home, placed
for adoption or

legal guardianship
or remain in foster

care.

2 .()



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency Written Report

to Court

Judicial Review

Hearing Available on
Notion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

New Hampshire

N.H. Rev. Stat.

Ss 169-C:22,

2), 24

(Supp. 1979)

Ann.

2, 1 0

N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. S 169-C:
24 (Supp. 1979)

Agency must

submit report
and dispositional

recarrmendation

to court 14
days prior to
annual review.
A copy of the
report is to be
sent to all
parties.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. S 169-C:
22 (Supp. 1979)

Upon mo!ion of
child, parent,
custodian or

agency alleging
changed circum-
stances, court
shall hold hearing

and may modify
dispositional
order.

N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. S 169-C:
24 (Supp. 1979)

The court may
review a case,
on request of a

party at any

tine.

N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. S 169-C:

24 (Supp. 1979)

Annual court review
to review status
of all children
out of parent's
custody and under
legal supervision.

N.H. Rev. Stat.
Ann. S I69-C:
23 (Supp. 1979)

To obtain return
of child, parents
must show they

are in compliance
with the court
order; the child
would not be
endangered, and
return would be

in the child's
best interest.

21.r
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
Dy Group Outside
the Agency Report

to Court

Judicial Review

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (8y court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

New Jersey

N.J. Stat. AfX4
sS 30:4C-54,
56(a), 57-61
(Wet. 19 )

N.J. Nov. :;tat.

4;b-11:',4 (19

212

N.J. Stat. Mn.
S 30:4C-56(a)
(west 19 )

Division must
cxxxluet regular

reviews of each
case.

N.J. Stat. Ann.
SS 30-4C-57-60
(West 19_)

Child placement
review board,

appointed by
judge in taxi

county, reviews
e:VMVS

child pin pat In

caw voluntarily
or by court order

within 41) days ul

initial placement
and every 12 months,
thereafter. Child
placement review
board reviews

appropriateness
of plan, compliance
with it, obstacles
to its achievement,

visitation, siblings,
child's wishes.

N.J. Stat. Ann.
S 9:6-e:54 (19 )

(West 19 )

Person or agency
with whom child
placed must submit
report to court

al end of oclod
id 14.14-awmt .

N.J. Slat. Am.
SS .10-4C-17-6U

(Weal 19 )

Within 10 days
of review, board
must submit

written report
to court finding
that: return,
continued out-
of-home placement
ender same or
changed plan or
termination of

parental rights
is in the best

interests of the
child.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N.J. Rev. Stat.
S 9:6-8:54 (19__)

Placement may be
for maximum of
18 months after

which court must
hold hearing to
extend tnAkn
maw, upon Iwas 111,
mike tateroaniv.,

ex1111:11011:1 thaw

yeat
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Case Review Roquirements of State Statutes

Slate/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside

Judicial Review

the Agency Written Report
to Court

Hearing Availableon
Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Now Jersey (con't)
N.J. Stat. Ann.
S 30.4C-61
(West 19 )

Court to review
board's report And
issue an order

La
Ln

returning child
home, continuing
placement under
same or modified
plan or recommending
agency initiate
termination of
parental rights

proceedings.
The court may
make a determination
based on the report
only or may hold a
hearing if there
is conflicting
evidence, a party
requests it, or
the interests of

justice require it.

214 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
215

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved body)
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

,1111MMIIMINIEMM.M.

State/
Statutory

Reterence

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review
to Court Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

New Mexico

N.M. Stat. Ann.
S 32 -1 -38.1

(Supp. 1982)

0 1 4'
A., 1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N.M. Stat. Ann.
32-1 -38.1

(Supp. 1982)

Human Services
Department must
petition the
court, within
six months after
original disposi-
tion and within
six months of
any continuation
of the order, for
court review.

At review, court
may; order return
home; transfer of
custody; allow
child to stay in
departmant custody
without parental
involvement; or at
18 months, or

longer, order

termination of
parental rights.

N.M. Stat. Ann.
S 32-1-38.1
(Supp. 1982)

The court must
trtminate parental
rights at the
18 month review

hearing if the
child 11?1 been

in et-re at least
18 months and
cannot be

returned home,
unless it is
affirmatively
shown that the
possibility of
adoption is
remote because
of the .hilds
age or health.

t)1 'f
ti_(



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

New York

N.Y. (Faso. Ct. Law)
ss 1055(b)(i);

1061; 1062

(NeKinney 19 )

N.Y. )Soc. Serv.)
Law SS 384-b;
J2.2-11
(McKinney 19
and Supp. 1982)

218

N.Y. (Fem. Ct. W.Y. (Soc. Serv.)

Law) S 1055(b)(i) Law S 384-b

(McKinney 19 ) (McKinney 19 )

Person or place
with custody
of child must
submit report
at end of
initial 18
month placement
and at end of
extensions.

Where foster parents
who have been author-
!zed to initiate
termination of paren-

tal rights proceed-
ings fail to insti-
tute adoption
proceedings within
six months, court
may, on own mot!on
or motion of a
party, modify or
revoke its order.

N.Y. (Fan. Ct. Law)

S 1061
(McKinney 19 )

Court may, on own

motion or motion of
party, for good cause
shown, modify or
vuoote oo order.

REST COPY AVAILABLE

N.Y. (Pao. Ct. Law)

S 1055(b)(i)
(McKinney 19_)

Upon expiration
of initial 18
month placement
order and suc-
cessive order,
court must hold
a hearing and
may make suc-
cessive exten-
sions for
additional yearly

periods.

219

N.Y. Poe. Serv.)
Law S 392.11
(McKinney Supp.
1982)

Mien child has
been in foster
care 18 months
a petition for
review shall
be filed by
responsible
agency (and
may be by
another agency
Jir foster parent).

Court mist hold
hearing and enter
an order directing:
that foster care be
continued; that
the child be
returned to parent,
cpardian or rela-
tive; or th.i*

.Aptney t Its' .1
VOL it WO 1411

1.1'11011A 11111

pal vot .d i 111
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review
Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

New York (can't)
N.Y. (Pam. Ct. Law)
S 1062
(McKinney 19_)

Any interestedw person may petition
1

court for an orderLs
terminating placement.co

North Carolina

N.C. Gen. Stat.
sS 7A-657; 664

(1981)

220

When a child is
continued in foster
care, the court may
rehear, at any time,
or on motion of a
party but must rehear
the matter at least
every 24 months.

N.C. Gen. Stat. N.C. Gen. Stat.
S 7A-657 (1981) S 7A-664 (1981)

On motion, court
may conduct a
review hearing
and may vacate or
modify the order
based on changed

circumstances or
the needs of the
juvenile.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Six month review

by court after
initial placement,
annually thereafter.

directing a child's
placement for adop-
tion with a specific
family.

221



state/
Statutory
Reference

ko A WAa Iry

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on

to Court Notion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Dearing

Permanency PlannIn1
Nearing (lly court

or court-appointed
or approved body)

Noi th Dakota

N.D. Cent. Code

(mulettm

1901)

N.D. Cent. Code

S 27-20-27
(Supp. 1901)

222

N.D. Cent. Code
S 27-20-37
(Supp. 1981)

Any party to the
proceeding, the

juvenile supervisor
or other person
having supervision
or legal custody
of or an interest
in the child say
petition the court

for vacation or
modification of
the dispositional
order.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N.D. Cent. Code
S 27-20-36.3
(Interim Supp.
1981)

Upon own mition
or motion of party,

court may after
a hearing, extend
dispositional order
which, otherwise,

may not last
more than 18 months.

The hearing must
be held prior
to the expiration
of the existing
order.

223
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Chico

onto Rev. Code
Ann. SS 215.412;
5103.151(A),

(V), (C) (Page
1981 & Page

Supp. 1981)

224

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. S 5103.151
(A), (B) (Page
1981)

Agency must conduct
annual review of
every child in
care (decision maker
is not specified).

The initial review
is to be held
sixty days after the
child's placement
and then annually
thereafter, unless
the court orders them
held more frequently.

County review procedures
must be approved by
court or board.

Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. S 5103.151(C)
(Page 1981)

County review board
may be appointed by
the court and may
review agency reports
in lieu of court.

Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. S 2151.412
(Page Supp. 1981)

Agency required
to subalt to
court an initial
plan and a
reunification plan.

Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. S 5103.151
(Page 1981)

The annual review
report must be filed
with the court and
must cover parents'
efforts and contact,
agency efforts,
agency plans and
services.

Court or review
board must review
and evaluate all
reports annually
filed by the agency
and within 90 days
either approve report
or order it revised.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
S 5103.151(C)
(Page 1981)

Court aust hold
a hearing after
filing of second
annual agency
review to inquire
into future plans
for the child's

placement or
return home.



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Bearing

Persanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Oklahoma

Okla Stat.
tit. 10,
Sg 1115.1.A,

1116.A,.13,

1116.1.A,
1116.3.A,
1118 (Supp.
1982-1983)

226

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, S 1116.1.A
(fl pp. 1982-03)

Review board to be
established in each
judicial district
appointed by judge.
Board:reviews case
once each six months
and submits reports
to court.

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, S 1115.1.A.

(Sapp. 1982-83)

Dept. must file
placement plan
with court within
30 days of place-

ment.

Okla. Stat. tit.
10, S 1116.A
(Supp. 1982-83)

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, S 1118

(Supp. 1982-83)

Court may modify
order or decree
at any time.

Agency must submit
report to court prior
tr six mmth reviews.

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, S 1116.3.

review board must
submit report to
court following
six month review.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, SS 1116.8;

1116.1.A
(Supp. 1982-83)

Diepositional WA'
removing child from

home to be reviewed
once every six
months by a court
hearing.

Okla. Stat., tit.
10, S 1116.0
(Supp. 1982 -83)

No later than
18 months after
placing A child
in foster care
and every 12 months
thereafter court
shall conduct a
dispositional
hearing to decide
kbether to return
child home; con-
tinue child in

foster care for
specified period;
terminate parental
rights; or continue
child in foster

care on lag -term
basis with
permanent plan

of independent
living because
of exceptie-al
circumstames,

22`7



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial ReviewStatutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

G3 Court Motion of Party or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Oregon

or. Ovv. Stat.
1111. 10.';

WW

I'vonsylvatila

Pa. Stat. Ann.
tit- II,

:211(h)
(i-nl.I.41 :Atty.

1402-1481)

22

Or. Rev. Stat.
S 418.302 (1981)

Al I or 111 ialntlrt

id vnInni.ity

14.11.10.40, .opticy
punt Luilooka.
c1.kNI111111.11 (v1'
reirity of cane.

Or. Rev. Stat.
S 419.529 (1981)

Court may modify
or not aside any

o k:rtt1Nk'Iry II
up.A4 uudt

.01 With mit
hearing as court
may direct.

Pa. Stat. Ann.
tit. 11,

S 2223(b)
(Purdon Supp.

1902-198.1)

Court, upon peti-
tion of Child's
attorney, shall
order agency to
establish or imple-
ment services,
treatment or plans

for a Child found
in need of them.

Court also shall,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Esquirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review

Statutory Within Child By Group Outlide

Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Writ ten Report

to Court

Judicial Review

Hearing Available on. Periodic Review

Motion of Party or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved bod

Pennsylvania (can't)

Rhode Island

R.I. Gen. Laws

ss 14-1-34;
42-7210
;1979 and

Supp. 1982)

R.I. Gen. Laws
S 42-72-10
(1979)

Service plan to
be reviewed every
six months to
determine whether
it is in child's
best interests
and is cost
effective. (No

specification of
decision maker
or procedure.)

230

on petiti
eider altering
conditions or
terminating the
child's placement.

on, con -

the

R.I. Gen. Laws
S 14-1-34

(Supp. 1982)

Court may, at

any time, for
good cause shown,
revoke or modify

its decree.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial ReviewStatutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court ?Potion of Party or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

South Carolina

S.C. Code Ann.
s 20-7-1630

1640

(Law Co-op.
W Supp. 1982)

2 3 2

S.C. Code Ann.
S 20-7-1640
(Law Co-op.

Supp..1982)

Local Foster
Care Review Board
to review every
six months cases
of children who
has been in
foster care more
than six months
to determine
agency's efforts
to acquire permanent
home for the Child
to encourage return
home or termination
and adoption, etc.

S.C. Code Ann.
S 20-7-1640
(Law Co-op.

Supp. 1932)

Permanency Planninj
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Any person or
agency aggrieved
by a decision
of a local review
board may petition
family court for a
rule to show cause
why the board's order
should not be set
aside or modified.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Ad=ministrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Notion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

South Dakota

S.D. Codified
Laws Ann.
SS 26-8-351,

?6-8-62, 26-8-63
(Supp. 1982)

S.D. Codified
Laws Ann.
S 26-8-35(1)

(Supp. 1982)

Where court has
placed legal custody
in department without
an approved plan for
long term foster care;
the department shall
conduct an administra-
tive review every six
months of the services
provided to the child
and child's famiky and
report its findings to

the court.

234

S.D. Codified
Laws Ann.
S 26-8-35.1

(Supp. 1981)

The department
shall report
the results of
its six month
reviews to the
court.

S.D. Codified
Laws Ann.
S 26-8-35(1)
(Supp. 1982)

If department finds
further court action
is needed to terminate
parental rights or
clarify child's legal
status, state's attorney
shall petition court
under S 26-8-62 or 63.

S.D. Codified Laws
Ann. S 26-8-62
(Supp. 1982)

Where legal custody

has been veuted by
Uu cuutt In aft

agency ... the legal
custodian (the agency!
may petition the
court for modification
or termination of the
decree on the ground
that a change of eir-

cinestances has occurred

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

235
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review
Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court Motion of Party or Poster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

South Dakota (can't) which requires such
modification or termina-
tion in the best
interest of the Child orW public.

Ch S.D. Codified Laws Ann.
S 26-8-63
(Sapp. 1982)

(Al guard!an or
custodian ... of any
child adjudicated
under this chapter
may petition the
court for a new
hearing on the
ground that new
evidence has been
discovered previously
unknown and which could
not with die diligence
have been made avail-
able at the original
hearing and which
might affect the
original decree.

3)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

state/
Statutory
IGI1a.IKV

Administrative Review
Within Child
Whale money

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Witten Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Uovicw
or Foster Care
Extension Hearin)

Permanency Plansitnt

Ueartng (Uy wutt
or court-.1tictintod

or approved hooty)

South Dakota (con't)

Tennessee

Tenn. Code Ann.
SS 37-1502(a)(1),

(3), (6); 37-
1505(b), (c)(1),
(2) (Supp. 1982)

238

Tenn. Code Ann.
S 37-1505(b)

(Supp. 1982)

Local Review Board
appointed by judge
reviews initial
agency plan. Where
court has already
reviewed plan,
local board shall
review plan within
six months after-
ward, and board will

review the plan

Tenn. Code Ann.
S 37- 1502(a)(1)

(Supp. 1982)

Agency required
to prepare case
plan for each
case and submit
same to court.

Tenn. Coda Ann.
S 37-1505(c)(1),
(2) (Supp. 1982)

Board must sutadt

If court determines
there is such new
evidence which might
affect the original
decree, it shall order
a new hearing and shall
make disposition as
warranted by all facts
and circumstances and
the best interests of
the child.

Tenn. Code Ann.
S 37- 1502(a)(3), (6)

(Supp. 1982)

When agency and
parents are unable
to agree on a state-
ment of responsibili-
ties in the case plan,
the agency may peti-
tion court for a
hearing. The
court, after taking
evidence may approve
a binding statement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Tenn. Code Ann.
S 37- 1502(a)(6)

(Supp. 1982)

Case plan and
compliance to be
reviewed by court
six months after
initial placement.
Court may review
plan thereafter in
addition to Board.

(Cases of children
voluntarily sur-

rendered to agency

239
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/

Statutory

Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Croup Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Poster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court -ao?pointed

or *proved body)

Tennesse (con't)

Texas

Tex. (Pam.) Co&
Ann. SS 14.00;
10.01 (Vernon 1975
a. Supp. 1982)

20

annually thereafter
and report of agency
on such case.

report to judge of parental
on each case responsibilities.
within 30 days
of Board review
with findings and
recommendations
regarding agency's
efforts to carry

out foster care
plan. (Report
goes to agency if
parental rights
have been sur-
rendered or
terminated).

Mn;:
eltiltiCode

(Vernon 1975)

Any interested party
may move for modifi-

cation of an order,
alleging a material
change of cirompl-

stances.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

heard only by
Board).

im: IPTI1.111Code

(Vernon 1982)

Court must hold
hearing to review

foam' care place-
ment and conservator-
ship appointment
every 5-1/2 - 7
monthn after last
hearing in the case
(covers voluntary

placement as well).

241
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review
Statutory Within Child By Group Outside

Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review
to Court Motion of Party or Poster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Utah Vtah Code Ann. Utah Code Ann.

S 78-3a-45 S 78-3a-42

Utah Code Ann. (1977) (1977)

SS 78-3a-42, 45
(1977) Court may modify Order vesting

or set aside any custody in insti-
order or decree tution or agency
made by it. expires at end of

VD
two years. How-

ever, custodian may
file petition for
review of the case
and court may continue
order.

Vermont

Vt. Stat. Ann.,
lit. 33, SS 658,

659 (Supp. 1982)

242

Vt. Stat. Ann.,
tit. 33, S 659
(Supp. 1932)

Vt. Stat. Ann.,
tit. 33, S 658
(Supp. 1982)

Court may, on crier trahsferring

petition of a party, custody shall be

modify or set aside reviewed 1-1/2
an order on grounds years from date
of fraud, mistake, entered and each
lack of jurisdiction 1-1/2 years there-
or changed circum- after by court or
stances. administrative body

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/ Administrative Review Administrative Review Judicial Review
Statutory Within Child By Group Outside
Reference Welfare Agency the Agency Written Report Hearing Available on Periodic Review

to Court Motion of Party or Faster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court

or court-appointed
or approved body)

%/vitt& ( COW ) dki IMUI WAX' 01

AptxuNkNi

Review shall
determine whether
child shall be

returned how;
continued in fostor
care for a speci-
fied period: i.silu

ei

hills.* east. with
.41 gam id 111341. $,

akin. llviui let air..

of exception_" ,.1r-
cusstances or be
considered for
adoption or legal

guardianship.
When an administra-
tive body makes
the decision it is
binding unless a
party, after notice,
seeks a review by
the court. Court
may conduct review
de novo of the
detiWnation on
its own motion or
motion of a party.

244 245
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



State/
Statutory

Reference

Pir

Casa Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Grcup Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on
Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Virginia

va. Code
ss 16-1-28I.A,

.8,.E,-1282
(1982)

va. Code.
S 63.1-56.2
(Supp. 1982)

Each local board shall
review the cases of
children in custody on

a planned basis to
evaluate the status and
effectiveness of the
service plan and ser-
vices provided, under
rules issued by the
State Board.

246

Va. Code S 16-1 -

281.A (1982)

Agency must pre-
pare foster care
plan for child
committed to its

care and sutmit
copy to court
for distribution.

Va. Code S 16-1-281.E
(1982)

Court may upon own
motion review status
of children in foster
care.

Va. Code S 16-1-281.0
(1982)

Upon petition of
anyone receiving a
copy of foster care
plan, court may review
the plan and hold
hearing on whether
to change the plan.

BEST COPY AVAiLABLE

Va. Code S 16-1-282
(1982)

Custodial agency
must file a petition
for a hearing with
the court within
sixteen months of
initial foster care
placement. The court
shall set hearing
within 60 days.

247
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Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Bearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

wUshington

Hash. Rev.
Code Ann.
SS 13.34.130(3),

13.34.150,
11.34.210
(Supp. 1982)

Wash. Rev. Code Ann.
S 13.34.150 (Supp.
1982)

Any order made by
court may be changed,
modified or set aside
where court deems
proper.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Wash. Rev. Code.
Ann. $ 13.34.130(3)
(Supp. 1982)

Court must review
status of all
dependent children
every six months to
determine whether
court supervision
should continue.
The Child must be
returned home unless
the court finds that
a reason for removal

still exists. The
court must make
findings with respect
to services, visita-
tion, parental
cooperation and
expected date of
return. The court
may order, at the
review, that a peti-
tion for termination
of parental rights
be filed.



Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

State/
Statutory
Reference

Administrative Review
Within Child
Welfare Agency

Administrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report
to Court

Hearing Available on Periodic Review
Motion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

Washington (con't)

West Virginia

W. Va. Code
Ss 49-6-6,
49-6-8 (1980)

25u

W. Va. Code
S 49-6-6 (1980)

On motion of a child,
Child's parent or
custodian or the
department, the court
may modify a disposi-

tional order on a
showing of chanted

ciccumstonces.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Wash. Rev. Code Ann.
S 13.34.110 (Sapp.
1982)

Where patental rights
have been terminated
and adoption has not
taken place six
months hence, court
must review case at

llwl live anti evesy
sill( &audit:* (K S...'.

W. Va. Code
S 49-6-8 (1980)

After 20 months
of custody, agency
shall petition court
for hearing re
disposition.
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tx,

to

State/
Statutory

Reference

Wisconsin

Wise. Stat. Ann.

SS 48.355(4),
48. 365,

48.357(20,
48.363 (Supp.
1982)

25"

Case Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
within Child

Welfare Agency

Adminastrative Review
By Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Hearing Available on
to Court Motion of Party

Periodic Review
or Foster Care
Extension Hearing

Permanency Planning
Hearing (By court
or court-appointed
or approved body)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Wise. Stat. Ann.
S 48.357(2a) (Supp.
1982)

Upon petition of
interested party,
court shall hold
hearing to consider
request for charge
in placement.

Wisc. Stat. Ann.
S 48.363 (Supp.
1982)

Upon petition of
interested patty,
court shall hold
hearing to consider

request for revision
of dispositional
order.

Wisc. Stat. Ann.
5 48.355(4) (Supp.
1982)

Placement order
terminates at end
of year, unless
court specifies
shorter time.
Extension or

revision terminates
at end of one year,
unless court
specifies shorter
period of time.

Wise. Stat. Ann.
5 48.365 (Supp.
1982)

Upon petition of
interested party,
court shall hold a
hearing to consider
request for extension
of order.

25
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Administrative Review
Within Child
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CAW Review Requirements of State Statutes

Administrative Review
by Group Outside
the Agency

Judicial Review

Written Report Huarial Available on Periodic Review
to Court Nstion of Party or Foster Care

Extension Hearing
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Comparative Study of State Case Review Systems

Phase II

Oispositional Hearings

National Telephone Survey

Agency Questionnaire
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Introduction to the Questionnaire

To facilitate your answering the questions, before we ask you to complete the questions

we'd like to give a brief introduction to the study.

Our study is concerned with the impact and implementation of the 1980 Fede-al law, Adop-

tion Assistance and Child Welfare Act (P.L. 96-272). We are primarily interested in one part of

the law which states that children under the supervision of the state child welfare agency must

have a hearing by a court or court-appointed body within 18 months of the child's original

placement in foster care. The purpose of the hearing is to decide the permanent future home of

the child.

We know that many states require the courts to periodically review, typically every

year or every six months, the status of each child in foster care. What we are generally

interested in for this interview are any court hearings other than the initial custody hearing

which directly address the need for permanent plans for foster children. These may be called

periodic foster care review hearings, hearings to extend commitment, or permanency planning

hearings, or they may be called by some other name. As you may know, the Federal law calls the

hearings at which a decision must be made on the permanent future status of the child."dispo-

sitional hearings." The term does not mean the same thing as the usual juvenile court "disposition

hearing" which is held at nr shortly after the time a child is found to be abused, neglected or

dependent, in order to decide upon the child's custody.

Your participation in this study is voluntary.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1. First, we are interested in getting an overall view of the hearings that may be conducted in

your state to review foster care cases.

1A. Which of the following hearings are held by the court or a court - appointed body in your

state? [ASK ITEMS a TO d: THEN ASK 1B AND 1C FOR EACH YES RESPONSE]

1B. Within what time intervals must this t.saring be held? [PROBE TO GET "AT LEAST" IN

WHAT TIME FRAME]

1C. Are these hearings mandated by state law?

Type of hearing

1A.*

Held or not

18.

At least by what date

1C.

Mandated

A. A hearing at the time or

shortly after a court finds

the child is dependent/or

abused to decide where to

place the child.

1 2 3 Within days 1 2

Comments:

B. Subsequent periodic

Judicial review hearings

1 2 3 At least every months 1 2

Comments:

C. A special hearing other than

the periodic review focused

on the permanency plan for

the child.

1 2 3 At what point is this

By months

held? 1 2

Comments:

D. Are there any other [SPECIE/

NAME]

1 2 3 At least every months 1 2

Comments:

* 2 indicates not always held.

EIEST-COPYAVAILAtILE
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IE. Other then the court report submitted for a scheduled hearing, is the agency or review
board mandated by law to submit a report on each child in foster care on a periodic. bass
for the court to review?

Yes
1 (Q.1F)

No 2 (Q.2)

Varies by county 3

DK 8

1F. Are hearings ever held as a result of this review? (CIRCLE ONC)

Yes . 1

No 2

Var:'s by count; 3

DK 8

IF EESPONDENT ANSWERS "NOT HELD"(2) FOR ALL HEARINGS (1A,B,C, AND O)
AND "NO" TO (1F), SKIP TO QUESTION 21.

IMPORTANT

INTERVIEWER NOTE: AT THIS POINT IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO REVIEW THE FOLLOWING WITH
RESPONDENT: READ OR EXPLAIN

The Federal law P.L. 96-272 specifies that in order to be eligible for certain
funds, state child welfare agencies must see that all children in foster care under
supervision of the agency have a hearing (other than the initial custody hearing)
conducted by the court or a court-appointed body by the time they have been in care
18 months. This hearing is to specially Rddress the question of deciding on a
permanent placement plan for the child.

Unless otherwise specified we will be asking the remaining questions about the
hearing in your county closest to the one defined by P.L. 96-272.

ESEST.Corly.8ymiits4LE
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2A. What do you call the hearings that are moat similar to the P.L. 96-272 dispositional

hearing? [RECORD RESPONSE AND USE THIS TERM WHENEVER REFERRING TO DISPOSITIONAL HEARINGS

FOR THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW]

/39-40

2B. How long has your state been holding (INSERT NAME CF HEARING)? [CIRCLE ONE]

6 months 1 /41

1 year 2

2 years

3 years ... > 4

Over 3 years 5

Over 6 years. 6

Don't know 8

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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3A. We want to see if your [INSERT NAME OF HEARING] generally follows the components of
P.L. 96-272 and any changes that may have been brought about by the law. [READ EACH ITEM]

[10R EACH NEGATIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (1), ASK:]

Do you have plans to do this? [RECORD IN COLUMN (2)]

[FOR EACH POSITIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (1), ASK:]

Was this component instituted prior to 1980? [RECORD IN COLUMN (3)]

[FOR EACH NEGATIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (3), ASK:]

Was this implemented in response to P.L. 96-272? [RECORD IN COLUMN (4)]

a. Is the hearing held by a

court or a body appointed

or approved by a court? .

b. Does the hearing take place

within 18 months of the

child's original placement? .

c. Are hearings held for all

children who have been in

foster care eighteen months

or longer under the super-

vision of the state agency? .

d. Are hearings held period-

ically thereafter as long

as the child remains in

foster care?

e. Does the hearing result

in a decision on whet

should be the permanent

plan for the child

(i.e., return home,

termination, guardian-

ship, permanent

foster care?)

f. Do hearing proceedings

include procedural

safeguards to protect

the rights of

intereated parties?

(1)

In place

(2)

Plans to do

i (3)

Prior to 1980

(4)

Implemented

in response

to the law
Yes No DK Yes No DK Yes No DK Yes No DK

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 1 2 8 1 2 3 /42-4

1 2 8 1 2 8 l 1 2 8 1 2 3 /46-49

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 1 2 8 1 2 3 /50-5

1 2 8 1 2 8 l 1 2 8 1 2 3 /54-57

1 2 8 1 2 8 l 1 2 8 1 2 3 /58-6

1 2 8 1 2 8 f 1 2 8 1 2 3 /62-65
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38. In order to meet the dispositional hearing components of P.L. 96-272 has your state:

[CIRCLE ONLY ONE]

- Used existing procedures without a change in legislation 01

- Modified existing procedure without change in legislation . . . 02

- Passed legislation to create a new hearing procedure 03

- Created a new hearing procedure without new legislation 04

- Passed legislation to mandate existing procedures 05

- Not tried to meet the components 06 (SKIP TO Q.3G) /66-67

- Other [SPECIFY] 07

DK 08

3C. P.L. 96-272 requires that all children have a dispositional hearing within

18 months of this "original placement" and "periodically thereafter." How

does your state define "original placement?" [CIRCLE ONE]

Date child is placed in foster care 01

Date of initial hearing 02

Date child is adjudicated abused,

neglected or dependent 03

Date voluntary agreement is signed 04
/68-69

Other [SPECIFY] 05

DK 08

3D. How does your state define "periodically thereafter" for subsequent dispositional

hearings? [CIRCLE ONE]

Every 6 months after dispositional hearing 01

Every 12 months after dispositional hearing 02

Every 18 months after dispositional hearing 03

Every 24 months after dispositional hearing 04
/70-71

Other [SPECIFY] 05

OK 08

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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3E. Do diepos.1"onal hearings differ from the six month periodic reviews outlined in P.L. 96-272?
(CIRCLE ONE]

Yes 1 (0.3F)

No 2 (Q.3G)

Ok 8 (Q.3G)

Respondent's comments: [PROBE FOR TYPE OF REVIEW HELD)

3F. How do dispositional hearings differ from periodic reviews in each of the following areas?
[RECORD RESPONSE AND CIRCLE YES OR NO]

/72

(CARD 0

Yes No

1. Is p different form required?
1 2 /16

2. Is the orpose different? [PROBE FOR HOW] 1 2 /17

3.
1 2 /18Is the person conducting the hearing different? [PROBE FOR WHO CONDUCTS]

4.
1 2 /19Is there increased participation of parents or other related parties?

5. Are the decisions considered more binding?
1 2 /20

6. Are more due process safeguards applied?
1 2 /21

7. Are there any other major differences? [SPECIFY] 1 2 /22

/23

/24

/25

3G. Which of the following types of non-judicial revi'w are conducted by your state agency?
[CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH ITEM]

As

needed

Planned

basis

Not

held DK

1. Caseworker/supervisory 1 2 3 8 /26

2. Agency administrative 1 2 3 8 /27

3. Interdisciplinary panel 1 2 3 8 /28

4. Citizen review board 1 2 3 8 /29

5.3 4&itgoVei4i40) ''<.--1-. 1 2 3 8 /30
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3H. A. Does your state provide procedural safegusrds to protect parents' Interests in the following

circumstances? [CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

B. Are these mandated in your policy?

A. I B.

Yes No Yes No

1. When agency decides to remove child from parent's home. . . . 1 2 1 2 /31-32

2. When the placement of a child under agency supervision

is going to be changed 1 2 1 2 /33-34

3. When the visitation rights of the parents are going to

be changed 1 2 I 1 2 /35-36

31. Of the following, which categories of cases are included in dispositional hearings

proceedings? [ASK FOR CURRENT AND PRIOR TO 1980: CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

A. B.

Present Prior to 1980

Yes No DK Yes No DK

1 . Voluntary care placement cases ..... . 1 2 8 1 2 8 /37-38

2. Cases in which proceedings to terminate

parental rights are underway 1 2 8 1 2 8 /39-40

3. Cases in which parental rights have

already been terminated 1 2 8 1 2 8 /41-42

3. Permanent/long term foster care cases 1 2 8 1 2 8 /43-44

4. Cases of children placed with relatives 1 2 8 2 8 /45-46

3J. Are there any children for whom only a review of the agency report or other documentation

is conducted by the court Instead of a hearing? [IF YES, PROBE FOR WHICH ONES]

3JA. Much types of cases does this include?

(RECORD RESPONSE)

Yes

No

DK

1 (Q.3JA)

2 (Q.3K)

8 (Q.3K)

A _I 1 Air f
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3K. About what percent of the children in foster care have this type of review rather than
a hearing?

[ENTER PERCENT]

5. Who among the following conducts the hearings in your state?

COLUMN (A): READ EACH ITEM AND CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

COLUM (B): IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE IN COLUMN (A) ASK:

Is one of these responsible more frequently than others?

IF YES, ASK: Which one? [CIRCLE ONE]

IF NO, CIRCLE NONE

5A.

CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

MENTIONED/NOT MENTIONED

5B.

CIRCLE ONE

1. Judge 1 2 01

2. Mester 1 2 02

3. Court referee/commissioner/

magistrate 1 2 03

4. Citizen volunteer 1 2 04

5. Court appointed body 1 2 05

6. Other (SPECIFY)

1 2 06

7. None (no one is used more frequently) 07

8. DK 98

REMEMBER: IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED ITEM "5" IN Q.5A, ASK Q.15-20 AT END OF INTERVIEW.

5C. Does your state have a citizens' foster care review board?

Yes 1 (0.5D)

No 2 (Q.6)

DK 8 (Q.6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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50. We are interested in the relationship between the citizen foster care review board, the court

and the agency. Which of the following best describe this relationship in your state.

[CIRCLE ONE]

a. Review Board decisions are recommendations to the agency only 01 /66-67

b. Review Board decisions are recommendations to the court only and

not binding on the agency unless ratified by the court

c. Review Board decisions are binding on the agency without court action

02

03

d. Review Board decisions are binding on the agency unless the agency

disagrees formally, in which case parties may seek court resolution

of the disagreements
04

e. Other (RECORD RESPONSE)
05

INTERVIEWER'S NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE TO 0.5A.

ASK THE RESPONDENT TO ANSWER THE REMAINING APPLICABLE QUESTIONS FOR THE

HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE POSITION CHOSEN IN Q.58.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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6A. Who among the following are notified of their right to attend the hearing? [READ

6B. Is this mandated throughout the state?

A.

Is notified

B.

Mandated throughout

the state

Yes No Yes No

1. Natural parent 1 2 1 2

2. Child
1 2 1 2

3. Agency
1 2 1 2

4. Parents attorney 1 2 1 2

5. Child's attorney or guardian ad litem. 1 2 1 2

6. Agency attorney 1 2 1 2

7. Any other [SPECIFY] 1 2 1 2

6C. Who is responsible for notification?

Agency

Court

Both 3

Don't know 8

1

2

(CARD C''

/16-17

/18-19

/2C-21

/22-23

/24-25

/26-27

/28-30

/31



7A. Which of the following procedures are followed with regard to the [INSERT NAME OF HEARING].

(READ EACH PROCEDURE AND THEN ASK 78)

78. Is this mandated by state lrw or court rules?

Procedure

1. Those notified are provided with

writOn notice

. Thnse notified are provided with a

case report prior to the hearing. . . .

. The notice includes a statement of the

possible results of the hearing . . . .

4. Those notified are required to attend .

5. Those notified are appointed counsel

if they are not already represented . .

6. Those present are given the

opportunity to present and question

witnesses

7. Those notified have the right to

appeal

8. A record is made of the proceedings . .

9. There is a written finding or order

as a result of the hearing

10. Are there any other due process

safeguards applied [SPECIFY]

7A.

Practice

78.

Mandated

Yes No Yes No

1 2 1 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exc^ption?

1 21 2

Any exception?

1 21 2

Any exception?

/32-33

/34-35

/36-37

/38-39

/40-41

/42-43

I /44-45

J /46-47
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8A. In general, are foster parents also provided all the due process rights listed in the
preceding question?

Yes, all 1 (Q.9) /54

Yes, some 2 (Q.88)

No 3 (Q.88)

CK 8

8B. Which ones are not provided to them?
+/55-67

10. The next questions relate to written policies or laws you may have concerning the hearings.
(CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

10A. Are thera special court rules or written policies for conducting

Yes No

these hearings?
1 2

108. Are there state statues which specify procedures for

conducting these hearings?
1 2

10C. Have there been any new state laws passed with respect to the hesrings
since January 1, 1980?

1 . 2

10D. Are there any plans to revise the statutes to include

provisions for these hearings?
1 2

ASK RESPONDENT TO SEND COPIES OF WRITTEN POLICIEJ ON HEARING TO WESTAT.

v4.

DK

8 /68

8 /69

8 /70

8 /71

+172



!CARD 051

11. Do you believe that the person conducting the (INSERT NAME OF HEARING) has the

authority in the context of the hearing to order the agency to: [CIRCLE YES OR

NO FOR EACH ITEM]

Yes No

a. Return the child to their parent

b. Provide services to the family with a plan of returning

1 2 /16

the child home at a specified time 1 2 /17

c. Continue child in foster care for a specified time period 1 2 /18

d. Initiate a termination of parental rights proceeding

e. Take steps to place the child for adoption within a certain

1 2 /19

time frame
1 2 /20

f. Continue the child in foster care on a permanent or long term basis. .

g. Place the child with specific foster parents, relatives, or any

1 2 /21

specific group home or residential placement
1 2 /22

h. File for guardianship or custody for the child 1 2 /23

12. Now we are interested in getting your esseasment of the impact or potential impact of

holding judicial or court appointed body foster care review hearings. in your view have

any of the following been or would they be increased, decreased or not affected by holding

the hearings. [READ EACH ITEM AND RECORD RESPONSE]

a. Percent of terminations of

parental rights

b. Length of time before agency

recommends termination of

parental rights

c. Number of placements par child

d. Parental participation in the

case review process

e. Percent of children returned

home

f. Protection of child rights. .

g. Protection of parental rights

h. Time involved for review of

each case

i. Percent of cases which agency

recommends long term or

permanent foster care for

children

J. Average length of substitute

care

In-

creased

Have been

Not

affected

In-

creased

Would be

Not

affected DK
De-

creased

De-

creased

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /24

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /25

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /26

1 2 3 4 5 6 q /27

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /28

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /29

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /30

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /31

1 5 6 8 /32

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /33
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13H. If they disagree, ask why?

/41-42

/42-44

/45-46

131. Apart from Federal law, would you say that there is support in your agency for conducting
regularly scheduled dispositional hearings? [PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY ONE RESPONSE]

Yec, strong 1 /47

Yes, moderate 2

Neutral 3

Not much 4

Not at all 5

133. Are there or have there been any laws or court review policies or procedures that make
it difficult to meet the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing requirements?

Yes 1

No 2

13K. If yes, what are they?

(0.13K)

(0.14A)

/48

/49-50

/51-52

/53-54

/55-56

14A. What do you see as being the* major benefits of requiring dispositional hearings for
children in foster cart? [RECORD RESPONSE] [PROBE FOR RESPONSES FOR BENEFITS TO
FAMILIES AND ALSO TO AGENCY AND COURTS]
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148. What are the major problems involved in implementing the hearings as required by

P.L. 96-272? [RECORD RESPONSE] [PROBE FOR RESPONSES FOR PROBLEMS TO FAMILIES AND

ALSO THE AGENCY AND COURTS]

14C. One of the purposes of this study is to obtain feedback from stets on the dispositional

hearing components specified in P.L. 96-272. We'd like to know any recommendations you

might have for:

1. Changes to imp:ove this legislation.

2. What would be of assiatance to states in its implementation?

1.

2.

NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED IN 0.5A THAT COURT APPOINTF')

BODIES CONDUCT HEARINGS GO TO Q.15. IF NOT, GO TO Q.24.

SKIP Q.15 TO Q.23.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NOTE: ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ONLY TO THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE INDICATED IN 0.5A THAT
COURT APPOINTED OR APPROVED BODIES CONDUCT DISPOSITIONAL HEARINGS]

As you have indicated that court appointed/approved bodies conduct dispositional
hearings, we have a few questions about how these bodies operate in your state.

15. Are thb administrative bodies conducting dispcsitional hearings as defined by P.L. 96-272:
[CIRCLE ONE]

a,. Court appointed 1

b. Court approved 2 (SKIP TO Q.17)

c. Other (SPECIFY) 3

d. DK 8

16. Who appoints the members of the court appointed administrative body? [CIRCLE ONE]

Local Judges 01

State supreme court 02

Buth 03

Other (SPECIFY) Of.

[SKIP TO QUESTION 18]

17. Who nominates or appoints the members of the court approved administrative body?
[CIRCLE ONE]

State child aelfare agency. . 01

Governor 02

State legislature 03

All of above 04

Other (SPECIFY) 05

274
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18A. Generally, whet is the composition of the administration body? [CIRCLE ONLY ONE]

Citizens only 01

Paid professional consultants only. 02

Child welfare agency staff only . . 03

Citizens and agency staff 04

Citizens, professionals and staff . 05

Professionals and staff 06

Other (SPECIFY) 07

188. Are there any special requirements for Board composition (i.e., representation by

specific professions)?

18C. If yes, what are the requirements?

Yes 1 (0.18C)

No 2 (Q.19)

DK 8

19. Do the decisions made by the
administrative bodies have to be ratified by the court in order

for them to t3e carried out? [CIRCLE ONE]

/21-22

/23

Yes, always 1

Depend on type of deci-

sion or whether contested . 2 (GO TO 0.19A) /24

No 3

DK 8

(PROBE FOR)

19A. Under what circumstances must the decision be ratified by the court and what is the procedure

for handling these cases?

BEST COPY IkVAILABLE
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20. Do '.he administrative bodies have written rules for their proceedings which require the
following? [CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

Yes No DK

a. Taking of sworn testimony 1 2 8 /25

b. Keeping of verbatim records by

tape recorder or transcriber. . . . 1 2 8 /26

c. Decisions based only on informa-

tion presented at the hearing . . . 1 2 8 /27

d. Written decisions on the future

status of the child with

statement of findings
1 2 8 /28

e. Notification of parties involved. . 1 2 8

SKIP TO Q.24

ASK QUESTIONS 21-23 ONLY OF RESPONDENTS WHO ANSWERED NO TO ALL PARTS OF Q.1.

21. Which types of the following review does your state conduct for children in foster care?
(RECORD RESPONSE) (PROBE FOR "AS NEEDED" OR "PLANNED")

Record comments:

As Not

needed Planned held DK
a. Caseworker/supervisory 1

b. Agency administrator 1

c. Interdisciplinary panel 1

d. Citizen review board 1

e. Other (SPECIFY) 1

/29

2 3 8 /30
7 3 8 /31

2 3 8 /32
2 3 8 /33

2 3 8 /34

/35
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22. We like to know any plans your state might have to initiate judicial hearings on a

periodic basis?

Yes No DK

a.

b.

Do you plan to initiate hearings in your county?. .

Are there any plans to miify state law to

1 2 8 /36

mandate these hearings?
1 2 8 /37

c.

d.

Are these plans in response to P.L. 96-272?

Do they include the provision that hearings be

held for all children in foster care 18 months

1 2 8 /38

or longer?
1 2 8 /39

23. RECORD ANY COMMENTS ABOUT PLANS:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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For statistical purposes we would like to ask a few additional questions about'your
experience and background.

24. What is your current position with the agency?

25. How long have you:

a. Been a (INSERT POSITION]?

b. With the agency

c. Been involved with foster care cases?

NUMBER OF YEARS

NUMBER OF YEARS

NUMBER OF YEARS

26. Finally, we would like to get the approximate number of children in substitute
care as of February 1, 1983. (RECORD RESPONSE]

CONCLUDE INTERVIEW.

THANK RESPONDENT.

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF R IS UNABLE TO PROVIDE DATA FOR FEBRUARY 1, 1983,
ASK FOR WHAT POINT IN TIME THEY CAN PROVIDE THE LATEST COUNT AND NOTE THE
TIME PERIOD BELOW.

...4;4«:ruCt7
T
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1. First, we are interested in getting an overall view of the hearings that may be conducted in
your county to review foster care cases.

1A. Which of the following hearings are held by the court or a court-appointed body in your
county? [ASK ITEMS a TO d: THEN ASK 1B AND 1C FOR EACH YES RESPONSE]

1B. Within what time intervals must this hearing be held? [PROBE TO GET "AT LEAST" IN
WHAT TIME FRAME]

1C. Are these hearings mandated by state law?

Type of hearing
1A.*

Held or not

1B.

At least by what date

1C.

Mandated

A. A hearing at the time or

shortly after a court finds

the child is dependent/or

abused to decide where to

place the child.

1 2 3 Within days 1 2

Comments:

B. Subsequent periodic

Judicial review hearings

1 2 3 At least every months 1 2

Comments:

C. A special hearing other than

the periodic review focused

an the permanency plan for

the child.

1 2 3 At what point is this

By months

held? 1 2

Comments:

D. Are there any othee [SPECIFY

NAME ]

1 2 3 At least every

Comments:

months 1 2

2 indicates not always held.

:110AJIAVA Ylci3
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1E. Other than the court report submitted for a scheduled hearing, is the agency or review

board mandated by law to submit a report on each child in foster care on a periodic basis

for the court to review?

Yes 1 (0.1F)

No 2 (Q.2)

DK 8

1F. Are hearing ever held as a result of this report?

Yes 1

No 2

Varies by county 3

DK 8

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS "NOT HELD"(2) FOR ALL HEARINGS (1A,B,C, AND D)

AND "NO" TO (1F), SKIP TO QUESTION 21.

IMPORTANT

INTERVIEWER NOTE: AT THIS POINT IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO REVIEW THE FOLLOWING

WITH RESPONDENT: READ OR EXPLAIN

The Federal law P.L. 96-272 specifies that in order to be eligible for certain

funds, stete child welfare agencies must see that all children in foster care

under supervision of the agency have a hearing (other than the initial custody

hearing) conducted by the ccurt or a court-appointed body by the time they have

been in care 18 months. This hearing is to specially address tho question of

deciding on a permanent placement plan for the child.

Unless otherwise specified we will be asking the remaining questions about the

hearing in your county closest to the one defined by P.L. 96-272.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2A. What do you call the hearings that are most similar to the P.L. 96-272 dispositional
hearing? (RECORD RESPONSE AN) USE THIS TERM WHENEVER REFERRING TO DISPOSITIONAL HEARINGS
FOR THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW]

/39-40

28. How long has your county been holding (INSERT NAME OF HEARING)? (CIRCLE ONE]

6 months
1

1 year 2

2 years 3

3 years 4 /41

Over 3 years 5

Over 6 years 6

Don't know 8
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3A. We want to see if your [INSERT NAME OF HEARING] generally follows the components of

P.L. 96-272 and any chang.s that may have been brought about by the law. [READ EACH ITEM]

(FOR EACH NEGATIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (1), ASK:)

Do you have plans to do this? (RECORD IN COLUMN (2)]

(FOR EACH POSITIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (1), ASK:)

Was this component instituted prior to 1980? (RECORD IN COLUMN (3)]

(FOR EACH NEGATIVE RESPONSE RECORDED UNDER COLUMN (3), ASK:]

Was this implemented in response to P.L. 96-27k? (RECORD IN COLUMN (4)]

a. Is the hearing held by a

court or a body appointed

or approved by a court? . .

b. Dos the hearing take place

within 18 months of the

child's original placement?

c. Are hearings held for all

Children who have been in

foster care eighteen months

or longer under the super-

vision of the state agency? .

d. Are hearings held period-

ically thereafter as long

as the child remains in

foster care?

e. Does the hearing result

in a decision on what

should be the permanent

plan for the child?

(i.e., return home,

termination, guardian-

ship, permanent

foster care?)

f. Do hearing proceedilgs

include procedural

safeguards to protect

the rights of

interested parties?

(1)

In place

(2)

Plans to do

(3)

Prior to 1980

(4)

Implemented

in response

to the law

Yes No DK Yes No DK Yes No DK Yea No DK

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 /42-45

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 /46-49

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 /50-53

1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 /54-57

1 2 8 1 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 /58-61

1 2 8 1 1 2 8 1 2 8 1 2 3 +166-72
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4A. Within your county what is the name of the court system that usually conducts or has authority
over [INSERT NAME OF HEARINGS)? [RECORD NAME)

48. Does this vary by county in your state?

Yes 1

No

/53-54

2 /55

DK 8

4C. Is the county served by (INSERT NAME OF THE COURT) primarily urban, rural or suburban?

A primarily rural county 1

A primarily urban county 2

A mixed urban-suburban county 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4

6. t.

/56



5. Who among the following conducts these hearings in your county?

COLUMN (A): READ EACH ITEM AND CIR\ c: ALL THAT APPLY.

COLUMN (8): IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE IN COLUMN (A) ASK:

Is one of these responsible more frequently than others?

IF YES, ASK: Which one? [CIRCLE ONE]

IF NO, CIRCLE NONE

5A.

CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

MENTIONED/NOT MENTIONED

58.

CIRCLE ONE

1. Judge 1 2 01

2. Master 1 2 02

3. Contu referee/commissioner/

magistrate 1 2 03

4. Citizen volunteer 1 2 04

5. Court appointed or approved body 1 2 05

6. Other (SPECIFY)

1 2 06

7. None (no one is used more frequently) 07

8. DK
98

REMEMBER: IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED ITEM "5" IN Q.5A, ASK Q.15-20 AT END OF INTERVIEW.

5C. Does your county have a citizens' foster care review board?

Yes 1 (Q.50)

No 2 (Q.5E)

DK 8 (Q.5E)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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5D. We are interested in the relationship between the citizen foster care review board, the
court and the agency. Which of the following statements best describes this relation-
ship in your county. [CIRCLE ONLY ONE RESPONSE]

Review Board decisions are recommendations to the agency only

Review Board decisions are recommendatl, is to the court only

and not binding on the agency unless ratified by the court

Review Bos-d decisions are binding on the agency without court
action

Review Board decisions are binding on the agency unless the

agency disagrees formally, in which case parties may seek court
resolution of the disagreements

9r some other (P CORD RESPONSE)

01

02

03

04

05

/66-67

5E. Do the judges or others conducting the hearing hear primarily juvenile and/or family
law cases?

.1

Yes
1

No .
2 /68

Other [SPECIFY] 0
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INTERVIEWER'S MOIL: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE TO Q.5A.

ASK THE RESPONDENT TO ANSWER THE REMAINING APPLICABLE QUESTIONS FOR THE

HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE POSITION CHOSEN IN Q.58.

6A. Who among the following are notified of their right to attend the hearing?

68. Is notification mandated throughout the state?

A.

Is notified

in county

B.

Mandated throughout

the state

1. Natural parent 1 2 1 2

2. Child 1 2 1 2

3. Agency i 2 1 2

4. Parents' attorney 1 2 1 2

5. Child's attorney or guardian ad liten . 1 2 1 2

6. Agency attorney 1 2 1 2

7. Any other [SPECIFY] 1 2 1 2

6C. Who is responsible for ratification?

Agency 1

Court 2

Both 3

Don't know 8

287
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7A. Which of the following procedures are followed with regard to the [INSERT
NAME OF HEARING]? LREAD EACH PROCEDURE AND THEN ASK 78]

78. Is this mandated by state law or court rules?

Procedure

. Thuse notified ere provided with

written notice

. Those notified are provided with a

case report prior to the hearing. . .

. The notice includes a statement of the

possible results of the hearing . . . .

. Those notified are required to attend .

. Those notified are appointed counsel

if they ere not al:eady reoresented
. .

. Those present are given the

opportunity tc present and question

witnesses

7. Those notified have the right to

appeal

8. A record is made of the proceedings
. .

9. There is a written finding or order

as a result o: he hearing

10. Are there any other due process

safeguards applied [SPECIFY]

/32-33

/34-35

7A.

Practice

78.

Mandated

Yes No Yes No

1 2

Any exception?

1

1

2

1 2

Any exception?

1 2 /36-37
1 2

Any exception?

1 2 /38-39
1 2

Any exception?

1 2 /40-411 2

Any exception?

1 2 /42-431 2

Any exception?

1 2 /44-451 2

Any exception?

I 1 2 /46-471 2

Any exception?

1 2 /48-491 2

Any exception?

1 2 /50-511 2

Any exception?

/52-53



8A. In general, are foster parents also provided all the due process rights liatQd in the

preceding question?

Yee, all 1 (Q.9) /54

Yes, some 2 (Q.8B

No 3 (Q.9)

DK 8

88. Which ones are not provided to them?

9A. Does the court or court-appointed body in your county that conducts (INSERT NAME OF

HEARING] also conduct hearings to: (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH ITEM]

9B. Does this vary by county? (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH ITEM]

A. 8.

DKYes No

Varies

by county

Yes No

1. Terminate parental rights 1 2 1 2 8 /55-56

2. Approve adoption 1 2 2 8 /57-58

3. Establish guardianship 1 2 1 2 8 /59-60

4. Determine abuse or neglect 1 2 1 2 8 /61-62

5. Decide delinquency cases 1 2 1 2 8 /63-64

6. Decide custody in divorce cases 1 2 1 L 8 /65-67

Respondent's comments:

N'Llk))
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10. The next

[CIRCLE

10A. Are there

queetione relate to written policies or laws you may have concerning the
YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

Yee

hearings.

No DK

special court rules or written policies for conducting
these hearings?

1 2 8 /68

10B. Are there state statues which spucify procedures for

conducting thee hearings?
1

10C. Have there been any new state laws passed with respect to the hearings

2 8 /69

since January 1, 1980?
1 2 8 /70

10D. Are there any plans to revise the statutes to include

provisions for these hearings?
1 2 8 /71

10E. Are there any statutory court standards for the decisions to be
made at the hearings on the permanent plan for the child? 1 2 8 /72

AT RESPONDENT TO SEND COPIES OF WRITTEN RULES, POLICIES OR STATUTES
FOR HEARING TO WESTAT.

11. Do you believe that the person conducting the [INSERT NAME OF HEARING] has the
authority in the context of the hearing to order the agency to: [CIRCLE YES OR
NO FOR EACH ITEM]

1CARD ("6,1

Yes No

a. Return the child to their parent

b. Provide serices to the family with a plan of returning

1 2 /16

the child home at a specified time
1 2 /17

c. Continue child in fostec care for a specified time period 1 2 /18

d. initiate a termination of parental rights proceeding

e. Take steps to place the child for adoption within a

1 2 /19

certain time frame
1 2 /20

f. Continue the child in foster ca-:1 on a permanent or long term basis. .

g. Place the child with specific foster parents, relatives, or any

1 2 /21

specific group home or residential placement
1 2 /22

h. F.71e for guardianship or custody for the child 1 2 /23

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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12. Now we era Interested in getting your assessment of the impact or potential impact of holding

judicial or court appointed body foster care review hearings. In your view have any of the

following been or would they be increased, decreased or not affucted by holding the hearings,

(READ EACH ITEM AND RECORD RESPONSE)

a. Percent of terminations of

In-

creased

Has been

Not

affected

In-

creased

Would be

Not

affected DK
De-

creased

De-

creased

b.

parental rights

Length of time before agency

recommends termination of

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /24

parental rights 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /25

c.

d.

Number of placements per child.

Parental participation in the

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /26

e.

case review process

Percent of children returned

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /27

home 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 1711

f. Protection of child rights. . . 1
, 3 4 5 6 8 /29

g.

h.

Protection of parental rights

Time involved for review of

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /30

each case 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /31

1. Percent of cases which agency

recommends long term or

permanent foster care for

j.

Children

Average length of substitute

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /32

care 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 /33

13. Overall, do you agree or disagree with each of the following hearing elements

forth in P.L. 96 -272' (PLEASE CIRCLE AGREE OR DISAGREE FOR EACH ITEM)

as set

Agree Disagree

a. That an actual hearing be held (rather than paper review) 1 2 /34

b.

c.

That it be under a court or court-appointed body

That the hearing determine the plan for the child's permanent

1 2 /35

d.

Future home

That procedural safeguards be applied to protect the involved

1 2 /36

parties
1 2 /37

e.

f.

That hearings be held within 18 months of initial placement . . . .

That hearings be held periodically thereafter for children

1 2 /38

g.

who remain in care

That the hearing requirements apply to all children in

1 2 /39

substitute care eighteen months or longer 1 2 /40
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13H. If they disagree, ask why?

/41-42

/42-44

/45-46

131. Apart from Federal law, would you say that there is support in your court for conducting

regularly scheduled dispositional hearings? [PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY ONE RESPONSE]

Yes, strong 1 /47

Yes, moderate 2

Neutral 3

Not much 4

Not at all 5

13J. Are there or have there been any laws or court review policies or procedures that make

it difficult to meet the P.L. 96-272 dispositional hearing requirements?

Yes 1 (Q.13K)

No 2 (Q.14A)

13K. If yes, what are they?

/48

/49-50

/51-52

/53-54

/55-56

14A. What do you see as being the major benefits of requiring dispositional hearings for
Children in foster care? [RECORD RESPONSE] [PROBE FOR RESPONSES FOR BENEFITS TO

FAMILIES AND ALSO TO AGENCY AND COURTS]



148. Whet are the major problems involved in implementing the hearings ao required by

P.L. 96-272? (RECORD RESPONSE] (PROBE FOR RESPONSES FOR PROBLEMS TO FAMILIES AND

ALSO THE AGENCY AND COURTS]

14C. One of the purposes of this study is to obtain feedback from states on the dispositionai

hearing components specified to P.L. 96-272. We'd like to krow any recommendations you

might have for:

1. Changes to improve this legislation.

2. What would be of assistance to states in its implementation?

1.

2.

NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED IN Q.5A THAT COURT APPOINTED

BODIES CONDUCT HEARINGS GO TO Q.15. IF NOT, GO TO Q.24.

SKIP Q.15 TO Q.23.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NOTE: ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ONLY TO THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE INDICATED IN Q.5A THAT

COURT APPOINTED OR APPROVED BODIES CONDUCT DISPOSITIONAL HEARINGS]

As you have indicated that court appointed/approved bodies conduct dispositional

hearings, we have a raw questions about how these bodies operate in your state.

15. kre the administrative bodies conducting dispositional hearings as defined by P.L. 96-272:

[CIRCLE ONE]

a. Court appointed 1 (Q.16)

b. Court approved 2 (SKIP TO Q.17)

c. Other (SPECIFY) 3

d. DK 8

16. Who appoints the members of the court appointed administrative body? [CIRCLE ONE]

a. Local judges 01

b. State supreme court 02

c. Both 03

d. Other (SPECIFY)

[SKIP TO QUES:ION 18]

17. Who nominates or appoints the members of the court approved administrative body?

[CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH I1EM]

a. State child welfare agency 01

b. Governor. 02

c. State legiel-elre 03

d. All of above 04

e. Other SPECIFY) 05

..3k.44.11AV Y Ti,1111
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18A. Generally, What is the composition of the administrative body? [CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR

EACH ITEM]

Citizens only 01

Paid professional consultants only 02

Child welfare agency staff only 03

Citizens and agency 04 /21-22

Citizens, professional staff 05

Professionals and staff 06

Other (SPECIFY) 07

18B. Are there any special requirements for Board composition (i.e., renresentation by

specific professions)?

Yes 1 (Q.18C)

No 2 (Q.19) /23

DK C (o.19)

18C. If yes, what are the requirements?

19. Do the decisions made by the administrative bodies have to be ratified by the court in order

for them to be carried out? [CIRCLE ONE]

Yes, always 1

Depend on type of deci-

sion or whether contested . 2 (GO TO Q.19A) /24

No 3

DK B

(PROBE FOR)

19A. Under what circumstances must the decision be ratified by the court and what is the procedure

for handling these cases?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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20. Do thol administrative bodies have written rules for their proceedings which require the
follcang? [CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM)

Yes No DK

a. Taking of sworn testimony 1 2 8 /25

b. Keeping of verbatim records by

tape recorder or transcriber. . . . 1 2 8 /26

c. Decisions based only on informa-

tion presented at the hearing . . . 1 2 8 /27

d. Written decisions on the future

status of the child with

statement of findings 1 2 8 /28

e. Notification of parties involved. 1 2 8 /29

SKIP TO Q.24

ASK QUESTIONS 21-23 ONLY OF RESPONDENTS WHO ANSWERED NO TO ALL PARTS OF Q.1.

21. Which of the following types of review does your county conduct for children in foster care?
(PROBE FOR "AS NEEDED" OR "PLANNED")

As

needed Planned

Not

held DK

a. Caseworker/supervisory 1 2 3 8 /30

b. Agency administrator 1 2 3 8 /31

c. Interdisciplinary panel 1 2 3 8 /32

d. Citizen review board 1 2 3 8 /33

e. Other (SPECIFY) 1 2 3 8 /34

Record comments /34

/35
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22. We like to know any plans your county might have to initiate judicial

periodic basis?

hearings

Yes

on a

No DK

a.

b.

Do you plan to initiate hearings in your county?. .

Are there any plans to modify state law to

1 2 8 /36

mandate these hearings? 1 2 8 /37

c.

d.

Are these plans in response to P.L. 96-272?

Do they include the provision that hearings be

1 2 8 /38

Held or all children in foster care 18 months

or longer? 1 2 8 /39

23. RECORD ANY COMMENTS ABOUT PLANS:

3J134..0AVA
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For statistical purposes we would to ask a few additional questions about your

experience and background.

24. What is your curent position with the court? (or court appointed or approved administration

body)?

25. How long have you:

a. Been a (INSERT POSITION]*,

b. The court. /system"

c. Been Involved with foster care cases?

CONCLUDE INTERVIEW.

THANK RESPONDENT.
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